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MICROPROCESSOR BASED NON-LINEAR ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER 
by K. L. YUNG 
The advent of microprocessors has created the possibility of 
developing low cost adaptive controllers for small process plants 
which in the past badly needed but could not afford such 
controllers. To examine the practicality of developing advanced 
low cost microprocessor based controller, this thesis describes 
the development of a non-linear adaptive controller for a nylon 
crimping plant which is a typical example of small process 
plants. 
In order to test the algorithm on site, an algorithm 
development/implement device basing on a novel multi-tasking 
concept was developed. This novel microprocessor based device 
can perform program development, on-line algorithm test and data 
logging at the same time, while, still maintaining its small size 
for easy transportation. When the control algorithm was fully 
developed and tested, a low cost dedicated controller using an 
Intel 8085 processor was designed to house the algorithm and as a 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This thesis explains aspects of the application of micro-
processors in process control. It considers the potentia l for 
implementing adaptive controllers, describes the development of 
a novel flexible algorithm evaluation system and investigates the 
control of a novel fibre crimping plant. 
Recent publicity has thrown light on appli cations of 
microprocessors in replacing human operators, creating fears of 
mass unemployment. However, apart from this issue the more 
important role of microprocessors is in improving the performance 
of processes which are difficult or impossible to be achieved by 
manual operations. With the continual increase in computing 
power and the reduction in cost, it is possible to implement more 
intelligent process controllers. 
In the past most process control operations were perform-
ed by analogue controllers. Due to the high cost in implementing 
more sophisticated algorithms, most analogue controllers are 
limited to the very basic 3-term control functions. With mini-
computers coming onto the market, analogue controllers were 
gradually replaced by minicomputers in some industries. 
Normally, one minicomputer would replace several analogue 
controllers by allocating computing time slots for each control 
loop. Although this has definite advantages in improving the 
start up and shut down of processes and in being able to perform 
more advanced control, its disadvantages are cabling cost (1) and 
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! complete plant shut down due to computer failure . Obviously, 
using a second computer as stand-by would reduce the probability 
of complete plant shut down due to computer failure. Howeve r , 
this would double the cost. With the advent of micro-processors , 
a lot of processes have now moved from hierarchical control t o 
distributed control (2). Distributed control gives all the 
advantages of Direct Digital Control while localising control 
calcu l ations down to single loop level. The beauty of 
distributed control is that the whole system is built up of 
individual blocks such that the total size of the system is not 
governed by a central unit. Multivariable control is stil l 
possible by providing communication links between each controller. 
Until very recently most of the controllers on the market 
uses the very basic 3-term control functions. Even for micro-
processor based controllers, the discrete 3-term controller is 
still widely used. This points to the fact that 3-ter~ control 
functions are easier for the process operator to understand, and, 
quite rightly that most processes can be controlled by a 3-term 
controller satisfactorily although not optimally. Furthermore, 
with the limited computing power of microprocessors, more complex 
control algorithm may not be feasible because of the hard real 
time calculation requirement. 
In the meantime, due to the oil crisis and the world 
shortage of energy and raw material, the price of raw material 
had highlighted the requirement for industrial processes to be 
operated close to optimal. This creates a demand for more 
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intelligent controllers. In order to fulfill the optimal control 
requirement, the controller should have the ability to adapt to 
the process thus leading to self-tuning or adaptive controllers. 
In recent years, several attempts have been made t o 
derive simple self-tuning controllers with varying degree of 
success. One of our objectives here is to examine the 
practicalty of implementing advanced control algorithms on 
minimum microprocessor based hardware which can form the basis of 
a low cost adaptive controller. This controller should work as 
a single stand alone controller or, as a building block in a 
distributed control system. 
Looking into the world of self-tuning or adaptive 
controllers, one would be amazed by the wide choice of algorithms 
available. Each of the algorithms has its own specific area of 
applications. However, of the available ones only a few are of a 
general purpose nature. The main requirement of a suitable 
algorithm is not only its performance in terms of stability and 
convergence but also of its complexity in terms of practical 
application in a hard real time environment. 
In order to get a feel for the practical application of 
algorithms developed, a small process was chosen in order to test 
the algor i thms practically and examine their viability in actual 
applications. A very important reason for choosing a small 
process to try the application was that, in the past, due to the 
stringent cost constrain on these processes, it prohibited them 
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r from using more advance control methods. If it can be shown that 
a microprocessor based controller can be built for such a 
process, it would open up new dimensions in the control of small 
processes as well as proving the controller•s viability in bigger 
plants. 
The process chosen was a fibre crimping plant as shown in 
Fig. (1.1). Fibre comes in from below, passes through two 
chambers and is heated up by the steam jet. The combined steam 
and fibre is then allowed to pass through a jet and to expand 
against a cone to produce the crimp. Crimped yarn is then 
allowed to come out of the jet in the form of a plug, and, t o 
cool and set in free air. The speed of the yarn feed and ta ke up 
are kept constant. The control act ion here is to vary the steam 
temperature input in order to keep the he i ght of the plug column 
constant. This intrinsically simple process is quite interesting 
when studied closely. It has a varying time constant and a 
varying time delay as explained in chapter 2. Apart from its 
complex behaviour, the process is a typ ical example of small 
processes, where, due to its low overall cost it can not afford 
the modification of existing instrumentation and, the new micro-
processor based controller should cost about the same as that of 
its original analogue controller. 
In the course of developing a suitable control algorithm 
for the process, a device was required to record data from the 
plant as well as trying out the developed algorithm on the plant. 
A suvey was carried out at the start of this project in 1976 to 
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find a suitable device for these purpose. However, at thqt time 
the application of microprocessors in process control was only in 
its infancy. There were no devices in the market which would fit 
our requirement. Therefore, a microprocessor based control 
algorithm development and implementation system has to be 
designed from scratch. 
In order to satisfy the design requirement of being able 
to perform on-line control, data logging (up to 9 channels of 
different sampling rate) and program development at the same 
time, while, the size of the whole system is still kept to the 
standard 19-inch card frame for easy transportation to the 
factory floor, a novel interrupt driven mu l ti-tasking softwa re 
and hardware architecture using several levels of interrupt was 




was to divide functions in the system such as 
on-line control, program debugging, data 
transmission, data recept ion, servicing other peripherals, etc., 
into different tasks. Each tasks is driven by an interrupt. The 
interrupts are divided into eight priority levels. Each act i ve 
task is allocated a priority level according to its hard real-
time requirement . The priority level of a task can be changed by 
another task or by itself according to the state of the program 
or the hard real-time requirements at that moment. For example, 
the on-line control function normally allocated the highest 
priority level for accurate sampling of plant output and control 
output. After this vital operation, its priority would be 
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changed to a lower level to allow other peripherals to interrupt 
while continuing its control calculation. Furthermore, a task 
can also be activated or suspended by another task according t o 
software requ irement or external stimulus. This form of multi-
tasking arrangement was found to be superbly versatile in late r 
experiments . 
Since the development of this novel concept, other 
systems of similar design but of bigger size have emerged. An 
early example was the modular system base on the Z-80 processor 
designed by A.W. Winston and T.B. Smith in 1978 (Ref . 48). The 
advantage of using interrupt driven multi-tasking architecture on 
microprocessor systems was examined in the early days by others 
such as Chin-Hwa Lee in 1977 (Ref. 49) and Y.C. Chien in 1980 
(Ref. 50). 
Another novel concept in the design of this program 
development system was to squeeze two ergonomically designed 
active front panels within the confine of the 19-inch card frame. 
One of the front panels was used by the programmer while the 
other front panel was used by the control engineer. The reason 
for having the programmers panel was due to the lack of in house 
program development aid. This panel was to provide means for 
hand programming and debugging initial software. The idea of 
having a separate control engineers' panel was that when a newly 
developed control algorithm was going through its acceptance 
test, the system can be left on the shop floor with only the 
control engineers' panel access\ble . This allowed control 
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engineers on duty to change the tuning parameters, switch between 
conventional 3-term controller and the new algorithm for 
comparison, and, display various other parameters wi thout 
worrying about the danger of corrupting the system or controller 
software. The novel architecture of this system and its 
versatile features are described in Chapter 3. 
The first step in designing an adaptive controller f or 
the nylon crimping plant was to deduce a realistic model for the 
plant as described in chapter 2. In chapter 4, previous attempts 
to improve the controller were examined. Armed with the plant 
knowledge obtained from past efforts and simulation results from 
the new model, it was recognised that; due to the five di screte 
step output level sensor, the process was too non-l i near t o be 
controlled by normal self-tuning control algorithm. Most self-
tuning control algorithm at start up would need at least hundreds 
of samples before converging to a reasonable value around the set 
point even for a linear plant (ref. 16, 27, 28). The nyl on 
crimping plant with its five discrete step output level sensor 
would take a long time to (or in some cases never be able to) 
supply the required among of useful data. Therefore, a non-
linear design approach was adopted to design a non-linear 
adaptive controller for the process. It was proved to have 
marked improvement over the previous proportional and integral 
controller in real plant trials as shown in chapter 5 (section 
5.3.5) . 
Chapter 5 also describes other experiments and on-line 
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identifications carried out on the plant with the aid of the 
Program Development/Implementation System. The versatility of 
the Program Development/Implementation Systemwas proved to be 
extremely useful here. 
Due to the format of the data collected, and, the 
difficult in converting it to a form which is acceptable to the 
main-frame computer in the college, it was decided to use the 
microprocessor based Program Deve 1 opment/Imp 1 ementat1on S_ystem to 
analyse some of the data. Therefore, most of the analysis 
software was written in Intel 8080 assembler language. 
When the control algorithm was fully developed, a 
dedicated microprocessor based controller using the Intel 8085 
processor was designed and built for the plant . It was complete 
with plant interfaces, and, designed to have the same dimensions 
as the original analogue controller and directly plug compatible 
as well. It can be plugged straight into the existing rack for 
the analogue controller as a direct replacement. 
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Fig. 1.1 THE PROCESS CONTROL LOOP 
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2. THE PROCESS 
In the field of self-adaptive control algorithms, there seem 
to be a very large selection of control algorithms. However, if we 
scrutinize them, only very few are suitable for general applications. 
If we take into account the hard real time requirement for process 
control and the limited computing power of a microprocessor the 
choice is even less. In order to examine these constraints pract i ca l ly, 
we chose a very convenient but interesting process to grasp the 
implication in practical application of advanced control algorithms 
in process control using microprocessors. The plant chosen also 
highlights the problem of small plants as described in the introduction 
that are badly in need of more advanced control algorithms while the 
economics does not justify the use of computers. 
2.1 The Control Loop 
The plant under study is an artifical fibre crimping plant 
as shown in the schematic diagram Fig 2.1. This plant was developed 
by John Heathcoat & Co. Ltd. It is an unique process using a 
combination of fluid jet and stuffer tube texturing. Yarn 
is sucked in from the bottom by the steam jet and its 
velocity maintained constant by a feeding roller. Inside 
the jet, the temperature of the yarn is increased to just below 
melting point by superheated steam. The yarn and the steam then 
pass through a series of jets and expansion chambers so that the yarn 
is being torn open and twisted. Finally, the yarn is forced into 
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a vertical tube to form a plug and pushes its way out to the open 
air, cooled down to sustain permanent crimp. The plug pushes its 
way up a guide with more crimped yarn forming at the bottom. Then 
crimp yarn is finally drawn off at constant speed. 
It was found from experiment that with input and output roller 
speed kept constant the height of the plug changes according to the 
temperature of the input steam (higher temperature - shorter plug 
length). Furthermore, the amount of crimp (as indicated by dye 
take up) is proportional to the plug length. Hence, in order to 
maintain a cons t an t amount of cri mp . the plug length has t o be 
kept constant by varying the temperature of input steam. 
By theoretical realisation and practical experiment the plug 
length is fo~nd to b2 mainly de~en~on two factors: The temperature of the 
input steam and, the internal state of the yarn. The internal state 
of the yarn is further dependent on two major factors. First the 
water content in the yarn and secondly, the degree of relaxation 
after drawing. After drawing, yarn is stored in form of reels . 
Yarn on the outside of the reel tendsto relax more than those in the 
middle which is restricted by the bobbin . Furthermore , ya rn on the 
outside tends to be affected by the atmosphere more than those on the 
inside. The change of steam temperature in order to compensate for 
the different properties of the yarn to attain constant crimp during 
a typical run is shown in Figure 2.2. Since we can control the 
temperature of the steam but not the state of the yarn, we shall 
consider the temperature of the steam to be the control input t o the 
plant and the change of state of the yarn to be the disturbance. 
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The control loop now becomes a single input and single output system. 
The plant output being the plug level and the control input being 
the power input to the heater. A schematic diagram of the control 
loop is as shown jn Figure 2.3. The disturbances to the plant are 
fluctuation of input steam temperature and the changes in the internal 
state of the yarn as explained earlier. 
2.2 System Modelling 
There are usually several ways to model a plant. It is 
inevitable that assumptions are made at some stages. Therefore, 
it is essential to look at different modelling approaches and per form 
simulations to see whether the plant dynamics agree with the mode l . 
2.2.1 Previous modelling approach 
A previous attempt to model the system is described as follows : 
First consider the input and output of yarn to the plant. From the 
set up of the plant, the tension and velocity of the yarn at input 
and output are held at constant. Therefore, we can assume tha t 
their mass flow rates are equal. 
; . e. m. =m 
1 0 
rfl; = input mass flow rate. 
m
0 
= output mass flow rate. 
(2.2.1) 
From the above, assume that the time taken for material to travel 







M = mass of material in the plug. 
The rate of change of the plug height L is equal to the 
difference between the rates at which yarn is added to the base and 
subtracted from the top:-
- m 
- i (2.2.3) 
Vb(t) = volume of yarn added to base of plug. 
vt(t) = volume of yarn subtracted from top of plug. 
qb(t) = specific volume at base of plug. 
qt(t) = specific volume at top of plug. 
Substituting the above equation with equation (2.2.1) we have 
(2.2.4) 
As the yarn moves from the bottom to the top of the plug the 
specific volume of yarn at top of the plug is equal to that at the 
base ' seconds previously. Hence, 
(2.2 . 5) 
Taking the Laplace Transform:-
s L(s) = m; (qb(s) - qb(s) e-'5 ) (2.2.6) 
Assume that qb is inversely proportional to temperature of 
steam. 
L(s) (2.2.7) 
Let N(s) be the disturbance due to the change of states of the yarn. 




Where K1 , K2 = constants 
U{s) = plant input (power input to heater) 
e = heater time constant 
For easy analysis of the control loop in computer control 
applications. The Z-transform of the above transfer function is 
as follows:-
Assuming that the time delay is an integer multiple of the sampling 
rate, 
G(Z) K z-1 (1 + z-1 + z-2 + ..... + z- (m-1 )) (p + 9 z-1 ) = T 
1 - ea z-1 
T 
Where p = T - 6(1 - eiB) 
T T 
q = e ( 1 - e -e) - T e e 
2.2.2 Recent modelling approach 
{2.2.9 ) 
T = m T 
T = sampling period. 
Further realisation of the plant have shown that the va l id i ty 
of the model derived in section 2.2.1 is questionable. From 
equation 2.2.5 for any change of qb(t), the rate of change of L is 
equal to zero after 1 seconds. That is to say, the system is stable 
in open loop condition. However, on examination of the plant, the 
open loop condition is unstable. This error in modelling arises f rom 
the assumption that the input and output mass flow rate is equal, 
which is not true at all. Since the output yarn speed and tension 
is kept constant the mass flow rate is dependent on the amount of . 
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crimp on the yarn. More crimp on the yarn increases the mass 
per unit length. of the yarn and hence increases the output 
mass flow rate. 
The main disturbance to the system is the relaxation of 
the yarn after drawing. Since the input yarn travels at a constant 
speed, any relaxation of the yarn after drawing would increase its 
mass/unit length which would result in an increase in mass flow rate. 
An alternative approach to modelling of the process is as 
follows:-
Define: G; = linear density of non-crimped yarn (mass/unit length) 
G0 = linear density of crimped yarn 
Qt = linear density of plug at top of column 
Qb = linear density of plug at bottom of column 
C = temperature of steam 
V; = velocity of non-crimped yarn (constant) 
V0 = velocity of crimped yarn (constant) 
L = plug length 
m; = input mass flow rate 
m0 = output mass flow rate 
E; = energy input to super heater 






The decrease in plug length is due to yarn taken away from the top 
of the plug, 
dlt m 0 
= ~ dt (2.2.11) 
Hence the change in plug length 
dl m. mo 1 
dT""" = Ob-ot (2.2.12) 
Let 1 be the time for the yarn to travel from the bottom of the plug 
to the top. 
dl m; mo (2.2.13) (l""t = Qb(t) - Qb(t - 1) 
Now m 
0 
= Go Vo 
Where V
0 
& Vi are fixed by the operator and remain constant. 
The amount of crimp on the output yarn is dependent on the 
steam temperature C(t) in the jet. Assume that this relationship 
is piece wise linear around the set point, 
G0 = KG C(t 1) + AG 
Where KG and AG are constants 
(2.2.14) 
Also assume that the relationship between Qb and jet temperature C 
is piece wise linear around the set point, 
Qb = KQ C(t) + AQ 








V0 (KG C(t - 1) + AG) 
KQ C(t - 1) + AQ 
G; V; K0 C(t - t) + A 0 
= 
KQ C(t) + AQ KQ C(t - t) + AQ 
Where K = 0 V o KG 
(2.2.16) 
A = AG Vo 0 
T = Time for yarn to travel from bottom to top of plug. 
L 
T : 
= L (KQ ~~-T C(t) dt) + + AQ 
G. V. 
1 1 
Where (b = Velocity of yarn travelling up the plug. 
In order to simplify equation (2.2.16) assume that 
(2.2.17) 
change of Q with· respect to temperature is very small and can be 
ignored which is true in practise. 




KO A = 
"0:"' "0::"' 1 b 0 b e 
= G. B. - B 
1 1 0 1 
-TS 
BR e E. 
1 + es 1 
= 
Where BR = - 80 Ke = Constant, 
Bd and 1jl = Constant, 
z;; = Disturbance, 
K 
C(s) = 1 +ees E; 
L(s) 








+ Bd (z;; + w) 
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(2.2.18) 




From equation (2.2.19) it has been shown that the open loop transfer 
function ~f the system can be simplified to a second order system with 
variable time delay. Now, this simplified version of the model is 
stable while the observed open loop system is unstable. This 
contradiction can be explained as follows: If the KQ C(t) + AQ terms 
in (2.2.16) is included in the model, the model would be unstable. 
Although (2.2.16) gives a more accurate representation of the plant ft 
gives a very complex open loop transfer function. The way to get round 
this problem while still retain a simple model of the system is that, 
we shall take the unstable term as drift which can be overcome in closed 
loop b~ a pure integrator on the controller. The system is then further 
compensated as a delayed second order system. 
In order to further validate this model, some model fitting and 
identification results are presented and discussed in Chapter 5. 
For easy analysis by computer the z-transform of the simplified 
open loop transfer function is as follows: 
Assume that the time delay is an integer multiple of the sampling period 
(T) the transfer function becomes: 
-T 
L(Z) = BR __ z_,_( _1 _-_e_T__,_) _,T~ z- n E i ( z ) 
( z - 1 ) ( z - eT) (2.2.20) 
Where time delay ' = nT 
From the z-transform of the system model in equation (2.2.20) 
the discrete-time state-space model of the system can be derived for 
later analysis by modern control theory: 
Let L(z) = x1(k) 
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From equation (2.2.20) 
T T -(n- 1) T L(z) z2 - L(z) z(1 + e~) + L(z) e~ = z BR(1 - e~) Ei(z) 







1 + e~ 
+ BR ( 1 - e """"S) E i ( k - n + 1 ) + Q s 
L(k) = [1 
Where ~ is the disturbance 
k is any integer 
Therefore, matrix representation of the open loop system is: 
X(k + 1) = A X(k) + B Ei(k- n + 1) 
L(k) = 0 X(k) 
(2.2.21 ) 
(2.2.22) 
In order to present the model in true state-space format we 
must eliminate E.(k- n + 1) in equation (2.2.22), which we do by 
1 
defining a new state v1(k) = Ei(k- n + 1), v2(k) = Ei(k- n + 2), ... 
....... , vn_1(k) = Ei(k- 1). 
Substituting the new state into (2 . 2.22) we have:-
PLEASE SEE NEXT PAGE 
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x1 (k+1) 0 1 
-T -T 
x2(k+2) -e ""9" 1+e 1r 
v1(k+1) 0 0 
v2(k+1) 0 0 
= 
vn_2(k+1) 0 0 
vn_ 1(k+1) 0 0 
0 
-T 





0 0 ..... ... 
0 0 ..... ... 
1 0 ........ 
0 1 0 
1 
.......... 0 




L ( k) = [ 1 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ] l V n-1 ( k) 
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oH x1(k) 1 
11 I 
01 
0 x2(k) 0 
0 v1(k) 0 
I la I· 0 v2(k) 
I + E. ( k) , 
0 
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Fig. 2.2 Steam Temperature During A Typical Run 
For A Whole Bob Of Yarn. 
Fig. 2.3 Schematic Diagram of Control Loop 
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3. THE ALGORITHM DEVELOPi1ENT /Ir1PLEMENTATION SYSTE.M 
3.1 Introduction 
In order to test and develop a control algorithm on an 
industrial plant inside a factory a flexible device is required to 
implement the algorithm, log its performance and allow the algorithm 
to be modified. At the same time, the device should be able to 
stablise the plant even when there is a fault in the algorithm under 
development. In some cases where the plant is already controlled by 
a computer, the above mentioned device may not be necessary. However, 
it is still very useful in some localised control loops. 
Furthermore, it is vital to test the algorithm on the same 
processor as that to be used on the target controller so that the 
computation time and robustness of the algorithm on a particular 
processor can be fully appreciated. 
Searching around, there was no ~uch device on the market at 
the beginning of this project which would satisfy the requirement 
stated above. The simple fact was that, at that time (1976) eight 
bit microprocessors had only just come on the market and, the decision 
was to use an eight bit processor. Therefore, an Algorithm Development/ 
Implement~ioo~s~m had to be developed before the control algorithm could 
be tested on the actual plant. 
23 
3.2 Design Philosophy 
As explained in section 3.1 there was a need for a device to test 
the control algorithm on site and there was nothing suitable on the 
market. The idea was to develop a general purpose device so that it 
would serve the requirements of this project as well as being a useful 
tool for future research and teaching purposes. The system developed 
might have been sold as an instrument if enough interest had been 
generated. 
With the above parameters in mind the initial specifications of 
the A 1 gorithm Deve 1 opment/lmp 1 ementation Systemwa s drawn up as fo.ll ows: 
(1) A hardwire bootstrap system for loading and debugging initial 
software - due to the absence of software development system at 
that time. 
{2) A control engineer's front panel - so that when the algorithm is 
on proofing trial, the device can be left in the factory for 
control engineers to alter the tuning and set points, but unable 
to alter or destroy the program. 
{3) Interrupt driven multi-tasking software and hardware structure -
so that it allows manipulation of the control algorithm even when 
the device is controlling the plant. 
{4) Programmable multi rate, multi channel data logger - for logging 
the performance of the control algorithm under trial, identification 
of the plant and look at inter-sample response of the system. 
{5) An incremental 3-term controller- so that the plant can be 
starnlised roughly by switching over to 3-term control when the 
algorithm under develop fails to stamlise the plant. 
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(6) Physical size of the device must be kept to minimum - for easy 
transportation. 
Having defined the objective an Algorithm Development/Implementatlon 
System was designed and built around the above initial specifications. 
3.3 System Functions 
3.3.1 General Description 
The microprocessor system was designed to perfor~ two functions: 
program development and on-line control. The system is an interrupt driven 
multitasking system with the level of priority chosen to give the optimum 
saving of computing time. Therefore, at most times the computer would 
work as if all the tasks are performed in parallel. 
The controller of the system can accept binary or analogue input 
and output. 
There are two communication interfaces to the system; TX1 and 
TX2. TX1 is for data logging while TX2 is for data logging and program 
development. 
3.3.2 The front panel 
The front panel of the system is as shown in Fig. 3.1. It is 
divided into 2 parts. The control engineer uses the panel on the right 
and the programmer uses the panel on the left. On the control engineer's 
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panel, all the inputs and displays are in the form of four digit 
decimal fraction with a 2 digit exponential. While on the programmer's 
panel, all the inputs and displays are in Hexadecimal. 
3.3.2.1 Programmer's panel 
The display A & B are for address and data display respectively. 
C & D are Hex decimal thumb wheel switches for inputting the same. 
The switch functions are self-explanatory. 
To examine the content of an address, set up the address using 
the thumb wheel, then switch (4) to 'DATA' and press (5) to 'EXAMI~E'. 
If you want to load data onto that address, you set up the data on (D) 
and press (5) to 'LOAD'. 
Switch (3) if on 'BREAKPOI~T' when (2) is on 'STOP' and (6) is 
pressed, the program would execute from the present instruction and 
stop at the address on (C). If (3) is on 'GO TO' when (6) is pressed, 
the program would jump to address on (C) immediately. 
3.3.2.2 Control engineer's panel 
The display (E) and (F) are the decimal part and exponential 
part of a parameter in the controller respectively, whose address is 
shown on (J). When the controller is running, this display is auto-
matically up dated between samples. When the address is being set up 
on (K} and the display switch pressed, the parameter would be displayed 
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on (E) and (F) immediately. When the enter switch is pressed the 
number on (G) and (H) would be loaded into the address shown on (K). 
The addresses 0, 1 and 2 are timer output and input respectively. 
All addresses from 3 to 99 can be assigned by the programmer for any 
purpose. 
The samplfng period of the controller can be programmed on this 
front panel from 40 ms to 100 s .. in any sequence. The programming 
procedure can be found in Appendix 7. The data logger can be programmed 
to a number of patterns of logging as well. It can log up to 9 para-
meters per sample and can be programed to delay data logging for a 
number of samples, so that we can use fast sampling rate for control 
and slower rate for logging. The programming procedure can be found 
in Appendix 7. 
3.3.3 The teletyPe monitor 
When the system has completed all other tasks, it will return 
to the teletype monitor. The teletype monitor can only be accessed 
through communication interface 2 (TX2). When the system was reset 
the baud rate is set to 110. This baud rate can be altered by soft-
ware. The commands for the teletype monitor are quite conventional 
except for the trace (T) command which is a very powerful command 
for program debugging. 
The different commands for the teletype monitor are described 










Summary of Commands 
COPY a block of data from one location to 
another. 
our,p data onto paper tape. 
ENTER data or program into memory. 
GO to start of program execution. 
LOAD data from paper tape. 
MODIFY data in the memory. 
TRACE error in the program. 
WRITE memory content on display(TTY). 
Change registers, flags and st~cks. 
Exit from commands. 
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3.4 System Hardware 
3.4.1 General Description 
( 
The system architecture is a very conventional uni-bus desig~. 
its schematic diagram is as shown in Fig. 3.4.1. 
The D/A and A/D converter board is optional. If analogue input 
and output are not required, it should be unplugged from the connector. 
The system was de~igned for easy maintenance, low cost and space saving. 
3.4.2 The front panel 
The front panel of the system is as shown in Fig. 3.1. All 
the displays are 7 segment Hexadecimal displays. The thumb switches 
on the Programmers' Panel (left) are Hexadecimal while those on the 
Control Engineers' Panel (right) are decimal. All the control logicS 
are situated behind the front panel for space saving. All chips are 
easily accessable except the 7 segment displays. The circuit of the 
front panel can be found in Fig. 3.4.3. 
3.4.3 The processor board 
The Processor Board houses the 8080A-1 processor, the Clock 
Generator and Driver (8224), the System Controller and Bus Driver 
(8228), the Address Bus Buffer (8212), the Address Decoder (8205), 
the Priority Interrupt Control Unit (8214) and four 1K x 8 EPROM 
(8708-2). There are some hard-wired delay circuits in order to allow 
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the processor to work with some slower devices. This board is self-
contained, it is functional even wit~out the support of other boards. 
This makes fault finding easier because faults can easily be traced to 
individual boards. The circuit can be found in Fig. 3.4.4. 
3.4.4 The interface board 
The interface board houses all the interface to the outside 
world except the D/A and A/~ converters. It includes one program-
mable Timer(8253), two Programmable Communication Interface (8251), 
two Parallel Input Latches and two Parallel Output Latches, a couple 
of Dividers and a few Optical Isolators to the outside world. There 
are three Program~able Timers in the chip 8253. Two of them are used 
for controlling the baud rate of the two Communication Interfaces. 
The third one is for controlling the sampling rate of the controller. 
All timers here use the system clock. Because they only work up to 
2 iftHz, while the systeiil clock is 3 i"'lHz, the syste~ clock is first 
divided by two before feeding to the baud rate generators. For the 
sampling rate generator the clock was divided down by thirty thousand 
before feeding into the timer. Since some of the devices here work 
slower than the processor, a delay request is organised to slow down 
the Processor when these devices are activated. All outputs and inputs 
from this board to outside world are buffered with optical isolators 
and in the form of 20 mA current loop to minimise transmission noise. 
The circuit diagram of this board can be found in Fig. 3.4.5. 
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3.4.5 The D/A and A/D Board 
This Board performs the digital to analogue and analogue to 
digital function. Incoming analogue voltage is first sampled and held 
for a short period for the A/D converter to convert the analogue signal 
to a 3 digit 3.C.D. number. The number is then latched onto ~uffers 
ready for the Processor to read in. The digital output from the 
Processor is also in form of 3 digit B.C.D. and latched onto the input 
of the D/A converted and an analogue signal of the prescribed magnitude 
shall remain on the output of the D/A until another change comes along. 
The input and output of the D/A and A/D to the outside world are 
protected by double zener diode and fuse circuits. The circuit diagram 
of this board can be found in Fig. 3.4.6. 
3.4.6 The RAM Board 
There are four lK x 8 R.A.M. Board in this device. One lK x 8 
is used by system as scratch pad and table storage. The other three 
lK x 8 RAM are for user programs and 3-term controller. It was decided 
that 3K is quite enough for the normal control algorithms, because 
algorithms requiring a long program length may not meet the hard real 
time requirement of the sampling rate. However, if a larger storage 
is required the memory capacity can be increased. Each RAM board here 
is self-contained, completed with output buffers and stand-by batteries. 
The batteries are quite large although only supplying the memories for 
27 hours. This was because no low power version of RAMs with an access 
time less than 330 ns were available at that time. The board also 
disables 'WRITE' at power down in order to prevent it being wiped out 
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by the misadventure of the Processor at switch off. The circuit 
diagram of this board can be found in Fig. 3.4.7. 
3.5 System Software 
3.5.1 General description 
The software of this device can mainly be divided into the 
Operating System, Teletype :~onitor, Controller and Cata Logger,and 
some Arithmetic Routines. The Operating System, Teletype r~onitor, 
Controller and Data Logger occupied 3K of EP~OM with 1K RAM for 
scratch pad and tables. The Arithmetic Routines occupied another 1K 
of EPRO~ giving a total of 4K of EPROMS. The memory map of this system 
can be found in Appendix 2. One unique feature of this system is the 
interrupt structure which shall be explained in the next section. 
3.5.2 The interrupt structure 
The Priority interrupt control unit (8214) chip provides 8 levels 
of priority. They are wired to different functions as follows: 
R7 - Reset Initialisation 
R6 - Ti~er Interrupt 
R5 - Receiver ready communication interface 1 {TX1) 
R4 - Transmission ready communication interface 1 (TX1) 
R3 - Receiver ready communication interface 2 (TX2) 
R2 - Transmission ready communication interface 2 (TX2) 
R1 - Servicing input/output from front panel 
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R0 - From 'Execute' switch on front panel. 
Apart from the above hardwired interrupt levels, some of the interrupt 
service routines change their level of interrupt during their course 
(see Fig. 3.5.1). The reset initialisation (R 7) is one of them. 
When R7 is initialised (i.e. the system i.s being reset) it goes through 
a series of initialisation routines resetting all buffers, programmable 
timers and interfaces. When these are done it then drops its priority 
to the lowest level to allow all interrupts to come in before settling 
in the teletype monitor program. 
The timer interrupt (K6) is another interrupt service routine 
which changes its interrupt level during its course. After the timer 
interrupt has serviced the controller input and output it then drops 
its priority to R1 to run the data logger and user program. Since no 
variable should be changed during data logging and control calculation, 
interrupt level Kl and downward should be inhibited. Whereas, the hard 
real time requirement for reception and transmission are more stringent 
than the data logging and calculations, besides, they also do not occupy 
a lot of computing time. Hence, they should be allowed to come in so 
that input and output can continue. It may seem straight forward to 
change the level of priority during the course of the service routines, 
which.simp~ means reprogramming the priority interrupt control unit. 
However, if one looks closer, or just considers the example of interrupt 
service routine fo1· R5 being interrupted by R6 and during its course of 
action the priority is changed from R6 to R1. Then, although the 
program is running at the priority of R1 it would not service R5 until 
it completes all its tasks. Hence, if some other interrupt shows up 
during this period, it will be serviced first disrupting the normal 
running of the priority scheduling. 
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This difficulty is overcome by detaching the lower priority 
part of the routine from the higher one. when R6 has been serviced 
it would set a flag to signify that data logging and calculation starts. 
Then it goes on to check whether other higher priority (R2 upwards ) 
routines have been completed. If not, they would be completed before 
the second part of R6 could continue. When the data logging and 
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3.5.3 The operating system and teletype monitor 
The Operating System basically consists of eight interrupt 
service routines. The highest priority one (R7) is the System Reset 
and Initialisation. It sets up the stack pointer, resets all the 
buffers, reprograms the Programmable Timers and the Communication 
Interfaces. Then it drops its interrupt priority level to the lowest 
and enters the Teletype Monitor. The Teletype Monitor is made up of 
three groups of routines. The main program is the Command Recogniser. 
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It identifies the inputted command and jumps to the required sub-
routines for servicing the command. The second group of routines are 
the Command Implementation subroutines. They do the work of 
implementing a specific command. The third group of routines are 
Utility Subroutines, They constitute the nuts and bolts of the 
Command I~plementation Subroutines and do all the repetitive work for 
the;n. 
The second highest priority level (R,) is the timer interrupt. 
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It is assigned to this level because it is the most important. It 
services the input and output of the controller which cannot wait. 
It also services the data logger and control calculations at a lower 
priority level. The next four interrupt levels (R5, R4, R3, R2)are for 
the Communication Interface. There are output buffers of size 98 bytes 
for each interface so that the program would not be delayed by output 
devices. When output is required it simply dumps the output on the 
buffer where it is automatically taken care of by the output 
devices. 
The second lowest priority level (R 1) is for servicing input/ 
outouts from the front panel. ~hen the display or enter button on the 
front panel is pressed, this interrupt is initialised. It first reads 
the constant address from the front panel and finds out whether it is 
'Data Entry or Display'. Then the required function for this 
address is performed. The lowest priority interrupt level (Ro) 
connected to the priority interrupt controller is from the 'Execute' 
button on the front panel. When this interrupt is activated it will 
read the address set up on the front panel and push it onto the program 
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counter (i.e. jump to the address specified on the front panel). 
3.5.4 The floating point arithmetic routines 
The Floating Point Arithmetic Routines consists of three routines: 
The Addition and Subtraction Subroutine, the Multiplication subroutine 
and the Division Subroutine. The inputs to the routines are in the 
form of decimal fraction and its exponent. The decimal fraction part 
is in the form of a 4 digit B.C.D. (binary coded decimal) number: The sign 
of the number, the exponent and its sign are all combined to form an 
8 bit word with the first bit (M.S.B.) for the sign of the number, the 
second bit for the sign of the exponent and the remaining 6 bits for the 
exponent in pure binary. The logical '1' is defined as positive for the 
sign bit. The arrangement of the operator and operand in the registers 
a re as f o 11 ows : 
Registers B and c are for decimal part of the Operator. 
Registers D and E are for decimal part of the Operand 
Registers H and L are for the signs and exponent of the Operator 
and operand respectively. 
One important point for these routines is that there should be no zero 
at the most significant digit of the decimal part on both the operator 
and operand. 
These routines will work to an accuracy of 4 significant' figures 
with round off at the least significant figure. They will work within 
the exponent range of± 63. The listing of the program can be found 
in Appendix 6. 
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3.5.5 The binary arithmetic routines 
The routines were written to simplify double byte binary arith-
metics. Before the calling of these routines the operator should be 
placed on registers H and L. The results of the calculation would be 
resident in registers H and L. For the subtraction subroutine, if the 
output is negative, it will be in the form of 2's complement with both 
the sign and carry flag set. The listing of these routines can be 
found in Appendix 6. 
3.5.6 The 3-term control algorithm 
This program is normally resident at address 1e00. The reason 
for using an incremental algorithm for this machine is to ensure 
bumpless transfer. This enables the controller to be switched in to 
perform a degraded control in case the control algorithm under test 
fails. The control algorithm is as follows:-
~e = 
et = et-1 + ~e 
Where et is the controller output, Et is the error signal and K1, KP, 
K0 are the integral gain, proportion gain and differential gain 
respectively. The derivation of this formula can be found in Appendix 12. 
The constant address for Kp' K1, K0 , Et' Et_ 1, Et_ 2 are 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, respectively while the set point is at address 3. 
The output and input of this controller can either be in B.e.D. 
for the A/D, D/A converter or in 8 bit pure binary. In the case of B.e.D. 
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input or output the exponent of the input or the output should be set 
to '0'. While, in the case of binary input or output the exponent of 
the corresponding addresses should be set to '1'. All settings for 
Kp' K1, K0 should be in floating point numbers. 
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Fig. 3.1 Layout of the Front Panel. 
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' 4. CONTROL ALGORITHM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 
In chapter two models of the plant derived by various 
approaches were established. From these models,control algorithms 
were developed. We shall examine control algorithms previously 
developed for the plant and some recently developed algorithms for 
the plant base on new understanding of the plant dynamics. 
4.1 The Minimal Prototype Control Algorithm 
A minimal prototype control algorithm was previously developed 
for the plant. It was derived base on the result of earlier 
modelling approach as described in section 2.2.1. From the model 
(2.2.9) a controller with smooth response can be derived using the 
method of pole zero manipulation. 
Consider the overall transfer function 
H(Z) = DG 1 + DG (4.1.1) 
from which we get the design formula 
D (Z) _ 1 H(Z) 
- GTZT 1 - H(Z) (4.1.2) 
The idea was to produce a D(Z) which will cancel the plant effect and 
add whatever is necessary to give the desired response. 
The causality and stability requirement on H(Z) 
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gives the desired response of the process plus controller as 
follows:-
H(Z) = z-1(1 + z-1 + z-2 + ...... + z-(m-1)) (p + g z-1) 
m(p + q) 
( 4.1. J) 
This desired response is achieved by setting Z = 1 in particular 
terms to remove ringing poles. The resultant controller to give the 
above close loop response is as follows:-
1 ( 1 
D(Z) = ----------~--~Km~(~p=+~g+)--~-----------------~~~ 
1 - p z-1_.!_z-2 _.!.z-3 -..--"""q----.,....z-(m+1) m(p + q) m m ······ m(p + q) 
(4.1.4) 
Although the controller in equation 4.1.4 gives smooth response, 
when saturated due to occasional overshoot it will be confused. An 
algorithm was written to take care of this problem simply by replacing 
all the data with a maximum value when the output was saturated. 
4.2 Minimal Prototype Controller Analysis 
In section 4.1 the minimal prototype controller was derived 
base on the previously derived plant model. However, the plant 
model derivation was questionable as explained in chapter 2. 
Nevertheless, as shown in later chapters, the performance of the 
above controller is no worse then the original analogue controller. 
The reason for this controversy can be explained as follows:-
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Consider the controller in equation 4.1.4. If we choose a sampling 
rate such that m = 5 the controller output becomes:-
Where C = Controller output 
E =controller input (error signal) 
1 
ao = K m(p + q) 
T 
e- 'B"" 
a 1 - - ....,.,.-....;7----:---. K m(p + q) 
b1 = ~ m(p + q) 
b2 = b3 = b4 = b5 




Now consider a simple incremental digital proportional and integral 
(P & I) controller. 
C = K (_!_ JE dt + E) 
p 'I 
~t = K (!._+dE) u~ p 'I Of 
liC = ~t T = K (...!._ E + T dE) o~ p 'I Of 
Where T =sampling period 
C =controller output 
E =controller input (error signal) 
Kp and 'I are constants. 
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Using simple backward difference technique:-
~~ = E ( n ) - E ( n - 1 ) = TllE 
ot T 
:.ne = K ( _.I_ E + T liE ) p TI T 
= K1 T E(n) + Kp(E(n) 
= (K1 T + Kp) E(n) 
Now c = c z-1 + llC 
Where K1 = K1 T + Kp 






Consider the general 6th order low pass digital filter. It is of the 
form:-
-2 + F3 y Z + 
While F1 ............. F6 are constants 
and F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 + F5 + F6 = 1 
F4 Y z-3 + Fs Y z-4 + F6 Y z-s 
(4.2.3) 
Combining equation 4.2.2 with equation 4.2.3 and compare it with 4.2.1 
we can see the similarities between them with a
0 
equivalent to K1, a1 
equivalent to K2 and the property that b1 
F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 + F5 + F6 = 1 
From these findings, it can be intuitively concluded that the 
minimal prototype controlller is in the form of a digital incremental 
P & I controller having its last output filtered by a high order filter. 
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Since th~ original analogue controller is a P & I controller, 
this explains why their performances are similar in spite of the error 
in modelling. 
4.3 Non-Linear Approach to Process Realisation and Control 
Since the previous plant model was derived, there have been 
changes in the instrumentation of the plug level sensor. Instead of 
a continuous photo-resistive device giving a continuous output, the 
sensor was changed to one with four discrete infra-red transmitter 
(L.E.D.) and detectors (photo-sensitive diodes). The output of the 
level sensor now becomes a five steps discrete output with the required 
plug level at the central step as shown in Fig. 4.1. 
This change of instrumentation is a very interesting development 
which is typical of many low cost processes in their effort to reduce 
cost. The object of our research have been with this type of applications 
in mind. Hence, it is worth studying the changes with some detail and 
to look at controller design from another angle - the non-linear approach. 
The open loop control system can now be represented by the 
schematic diagram as shown in Fig. 4.2. For easier understanding of 
the system it would be better to describe the output of the system on 
the phase plane as in Fig. 4.3. The phase plane trajectories described 
in this chapter were being plotted by substituting values into the plant 
model in 2.2.23 plus a discrete time proportional and integral .controller 
(where, Y = L(k) -set point,and,Y = x2 - x1) and in conjunction with Ref. 
(41) (42) (43). The major difference of this system to those mentioned in 
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the references is that the non-linearity here is at the system output which 
cannot be shifted by any form of feedback. Fig.4.4 describes an ideal case 
for the trajectory of the plug level when disturbed or during a start up 
procedure. When the plug level is at zone·'a' or 'e' the only proper 
action is to force it to come back into the centre as quickly as 
possible. After entering zone 'd' or 'b' the plug level is very near 
to the set point and should be decelerated in order that the plug level 
can settle in zone 'c'. Once the plug level entered zone 'c' its 
deceleration should die with the velocity to allow for the plug level 
to settle .. 
Consider the system model as shown in Fig. 4.2. Experiment with 
the system shown that BR and T would change due to fluctuation of input 
steam temperature and pressure, environmental changes such as ambient 
temperature and the changes in the properties of yarn. These lead to 
a stochastic system with time variant gain and dead time while ~ and ~ 
are the disturbances and drift respectiyely. With the non-linearity 
added at the sensor, the system become a very complex one. 
4.4 Non-Linear Adaptive Controller Design. 
Based on the understanding of the system as described in section 
4.3, a simple controller design technique was used to study the system 
response on the phase plane and to design the controller accordingly. 
From Fig. 4.3 first consider the control action when the plug 
level is in zone 'e' and 'a'. In this circumstances, we have no 
information as to how far away the plug level is from the set point, 
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the only appropriate control action is to drive the process as hard 
as possible to for~e the plug level back within the range of the 
sensors. Hence, under this condition, the controller works in the 
form of a 'bang-bang' control. In order to calculate the optimal 
control action it is desirable to know the velocity of the plug level 
when it moves back within range of the sensors (i.e. zone 'd' and 'b'). 
Since the controller/sensors have no knowledge of the plug position 
the only indication of the plug level velocity is to record the time 
it took to come back. Hence, some form of integral action is required 
in the controller for this purpose. 
Secondly consider the situation when the plug level is within 
the range of the sensors. . Imag1ne_ the control action of a digital 
incremental controller with only proportional gain, the system response 
is shown in Fig. 4.4. That is,if the proportional gain constant has 
been set high a large displacement from the set point would give an 
almost perfect response char~cteristic (trajectory 'f'). However, for 
a small displacement from the set point the plug level would oscillate 
between zone 'e' and 'd' as shown by trajectory 'g' and never settle 
at the set point. In order to avoid the unstable case as shown by 
trajectory 'g' we have to set the proportional gain such that the 
trajectory in zone 'd' is almost horizontal but never dips. While, the 
trajectory in zone 'c' should never rises. 
Fig. 4.5 showed the trajectories of compromise setting on the 
controller to give fast response and no overshoot for small displacement 
in zone 'e' as shown by trajectory 'j' while, larger displacement in 
zone 'e' have minimal overshoot as shown in trajectory 'h'. 
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Having considered the control action when the plug level started 
from zone 'e' and 'a' we shall consider the situation where the plug 
level started from zone 'd' and 'b'. Fig. 4.6 shows the responses of 
the plug level with a controller having a fixed proportional gain .. A 
large di.splacement from the set point within zone 'd' and 'b' would 
converge to the set point as shown by trajectory 'k' while smaller 
displacements from the set point would oscillate at the edge of the set 
point as shown by trajectory '1'. 
To conclude the above phase plane study of the system response 
to different control actions,the controller porportional gain has to 
be different for different displacements within a zone. However, the 
difficulty is that the controller has no way of knowing where the plug 
level is within a zone. The only useful information that the controller 
can go by is the time between transition from one zone to another. This 
indicates that the controller should change its proportional gain 
with time and with the zone that the plug level is in. 
4.4.1 Basic structure of controller. 
Based on the above findings, a framework for controller can be 
built as shown in Fig. 4.8. 
Define: The output of controller 
c(n) = C(n -1) + 4C 
and the output of the sensor 
E(n) = q{ -2, -1, 0, 1, 2} 
where q £ the closed and bounded set of integers 
The controller consisted of a 'bang-bang' control which is fed by an 
averaging filter which filters out most of the noise. The 'bang-bang' 
controller only operates when the plug level is outside the range of 
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the sensors. When the plug level is within the range of the sensors, 
the proportional and integral control come into action. The integral 
controller is fed by a non-linear delay in order to minimise oscillation 
due to the time delay within the system. The non-linear delay only 
operates on the integrator because if added onto the proportional 
control as well, it would reduce the system close loop frequency 
response. A digital filter is added to the controller input to filter 
out noise as well as smoothing of the sensor outputs. The filter used is: 
E(n) = a E(n) + (1 - a) E(n - 1) 
where a = filter response constant. 
4.4.2 Proportional gain tuning algorithm 
Since there are only four steps through the sensors, we define 
t · l · b C max where C · l t · h t max propor 1ona ga1n P = 4 max 1s equa o max1mum ea er 
output power. 
When the plug level is outside the sensor range, (that is 
E(n) = ±2, where E(n) is the displacement from the set point) heater 
output would go to C max or zero in order to bring the plug level back 
within the range of the sensors as quickly as possible. This situation 
is-true at the initial start up of the system in order to make the 
system settle at the set point in the shortest time. Hence the gain 
settings for the system is at its maximum. After the set point is 
reached, we want the minimum control action in order to obtain a 
constant amount of crimp. Hence, the controller at steady state has 
to be detuned to minimise its control action. Hence, the algorithm 






If IE(n)l = 2, KI = b I • K = b p p 
If IE(n)l = 1 • no change to K1 and K p. 
If IE(n)l = 0, i.e. at set point. 
(a) If b1>K1>a 1 , then KI(n) = K1(n -1) -
bi - ai T 4Ts 
If KI< a1, then KI = ai 
Where bi = 
C max 
= max integral gain, 8 Tm 
a! = C max _ min 16 Tm - integral gain. 
Tm = period of oscillation of output 
Ts =nominal time constant for start up 
b - a 
(b) If b >K >a , then K ( n) = K ( n - 1) - P P T p p p p p 4Ts 
Where bp = C max 4 
Real-time application of this control algorithm can be found 
in chapter 5. A schematic diagram of the complete non-linear adaptive 




Fig. 4.1 Characteristic of the Plug Level Sensor 
X 
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Fig. 4.3 Ideal Trajectory of the Plug Level 
. 
'( 
e d c: b 
N.B. Y= displacement of plug level from set point. 
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Fig. 4.4 Trajectory of the Plug Level with Proportional 
Gain of Digital Incremental Controller too High 
. y 
e c b A 
Fig. 4.5 Trajectory of the Plug Level with a Well Tuned 
Controller for Level at Zone 'e' and 'a' 
• y 
e 1 c b 
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Fig. 4 .8 Schematic Di agram for Basic Frame-work of 
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5. INDENTIFICATION AND ON-LINE IMPLEMENTATION OF 
CONTROL ALGORITHMS ON THE ACTUAL PROCESS 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter efforts made to find out how close the model 
derived in chapter 2 resembles the plant operations are presented. 
Although there are various advanced identififcation algorithms 
available they are not always applicable in some plant. The difficulty 
in applying identification methods to the plant under study here was 
that, its output was only in five discrete steps while its input was 
in sixty four discrete steps. 
In the second half of this chapter comparison of on-line 
performance, of the control algorithm derived in chapter 4 to that of 
an analogue P & I controller is presented. It also includes interface 
design and software structure for the implementation of the control 
algorithm. 
5.2 System Identification 
In this section, we describe the effort made to relate the 
system models derived to the real plant. Although the recent advances 
in identification techniques provided a number of modern identification 
methods (Ref. 29) and (Ref. 30), their end products are normally in 
the form of differential equations which if the system is non-linear 
or has a dead time may not be easily converted to the transfer function 
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form for comparision with the derived model. Hence, "classical" 
identification methods were used to identify the plant (Ref. 47). As 
explained in chapter 2, the output level of the plant is measured in 
five discrete steps. Thus identification methods based on the sinusoid 
response of the plant are not suitable. Attempts have been made to 
install a linear transducer to measure the plug level, but this was 
unsucessful due to the working environment. In view of the above 
problems, the more sensible approach was to inject white noise into 
the system. By cross-correlating the input with output, the plant 
impulse response is obtained. Although the disturbance within the 
system and, the measurement and quantisation noise at the output,affect 
the result, the variance of these noises are much less than the test 
signal. 
In order to inject white noise into the system, several ways 
of generating pseudo-random binary .sequences were examined including 
methods described in (Ref. 31),· (Ref. 32) and a modified version of 
an algorithm described in (Ref. 33). Ultimately, it was decided to 
use the simple method of 'exclusive OR' feedback shift register chain 
for its simplicity, zero mean and whiteness. In this case, a chain 
of nine registers was used. The schematic representation of the 
generator is shown in Fig. 5.1. The actual program for the generator 
and the program for testing maximum cycle length can be found in 
Appendix 8. 
Finally, the output of the generator was fed into a correlator 
to obtain its autocorrelation function. The output of the correlator 
can be found in Fig. 5.2. 
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The pseudo-random binary generator program was then put into 
the "Algorithm Development/lmplementationSystem'' and used to inject noise 
into the input(heater) of the plant. The plant was first brought to 
steady state by the 3-term controller inside the "Algorithm Development/ 
Implement System". When the steady state of the plant had been reached 
for some time, the control was then switched to the pseudo-random 
binary sequence generator program and the input and output of the plant 
were logged by the data logger within the microprocessor system and 
punched on paper tape. A sampling period of 4 seconds was used for 
both control and data logging. The paper tape was brought back to the 
college and analysed using a cross-correlation and auto-correlation 
program written for the microprocessor system as shown in Appendix 9. 
The cross-correlation function of the system was output both in Hex-
decimal numbers and in graph form. The output of the correlation 
program can be found in Fig. 5.3. Note that the cross-correlation 
graphs are all inverted. One important consideration for this 
experiment is to choose the right amplitude of input signal and the 
right sampling rate Fig. 5.3 (a) showed the cross-correlation of one 
set of experimental results. The output is virtually indistinguishable 
from noise because the input signal is too small. With the non-
linearity at the output, the quantisation noise is very significant 
when the input signal is low. However, if the input signal is too high, 
the output saturates, hence, inducing large errors in the 
identification. Fig. 5.3.(c) and (e) are the result of well chosen 
input signal levels. Although the noise level is still quite high we 
can extract the required information. The sampling period is also 
important. High correlation between samples was evident if the sampling 
period is too small. In our case, the sampling period was 4 seconds, 
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a compromise between the response of the system and the correlation 
between samples. 
During the course of the experiment the system would tend to 
drift. Hence, the mean of the output would drift which affects the 
result of the identification. This difficulty was overcome by 
putting a high pass filter before the cross-correlation program 
eliminating any drift. The algorithm for the high pass filter is of 
the form: 
Where: Y = filter output 
U = filter input 
T = time constant of the filter 
Fig. 5.3 (c) and (e) are the result of the same set of data after 
passing through H.P. filter of different time constant. Fig. 5.3 {e) 
has a well tuned H.P. filter with the time constant of 160 sec.,while, 
Fig. 5.3 (c) has a time constant of 320 sec. for the high pass filter. 
We can see in Fig. 5.3 (c) and the auto-correlation of the same input 
signal in Fig. 5.3 (d) that drift of the 0/P signal affected the 
result. This effect was eliminated in Fig. 5.3 (e). The impulse 
response of the nylon crimping plant obtained from the above identification 
method is as shown in Fig. 5.3 (g) which is derived from Fig. 5.3 (e). 
Now consider the transfer function in (2.2.8) -ignoring the 
noise term. 
L(s) = 
-K -ts ....--:-1~ (1 - e ) U(s) 
1 + s a s 
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The impulse response of the above equation can be obtained by taking 
the inverse Laplace transform of the transfer function as follows: 
L(s) 
- TS K1 K1 e 
= - (1 + s a) + (1 + s a) 
.i.-1(L(t)) 
K t -t K t-T -(t-T) 
= - _!_ .I ea d + - 1 [ J e a dT J H ( t - 1) a o a o 
(5.2.1) 
This equation was written in BASIC and fed into the PDPll to obtain 
the impulse response of the model with various setting of T and a 
output in graph form as shown in Fig. 5.4(a). 
Now consider the model derived in section 2.2.2. From equation 
(2.2.19 ), the variation in Qb is so small in comparison to the variation 
in m
0 
that it can be ignored. This give a model approximating the 
process as follows: 
e-TS 
= B E. 
R s(1 + as) , L(s) (5.2.2) 
Where BR = Constant. 
The impulse response of the above equation is as shown in 5.4 (b). 
Comparing it with Fig. 5.3 (g) the value of T and a are 
obtained as 10 sec. and 32 sec. respectively. Comparing the impulse 
responses, the response of (5.2.2) looks much nearer to that obtained 
from the real plant. And the drift associated with the output is 
typical of (5.2.2) as explained in section 2.2. 
The above interpretation of the correlation output is mainly 
due to the prior knowledge of the impulse response. In real life, 
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the dynamics of the system are 1 imited by the physical construction of 
the plant and should behave more or less as expected. Hence, the 
above interpretation is not without 
Furthermore, consider the derivation of the relationship between 
the cross-correlation and the impulse response: 
Assume the following discrete-time system to be completely controllable 
and observable. 
[of~rJ,b bl x(k + 1) = F x(k) + b u(k) + g w(k), F = = • g = 
bn 





Where: x(k) = n - dimensional vector 
u(k) and z(k) are the scalar input and output respectively. 
w(k) and v(k) are independent and identically distributed noise 
sequences. 
F, b, g, and hare unknown matrices of appropriate dimensions. 
The transfer function representation of the system for zero-initial 
condition and b = g is: 
z(k) = k-1 T l: h Fj b [ u ( k - j - 1) + W ( k- j - l)] + V ( k) j=O 
k-1 
= l: c(j) [u(k - j - 1) + w(k·- j - 1)] + v(k) 
j=O 




Where c(j) = hT Fj b is the impulse response of the system. 
If a discrete interval binary noise is applied at the input u(k) and 
output z(k) is: 
Rzu(m) = E{z(N) u(N- m)} 
N-1 
. - E{ E C(j)[u(N- j- 1) + w(N- j- 1)] u(N- m)} 
j=O 
N-1 
= E C(j) E{u(N- j - 1) u(N- m)} j=O 
N-1 
~ E C ( j) R (m - j - 1) j=O uu (5.2.5) 
This proved that if the auto-correlation of the injected noise is an 
impulse,the cross-correlation of input and output (R
2
u(m)) is the 
impulse response of the system. 
Now by stacking equations (5.2.3) for m= 1, 2, ...... , N 
r R'"O) 1 r Ruu(O) .......... R (-N+1) 
r 
C(O) uu 




j I J l C(~-1) I R (N) l R (n-1) ........... R (0) ZU uu uu. 
= F (N) C(N - 1) uu 
(5.2.6) 
From 5.2.4 we can intuitively conclude that the cross-correlation 
sequence Fzu(N) (or function) output representing the impulse response 
of the system is affected by the input sequence if the input sequence 
is not a perfect impulse. Using this result, we can compare the auto-
correlation of the input noise as in Fig. 5.3 (f) with the cross-
correlation output in Fig. 5.3 (e) to explain the wide variance of 
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the impulse response graph of the impulse in Fig. 5.3 (f). 
Theorectically we should be able to eliminate this effect as follows: 
C(N - 1) = [F (N)r1 
uu (5.2.7) 
However, the amount of computation required in order to calculate and 
invert F (N) is enormous and could only be tackled by very powerful 
uu 
computers. 
5.3 Practical Implementation of the Controller 
5.3.1 The original analogue controller 
The circuit diagram of the original analogue controller is shown 
in Fig. 5.6. The circuit consists of three operational amplifiers. 
One for the proportional gain, one for the integral action and a third 
one for summing the two. The inputs from the level sensor are weighted 
by a resistor chain before connecting to the operational amplifier 
circuit. The input from the top sensor is used to switch the heater 
fully on in order to force the plug of yarn down. The output of the 
third operational amplifier is used to set the firing rate of the triac. 
5.3.2 The interface from microprocessor system to the plant 
In order to implement the digital control algorithm, an interface 
was built to fit into the existing rack which houses the analogue 
controller. The circuit of this interface can be found in Fig. 5.9. 
It was designed to fit the existing specificatio~of the plant such as 
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input/output of the level sensor and heater. A schematic-diagram 
showing the function of the device can be found in Fig. 5.5. This 
interface has a much better noise rejection than the original analogue 
controller. It does not require any 100Hz pulse input saving the 
cost of an accurate pulse generator. The a.c. voltage is being 
switched at its cross-over point minimising spikes created in the 
mains. The interface consists of two main parts, one for converting 
the level into a binary signal while the other is for converting the 
binary output to the corresponding heater load. 
5.3.3 The three-term controller 
For elementary experiments with the plant, a general purpose 
three-term control algorithm was written for the microprocessor system 
to control the plant. The program for this algorithm can be found in 
Appendix10. The input of the controller from the interface is first 
passed through a digital recursive low pass filter of the form 
= 
~ 
Where Y = filter output 
Y = filter input 
K = filter constant and have a value between 1 and 0 
to get rid of any noise generated after the hardwired low pass filter 
before the signal is fed into the three-term controller. The digital 
three-term controller algorithm used is: 
et = ct-l + 6C 
6C = KI Ts Et+ Kp (Et - Et_1) + K0 (Et - 2 Et_1 + Et_ 2) T;
1 
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Where c = Controller output 
llC = ct+l - et 




TI = integral time constant 
KD = Kp T0 
T = differential time constant D 
T = sampling interval s 
This 3-term control program is a general purpose program. It 
can accept input in 8 bit binary form or in analogue form converted 
by the A/D converter into 3 digit B.C.D. The output of the controller 
can be in 8 bit binary or 3 digit B.C.D. for the D/A converter to 
transform it to an analogue output signal. The constants for the 
program are stored in the constant table in the following locations: 
Address Constant 
01 Cc:-,tr::lller o/p 
02 Controller i /p 
03 Set point 








All the constants are stored in form of a 4 digit fractional part and 
a 2 digit exponent except for the controller 1/P and 0/P. The 
controller 0/P and 1/P are stored in address '01' and '02' in the form 
of either a 2 digit Hexdecimal number at the least significant digits 
of the mantissa with the exponent set to '1' or a 3 digit B.C.D. at 
the most significant digits of the mantissa with the exponent set to 
'0'. All the above constant are addressable from the control engineers' 
panel on the Algorithm Development/Implementation System. Experiments 
with the plant using this program set to accept binary input and output 
showed that it works well with the plant and the control is very similar 
to that of the original analogue controller. 
5.3.4 The non-linear adaptive controller 
Further experiment with the plant showed that improvement can be 
made to the 3-term controller to give better control for the plant as 
explained in chapter 1. The Non-linear Adaptive Control Algorithm was 
converted into 8080 assembler code (Appendix 11) and implemented by the 
"Program Development/lmplementationSystem". Thi.s program is dedicated 
entirely to the process under investigation. It is so designed that it 
would fit into the microprocessor based controller for the plant with 
minimum modification. It works in binary instead of floating point B.C.D. 
as in the case of the general purpose 3-term controller. The result 
obtained using this algorithm are very encouraging as can be seen in the 
next section. 
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5.3.5 Comparison of the analogue controller with the non-linear 
adaptive control algorithm 
In order to compare the control performance of the two controllers 
the best way is to compare the dynamics of the plug level at start up 
and under disturbance at steady state. How.ever, due to the sensor 
problem as explained previously, there is no way of logging the 
position of the plug level unless it is within the range of the level 
sensors. Another way of finding out the ability of the controller is 
to look at the temperature fluctuation of the steam temperature inside 
the jet where a thermocouple has been installed. This m~thod is 
reliable because the operators had been using it to determine the 
quality of crimped yarn. Typical runs controlled by the analogue 
controller and the non-linear adaptive controller can be found in Fig. 
5.8 and Fig. 5.7 respectively. Comparing the two graphs, we can see 
that the non-linear adaptive controller has a much shorter start up 
time to achieve steady state. From this evidence, we can conclude that 
the non-linear adaptive controller controls the plant better than the 
original analogue controller. 
5.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we see the identification of the control loop 
and the practical implementation of the control algorithm on the nylon 
crimping plant. All these operations were performed on the Algorith~ 
Development/Implementation System descripted in chapter 3. Without the 
flexibility it offers, all this work would be very difficult or 
impossible to carry out. 
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Fig. 5.1. •Exculsive OR• Feedback Pseudorandom Binary Sequence 
Generator. 
ACCUMULATOR CARRY 
,.- -1- -~ - r- -1- - 1- 1- -I- 0/P 
EB 
N.B. The nine registers so arranged here are for simulation 
on the microporcessor being eight bits in the accumulator 
and one bit in the 11CARRY 11 flag. 
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Fig. 5 .3(d) Auto-correlation of in~ut signal (H.P. Filter Time 
J.. o ~ ~ ti Constant=320 s.) 
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Fig. 5.3(e) Cross-correlation Function with suitable input level. 
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Fig. 5 .3(f) Auto-correlation of input signal (H.P. Filter Constant=l60 s.) 
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Fig. 5.7 Temperature profile of a start up procedure controlled 
by the original analogue controller. 
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Fig. 5.8 Temperature profile of a start up procedure controlled 
by the Non-linear Adaptive controller. 
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Fig. 5.9 THE PLANT INTERFACE 
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The advent of microprocessors in this decade has 
transformed the whole architecture of process control systems. 
Not only does it bring D.D.C. (direct digital control) to the 
single loop level, it also affects the basic structure of large 
process control systems which consists of a large number of 
control loops. 
Only little more than a decade ago when D.D.C. was first 
applied to process control, it was largely implemented by main-
frame computers in a simple monolithic arrangement as shown in 
Fig. 6.1 (ref. 1). Usually, one computer was used to control a 
whole plant despite the fact that computers were still not 
industrially proven. Therefore, a lot of problems arose due to 
computer failure which lead to complete plant shut down. 
Later on, with the arrival of minicomputers, industrial 
processes were starting to use several computers in a distributed 
control arrangement while still maintaining the hierarchical 
structure as shown in Fig. 6.2. 
Recent)y, with microprocessors invading the area of single 
loop controllers, a lot of processes have jumped from 
conventional analogue controllers to D.D.C. using microprocessors 
without going through the intermediate stages. This is due to 
the flexibility of being able to phase in the transition 
gradually by applying D.D.C. to the bottle neck loops first and 
gradually expanding it to all the loops as shown in Fig. 6.3 (a) 
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and (b). A computer can ultimately be installed to communicate 
and supervise all the loops as shown in Fig. 6.3 (c). This 
system may look more complex than the monolithic system. 
However, its advantages are: flexibility in implementatibn, 
simpler software and plant reliability less dependent on the 
supervisory computer. 
With the ever increasing computing power of the micro-
processors, especially with the arrival of 32 bit word machines, 
the development of local area networks and package switching 
protocols, future control system could become truly distributed. 
Individual controllers could simply be hooked onto a data 
highway. It can use its spare capacity to maintain the highway, 
cross-check other controllers and transmit cross-coupling 
information to other controllers in a multi-variable systems. 
The non-linear adaptive controller developed in this 
thesis is a good example of a low cost advanced single loop 
microprocesor based controller working on a small industrial 
process. It has shown at the time that it is viable to develop 
low cost microprocessor based advanced controllers for small 
industrial process. As explained later in this chapter, new 
dedicated hardware has been designed to house the non-linear 
adaptive control algorithm for control of the plant. This 
dedicated hardware has provision for linking with other 
controllers. It provides a very good basis for future 
distributed control implementation. It provides a very useful 
framework on which we. can base our future design. 
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It has been shown in chapter 5 that the non-linear 
adaptive controller has marked improvement over the conventional 
p & controller in controlling the nylon crimping plant. 
However, duet~ the non-linearity at the output of the plant, it 
is not possible to prove that this controller is optimal. 
Obviously, changing the instrumentations on the plant may be the 
answer but, without any guarantee of substantial improvement to 
the process response it was difficult to justify the high cost. 
The Algorithm Deve 1 opment/ Imp 1 ementation Systemdeve 1 oped for 
this project was found to be extremely useful both on and off 
site. Its multi-tasking design makes its functions virtually 
feels like working in parallel. It eased the burden a lot in the 
collection of data in plant trials, analysis of data and in 
algorithm development both in the college and on-site. It 
certainly had commerCial potential at the time. 
After the successful development of the non-linear 
adaptive control algorithm for the nylon crimping plant as 
discussed in chapters 4 and 5 a dedicated microprocessor based 
controller was designed to house the control algorithm. The 
circuit diagram of this dedicated controller is as shown in Fig. 
6.4. Its design objective was to keep the circuit as simple as 
possible for low cost implementation and ease of maintenance. 
The circuit was packaged on a single printed circuit board the 
same size as that of the plant interface board to reside next to 
it in the same rack. The rack has the same physical dimensions 
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as that of the original analogue controller so that a direct 
replacement of the analogue controller ea~ be achieved simply by 
unplugging the analogue controller and plugging in the micro-
processor based controller. It also has provisions for linking 
with other controllers to perform multivariable control of 
several loops. The hardware of this dedicated controller is as 
shown in Fig. 6.5. 
The nylon crimping plant is a very interesting process for 
studying the extension of the controller to multi-input/multi-
output applications. Future development of the plant involves 
incorporating the drawing process as shown in the schematic 
diagram in Fig. 6.6. 
Let the speed of the take up roller (1) be w1 , and, the 
speed of drawing rollers (2) and (3) be w2 and w3 respectively. 
The system descriptions becomes: 
x(k + 11 = A x(kl + s u(kl + w(kl 
z(k) = hT x(k) + dT u(k) + v(k) 
Where A, B are 4 X 4 matrices 
and h, d, x, u, w, v are 4th order vectors. 
w1, w2 and w3 are subjected to the constraints: 
s1 S w1 S s1 + ~ 
rl "( 
wl 
w2 < rl + 6 
and w2 = 
w3 r2 
Where the take up roller must be maintained at speed s1 with 
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allowable variance v and the ratio of the roller (1) to roller 
(2) is r 1 with variance 6. The drawing rollers must be kept at a 
constant speed ratio of r 2 between rollers (2) and (3) to obtain 
a constant drawing ratio. 
From the above analysis, it seems that the system is not 
really a homogeneous multi-input/multi-output system but one 
which can be separated into several single loops with inter-
coupling between them. Hence, it can be controlled by several 
single input/output controllers with coupling informations 
transmitted between them. 
With this problem in mind, future development of the 
algorithm in multi-variable applications may be in the form of 
several individual single input/output controllers each 
controlling one loop while at the same time linked together to 
decouple ·interaction between control loops in multi-input/multi-
output feedback control system as shown in Fig. 6.7. This format 
of application limits the system to only transmission of coupling 
information between control loops while falling short of full. 
multi-variable control. However, in practical applications, this 
limited implementation could have solved most control problem as 
explained by Shinskey (Ref. 34). 
The above dedicated controller was designed with a 
specific application in mind, it is not typical of microprocessor 
based controllers. The hardware structure of a generalized 
microprocessor based controller should include features such as a 
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watch dog timer, automatic fault diagnosis, communication 
interfaces (for peripei.als and local area networks} and a 
functional front panel which provides display of vital 
parameters, choice of control algorithms and modification of 
tuning characteristics. The basic hardware structure of a 
generalized microprocessor based process controller is as shown 
in the schematic diagram in Fig. 6.8. 
With numerous new control algorithms being proposed 
nowadays and more to come in the future, each of them claiming to 
be the best, perhaps rightly so in certain applications, the 
ultimate choice of control algorithms has to rest on the control 
engineer. Therefore, any new control algorithm developed should 
be presented in such a way that it is easily understood by 
control engineers. Furthermore_, future design of microprocessor 
based process controllers should allow for a choice of several 
control algorithms and the flexibility to include new algorithms, 
so that control engineers can try each of them in turn in order 
to find the best fit. 
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Fig. 6.4. Circuit Diagram of Prototype Controller. 
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Fig. 6.5 Hardware Layout of Dedicated Controller 
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Fig. 6.6 Schematic Diagram of the 2nd phase Plant. 
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ri~ . 6.7 Generalised Self-tuninG Controller Aeplication 
in ~ulti -input /Multi-output feedbac k System s . 
(a) Simple transfer of coupling information . 
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FIG. 6.8 Schematic Diagram Showin5 the Ha r dwa r e 
Structure of a Generalised Microprocessor 
Based Process Controller. 
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The derivation of the incremental 3-term control algorithm. 
The continuous time 3-term controller is basically composed of 
integral, proportional and differential of the error signal as follows: 




= Kp( ~ + ~ + T ) TI dt D -2 dt 
6.C = dC T = K- ( T S dt S .--p TI 
Where E = error 
T sample interval 
s 
and Kp, -r1 , TD are constants. 
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= ---T 2 
s 
Hence the incremental 3-term controller algorithm becomes: 
D 2 ( TS A A ) c = Kp E+DE+ - D E 
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1. Memory Map of the • Algorithm Development 1 Imp 1 ementation System'. 















OP. SYSTH1 & TTY ~10NITOR & 
DATA LOGGER (CONTINUE) 
OFFF 
1000 








- A- 2 -




092C 0/P BUFFER POINTER FOR TX 1 . 
[o~2E--- - - - - --- -- - - - - - - - - ----- - -- ---------------
I098F 
0/P BUFFER FOR SERIAL TRANStUSSION INTERFACE 1 (TX 1) 
2~:o ______ QLP_ R.Uf[(B_~OJ~IER EQitiX ..2. ___ -----------------
0992 
09F3 0/P BUFFER FOR SERIAL TRANSMISSION INTERFACE 2 (TX 2) 
09F4 
BUFFER FOR 11 PSW,A,C,B,E,D,L,H,SPL,SPH" (FOR •tRAcE•) 
09FD 
09FE STACK POINTER BUFFER (FOR •tRACE•) 
OAOO INITIAL PROGRAM COUNTER BUFFER 1 (FOR •tRACE•) 
OA02 TERMINAL PROGRAM COUNTER BUFFER (F.OR 1 TRACE 1 ) 
.OA04 INSTRUCTION BUFFER (FOR •tRACE•) 
OA07 
•JUMP BACK• (TO 'TRACE' PROGRAr1) INSTRUCTION 
OAUA INITIAL PROGRAM COUNTER BUFFER 2 (FOR 'TRACE•l 
OAOC 
'N 1 (0/P INHIBIT) REGISTER (FOR 1 TRACE 1 ) 
OAOD INSTRUCTION LENGTH (NUMBER OF BYTE) (FOR •tRACE•) 
OAOE BUFFER FOR PROGRAM COUNTER {FOR 0/P) {FOR 1 TRACE 1 ) 
OAlO BUFFER FOR 2ND & 3RD BYTE OF INSTRUCTION {0/P) { •r •) 




OBF2 ADDRESS OF NEXT SAMPLING PEROID {REPROGRAM TIMER) 
OBF4 STACK POINTER BUFFER {FOR TTY MONITOR REENTRY) 
OBF6 SAt~PLE NUMBER {FOR CONTROLLER) 
OBF8 I/P DATA & STATUS FROM TX 2 
OBFA I/P DATA & STATUS FROM TX 1 
OBFC TX 2 CURRENT CONTROL WORD 
OBFD TX 1 CURRENT CONTROL WORD 
OBFE FLAG FOR CAL•N {STARTED OR FINISHED) 
OBFF · CURRENT INTERRUPT LEVEL 
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(B) Sub-sections: 
(a) Operating System, Teletype Monitor and Data Logger: 
0000 
INTERRUPT DIRECTOR & SERVICE ROUTINE FOR INTR. LEVEL 0 
In M" 
0047 SERVICE ROUTINE FOR INTERRUPT LEVEL 1 
IOODE DISPLAY OR ENTER A CONSTANT FROM THE FRONT PANEL 
IOODF SERVICE ROUTINE FOR INTERRUPT LEVEL 2 
I013E 0/P A CHARACTER VIA SERIAL TRANSMISSION INTERFACE 2 
013F SERVICE ROUTINE FOR INTERRUPT LEVEL 3 
ln1c2 I/P A CHARACTER VIA SERIAL TRANSMISSION INTERFACE 2 
01C3 SERVICE ROUTINE FOR INTERRUPT LEVEL 4 
0222 0/P A CHARACTER VIA SERIAL TRANS~1ISSION INTERFACE 1 
0223 SERVICE ROUTINE FOR INTERRUPT LEVEL 5 
10288 I/P A CHARACTER VIA SERIAL TRANSt1ISSION INTERFACE 1 
0289 SERVICE ROUTINE FOR INTERRUPT LEVEL 6 
















TELETYPE MONITOR (CONTINUE) 
UTILITY SUBROUTINES 
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(c) Floating Point and Binary Arithmetic Programs: 
1000 







MULTIPLICATION (FLOATING POINT) 
llAD 
llAE 
DIVISION (FLOATING POINT) 
1281 
1282 
UTILITY SUBROUTINES (FOR FLOATING POINT ARITH.) 
1350 
135E SUBTRACTION 






. . DIVISION 
(2-BYTE BINARY) 
l3FE 
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2. Device Addresses. 
(A) Output Ports: 
(a) Displays on Front Panel: 
Address 
8200 




Most significant 2 digits of mantissa of 
constant. 
Least significant 2 digits of mantissa 
of constant. 
(D7) M.S.B.- sign of constant ('1' = +ve) 
(D6)- sign of exponent of constant ('1' = +ve) 
(Ds-D0 ) - exponent of constant in pure binary. 
Address of constants (in B.C.D. ~-99). 
Ports:-
Most significant 2 B.C.D. digits of the 
D/A converter (in case of analogue 0/P). 
CD7-D4) - least significant digit of the 
D/A converter (in case of analogue 0/P). 
(c) Priority Interrupt Controller 
(D0 -D2) current status register (D3) SGS disable comparator 
and allow all interrupt to go 
through ('1' for enabling all interrupt). 










(B) Input Ports: 
Timer 
Data o/p port for TX2 
Control register of TX2 
Data o/p port for TXl 
Control register of TXl 
Load counter No.'0' 
Load counter No. '1' 
Load counter No.'2' 
Write Mode Word 









Most significant byte of address on 
thumb switches. 
Least significant byte of address on thumb 
switches. 
Most significant 2 digits of mantissa 
of constant 
Least significant 2 digits of mantissa 
of constant 
(D7)- sign of constant ('1' = +ve) 
(D6) -sign of exponent of constant ('1' = +ve) 
(Ds-D0 ) - exponent of constant in pure binary. 
Address of constants (in B.C.D. ~-99) 
A- 6 
(b) Controller Input Ports: 
8100 Most significant 2 B.C.D. digits of the 
A/D converter (in case of analogue I/P) 
8080 (D7-D4) - least significant digit of the A/D converter (in case of analogue I/P). 
Or, CD7-D0 ) - parallel binary input (in case of digital I/P). 










Data I/P port for TX2 
Status I/P from TX2 
Data I/P port for TXl 
Status I/P from TXl. 
Read count from counter 
. Read count from counter 
Read count from counter 




No. '2' • 
APPENDIX 3 - TELETYPE MONITOR COMMAND DESCRIPTION 
(1) The •copy• command - to copy a block of data from one location 
to another. This command is initialised by typing: 
> C starting address terminating address starting address CR 
of source of source of destination 
N.B. CR = carriage return. 
{2) The 1 DUMP 1 command - to dump data onto paper tape. This command 
is initialised by typing: 
> D Starting address terminating address CR 
{3) The 1 ENTER• Command - to enter data or program into memory. 
This command is initialised by typing: 
> E starting address CR 
then the starting address will appear at the line. Data or 
program can be input in form of Hexadecimal. Each data when typed in 
would be separated by a space. Type •RETURN• when a new line is 
required. The address of the next data would automatically appear 
on the next line where new data can be typed in. 
{4) The •Go• command - to execute the program starting from the 
address stated. If the X command is not initiated for presetting the 
registers, all the registers, all the registers and stack will auto-
matically be set to zero. This command is initialised by typing: 
> G address of program CR(or X .. .. ....... ) 
- A-8 -
(5} The 'LOAD' command - to load the data from paper tape. This 
command is initialised by typing: 







If option I and option II is not entered, data will be loaded 
into the memory address according to the paper tape. If option I only 
is entered, data in the paper tape would be loaded onto address starting 
from the address in option I and terminated at the end of the paper tape. 
If both option I and II is entered, data in the paper tape would 
be loaded into address starting from address in option I and terminated 
when address in option II is reached. 
(6} The'MODIFY' command - to modify a data in the memory. This 
command is initialised by typing: 
> M address CR 
The address of the data to be modified shall be displayed foll 
followed by the data in that address. New data can be typed in or if 
'RETURN' is typed the old data will be retained. When return is typed 
the next address and data will be displayed. If 't' is typed instead, 
the address shall be decremented instead of incremented. 
(7) The 'TRACE' command - to trace error in the program. The command 
is initialised by typing: 
> T starting address s CR (option I) 
of program (or X ...... ) . .. 
Or:-
> T starting address terminating address N CR (option 
of program of program (or X ... ) 
- A-9 -
I I ) 
If •s• is typed (i.e. option I) the first instruction will be executed 
and all the status flags, registers, stack and stack pointer displayed. 
If terminating address is typed instead the status flags, registers, ... 
.... etc. will be displayed when each instruction is executed until the 
suppressed until the last instruction. 
Where: 
The format of listing are as follows:-
NNNN 11 IIII AAFF BBCC DDEE HHLL SSSS PPPP 
IN I s = Address of Instruction 
I I I s = Instruction 
•A• s = Accumulator 
IF I s = Flags 
I B I' I c It I 0 I' I E I ' I HI' ·L I s = Registers 
Is I s = Stack 
•p• s = Stack Pointer 
When the listing has been completed the execution can be continued un 
until another address by typing: 
T terminating address N CR 
(option II) (or X ....... ) 
The operations are the same as before. 
N.B. In all cases the X command can be used for changing the registers, 
flags and stack. 
(8) The •wRITE• command - to display the memory content. This 
command is initialised by typing: 
w starting address terminate address CR 
(9) The •x• command - to preset or change registers, flags or stacks 
- A-10 
in 'G' or 'T' command. This command is initialised by typing: 
X ROO GG 
'R' = register name it can be A (accumulator), B (register B), 
C (register C), D (register D), E (register E), H (register H), 
L (register L}, P (status flags), SH (upper byte of stack}, 
SL (lower byte of stack}. 
'00' = original content of the register. 
'GG' = new content of the register (to be typed in) 
A '.' can be typed for exiting from 'X' command. 




Source of Alarm a~d Floating Point Number Storage Format. 
(A) Source of Alarm. 
The Alarm is set off by switching on the 'ALARM' light on the front 
panel and a horn. The source of alarm is displayed on the constant 
address display. The alarm can be set by outputting a hexadecimal 
number starting with 'A' to the Constant Address Display. It can 
be reset by pressing the 'ALARM' acknowledge button. The source of 














Add./subtr. overflow (Floating point subroutine) 
Add./subtr. underflow. (Floating point subroutine) 
Multiplication overflow ( " " " ) 
Multiplication underflow ( 11 11 " ) 
Division over flow ( 11 " " ) 
Division under flow ( 11 11 " ) 
Division result infinite ( " 11 " ) 
3-term controller output overflow. 
3-term controller output underflow. 
Binary Multiplication overflow. 
Previous Control Calculation not yet finished. 
(B) Floating Point Number Storage Format. 
Address I Least significant 2 digit of mantissa 
Address + 1 I Most significant 2 digit of mantissa 
Address + 2 M.S.B. 
sign sign 




Summary of Subroutines 
A brief summary of the subroutines are given here for quick reference. 






























































To display or enter a constant. 
Convert eonstant address from ·B.C.D. 
to binary and true address. 
To place a character on the output 
buffer of TX2. 
To read a character from the input buffer 
of TX2. 
Type 'PERROR' (TX2) 
To place a character on the output buffer 
of TXl. 
To read a character from the input buffer 
of TXl. 
Performs Data Logging and arrange the 
control calculation. 
Output Data to specific serial transmission 
interface (TX2 or TXl) 
Type CR & LF 
Convert a 2 digit B.C.D. in memory whose 
address is in HL to ASCII and output to 
TXl if first bit of reg.C is 'O'. Otherwise 
output would be through TX2. 
TTY monitor re entry point. 
Input a 4 digit Hexadecimal number from 
TX2 onto DE. 
Shift DE right 
Input a number from TX2 onto Ace. and convert 
from ASCII to Hexadecimal number. 
Echo at character from TX2 
0/P HL to TX2 as 4 digit hexadecimal number. 
I/P a 4 digit hexadecimal number from TX2 
onto DE and wait for a CR. 
Convert a one digit hexadecimal number to 
ASCII and 0/P through TX2. 
Disable paper tape reader at TX2. 
0/P a 'space' to TX2. 
Repeatedly type 18 characters (to be 
specified). 
0/P CR L LF to TX2 
Floating Point Addition and Subtraction. 
Floating Point Multiplication. 
Floating Point Division 
B.C.D. addition of BC and DE with result 
in DE. 
B.C.D. subtraction of BC and DE (DE-BC) with 
result in DE. 
Round off a B.C.D. number in DE if CY is set. 
(i.e. rotate CY into DE and round off). 
A-13 
Address Name Function 
12~ RBCR Rotate BC right 
12ED RDER Rotate DE right 
12F4 RDEL Rotate DE left 
12FB RHLL Rotate HL left 
1302 RBCF Rotate BC right 4 times. 
135E BSU Binary subtraction (HL=HL-DE) 
1365 BMU Binary multiplication (HL=HL*DE) 
139F BDV Binary Division (HL=HL/DE) 
A-14 
A P P E N D I X 6 
=================== 
Listing of System Softwares in the 11Algorithm Development/ 
Implementat ion System". 
(A) The Operating System, the Teletype Monitor and the Data 
Logger. 
(B) The Floating Point Arithematic Program. 
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0002 
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oooc 
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5<1 00~ 2 
oon 
0044 









































































CALOS-80 V2.1 2 00/00/70 PAGE 
. Ti llE " OPER ATI NG SYS TEH - 8080" 
. !I[X 
usr·h,., ,.,or, 
l l lll " ·' 1 (1 00 
;1 1!11-i<I"Uf'T LEVEL 7 





;tNT EfRU~T LEVE L 6 
; TI :iER I NTEkRUPT 
PUSH PSU 
PUSH H 
LXI H,OBFF ;LOAD ADDR. OF INJR. REG. 
JHF" I N2 
;I NT ENR CP T LEVEL ~ 
; S[ RinL i NP UT 1 READY 
PUSH PSU 
PUSH H 
LXI H,OIJF F 
JHP IN3 
;INTERRUPT LEVEL 4 





;INTERRUPT LEVEL 3 





;INTERRUPT LEVEL 2 





;INTERRUPT LEVEL 1 
;DISPLAY I ENTER CONSTANTS 
PUSH PSU 
PUSH H 
LXI H ,OBFF 
JHP IN7 
;INT ERRUPT LEVEL 0 
;SERVICE THE HARDUARE INTE RRUPT FROH EXECUTE SUITCH 









, OF ADDRESS 
;READ L. S. l!YTE 
, OF AODRESS 
; REPROGRAM PIORlTY 
INTERRUPT CONT ROLLE R 













































































53 008 2 
0083 









61 OO BB 
oooc 
' 
CALOS-B O V2.12 00/00 /7C ~AGE 
SEIW lCl 1-'0li T:NE F(lR l tiTERF\UPT LE VEL 
TO Dl~rLhY OR ENTER A CONSTANT 
rROP. FRONT PANCL 
; ~• 4 ~- ~···· ··~·~~*•*••••*··~· ·~*• **~····*····-~····· D5 l ~7t PUS H D 













HO V A,t1 




;READ PREVIOUS INTR. LEV EL 




;TillS SECTION RESTORES ACC., REG. & INTR. REG. 
;0 ~ RET URN FRO h I NTE RR UPT ROUTINE. 
Fl IHT RE : PO~ PSU ;FETCH PRF.VIOUS INTR. LE VEL 
F3 DJ 
;TO TEST IF INTR. LEVEL RETUR NED TO 0 . THEN ALLO U 
; CONTROL CALCULATION TO CONTIN UE. 
47 TST: HOV F,A ;STORE ACC. IN 8 




























jlF IHTR. LEVEL>O 
;LOAD START OR FINISH STATUS 
;IF START CALCULATION 
;START CALCULATION 
;RESTORE ACC. 



























CA LLS 1 
TO DISPLAY/ENTER A 
CONSTANT TABLE, SP 






































;I/P ADDR. OF CONST. 
;0/P ADDR. OF CONST . 
;CONDITION CONST. ADDR. 
;CLEAR B 
;LOAD ADDR. OF EXPONENTIAL 
;CHECK 
ENTER/D I SP LAY 
TO EN TER CONSTANTS 
LDAX D ;I /P CON ST. 
STAX ~ ;0/P CONST. 
HOV H,A ; STORE CONST. IN TABLE 
;IN CREMENT TA BLE POINTER 
0~ JN C: IN R I! ;INCRC::MEN l B <I:<YT E COUNTER> 
3l MV I A,OI 
01 
fl 1 I 
{.2 0081'1 
{.3 0 ~· 0[ 
OO& F 
0090 
64 OOS' 1 
0092 
(1 093 












































































120 OOD O 


















CMP B ;IF 8" 1 
JNZ DT~O ;IF 8 NOT K1 
LXI D,9 000 ;LOA[I ADDR. OF U. DECIMAL 
J HP IPHI 
; f·f<Ef'ARE FO R 



















OF LOU[R DEtiHAL DIGITS 
;IF B NO T=2 
;LOAD ADD R. OF L. DEC. 
;DECREMENT HL 
;THIS PART ENDS A TIMER INTERRUPT ROUTINE 
7C PEND: HOV A,H ;TEST IJHETHER 
FE CPI OB SAM PLING 
OB 
CO 







































;IF HL=0800 CONTINUE 
;LOAD CONTROL UORD TO COUNTER 0 
;LOAD L.S.B. OF TIHER 




SECTION DISPLAY THE CONSTANT 
HOV A,H ;FETCH EXP . 
STAX D ;DIP EXP. 






















;FETCH H.S. DIGIT 
;DIP H.S. DIGIT 
;FETCH L.S. DIGIT 
;0/P L.S. DIGIT 
;-------------------------------------------------
;SUBROUTINE CDC 
FUNCTION: CONVERT CONSTANT ADDR. FROH B.C.D. 





DESCRIPTION: THIS SUBRO UTINE CONVERTS THE 
CONSTANT ADDR. TO CORRESPON DING 



























;STORE LOWE R B.C.D. 
;EXT RACT UPPER B.C.D. 
RRC ;MULTIPLY 
MOV B,A UPPER 
RRC B.C.D. DIGIT 
RRC BY 
ADD B TEN 
ADD C ;ADD PRODUCT TO LOUER &.C.D. 
;END BCD - ~! NARY CONVERSION AN D START CONVERTING 
;TO AD !J RESS I N TA~LE 
~7 CTA: MOV &,A 
80 ADD B 
80 ADD D ;M ULTIPLY FY J 
6F MOV L,A 
1 ' 9 00117 :n : HVI 1\, o;: 
cr·:•t> Of< 
130 0 0~~ Cl ACI 0 0 
oot .• ~ oo 
131 Ol'l r• i• 6 i HOV H,A 
132 eo~: 23 lNX H 
133 (l(. ;. ro 23 INX H 
13~ 00~l r9 RET 
TELEl Yr t HOHlTOR - COBC 
; ADll 204 Ell• 
;TRUE A~DR . IN HL 
;INCREI1£ NT H 
DY 2 









SERVICE ROUTINE FOR IHl [R RUPT LEVEL 2 
TO OU TPUT A CHARA CTER VIA SERIAL 





13 OO E3 
OOE~ 
14 OOE~ 




; *•~*·· ······ · ·· · ~··········· ~·~···· ······· ······· ;SECT I ON FOR SAVJ~G ALL STATUS AFTER INTERRUPT 
D5 IN6 : PUSH D 
CS PUSH B 









' HVI A,OS 
;READ PREVIOUS INTR. LEVEL 


































































































IF BUFFER PTER.•0992 
;SECTION FOR DISABLING TRANSHISSION 
LDA OBFC ;READ TX2 CONTROL YORD 
ANI ODE ;CLEAR TX RDY. FLAG 
STA OBFC ;STORE TX2 CONTROL UORD 
STA 8011 ;PROGRAM TX2 
JHP lNTRE ;TRANSI11SSION DISA~LED/END ROUTINE 
;SECTION FOR OUlPUTING DATA FROH BUFFER TO TX2 











































;DIP DATA TO TX2 
;DECREMENT HL 




; I•ECREHENT HL 
;IF HL<START ADDR. 
;IF NOT 
;END INTR. SERVICE ROUTINE 
;•······················· ·· ··················· · OUTPUT SUBROUTINt FOR OUTPUTTING TO TX2 
FUNCTION: TO PLACE A OUTPUT CHARACTER ON 
THE OUTPUT BUFFER OF TX2 
INPUTS C 
OUTPUTS NONE 
DISTROY S : NOTHING 
DESCRIPTION: TO ENTER THJS ROUTINE , FIR ST 
PUT OUTPUT CHARACTER ON REG. 
; C, THEN CALL SROP2. 
:···········*········· ~· ··· * •* • =~*•***** *•~*···· F5 SRO P2: PUSH PSU 
E5 PUSH H 
2A UAIT 2 : LHLD 0990 ;FETCH BUFFER PTER. 
90 
09 
5~ (1 11 c 
011 D 
~~ 011E 






















62 0128 <JA 
0129 FC 
012A OB 
63 0128 E6 
012C 01 
64 012D C2 
012E 3B 
012F 01 
65 0130 3A 
0131 FC 
0132 OB 
66 0133 F6 
0134 21 
67 0135 32 
0136 FC 
0137 OB 
68 0138 32 
0139 11 
013A 80 
69 0138 FB 
70 013C El 
71 013D F1 
























;IF BUFFER PTER.>LIHIT 
;BUFFER __ C 
;INCREMENT HL 
;STORE BUFFER PTER. 
;SECTION FOR ENABLINB TRANSHISSION 












;IF TX2 EN~BLED 
;FETCH TX2 CONTROL UORD 
;SET TX RDY. FLAG 
;STORE TX2 CONTROL UORD 
;PROGRAM TX2 
;END OF SUBROUTINE 
CALOS-80 V2.12 00/00/70 PAGE 
;••··········································· 
. , 
SERVICE ROUTINE FOR INTERRUPT LEVEL 3 
TO IN~UT A CHARACTER VIA SERIAL 
TRAHISSION INTERFACE 2 <RX2> 

















































C5 PUSH B 
7E HOV A,H 
F5 PUSH PSW 
3E H!JI A,04 
04 
77 HOV H,A 






















;THIS SECTION READS THE DATA AND ORGANIZE ALL 
;THE FLAGS 
LXI H,8011 ;LOAD ADDR. OF TX2 STATUS REG. 













;READ TX2 STATUS UORD. 
;STORE STATUS IN BUFFER 
;SET INPUT PORT ADDR. 
;SET INPUT BUFFER ADDR. 
;INPUT DATA 
;STORE DATA IN BUFFER 
;END INTR. SERVICE ROUTINE 
;•·············~····· ················· ········ INPUT SUBROUTINE FOR INPUTTING FROH TX2 
FUNCTION: TO READ A CHARACTER FROH THE 
INPUT BUFFER 
INPUTS NONE 
OUTPUTS ACC, RESET I/P BUFFER l STATUS. 
CALLS SROP2 
DISTROYS : NOTHING 
DISCRIPTIONS : THIS ROUTIN E PUTS A 7 BIT 
DATA ON THE ACCUMULATO R UI TH 
1ST BIT <OTH BIT> EOUAL TO 
THIS ROUTIN E WOULD AL RO CHCCK 






























































































1 FERROR~ c FLAHING ERROR 
1 PERROR ' = PARITY ER ROR 
IF PARITY ERROR - 1ST BIT 
(H.S.B.l OF DATA UOULD BE 



























































































;CLEAR ERROR FLAGS 
F3 YFR2: DJ 














;FETCH DATA & STATUS 
;TEST IF RX RDY IS SET 
; IF READY 




;ACC . STATUS 
;TEST IF PARITY ERROR 
;IF NOT 
;SET 1ST FIT 
. ; OF DATA ' 1 ' 
; IF PARITY ERROR 
; TYPE 'PERROR ~ 




;IF NO PERROR 
;FETCH CONTROL UORD 
;ERROR FLAGS CLEARED 
;SECTION FOR ENDING SUBROUTINE 













03 ;IF ETX <·c> GO TO REENTRY 
TREN OF TTY HONJTOR 
;------------------------------------------------







HVJ c, ~ P ~ 
CALL SROP2 
100 
101 01 Ah 
01AC 
I 02 01 A it 
OI A[ 
o1.;r 
103 01 11 0 
01 1<1 






106 011'4 8 
0189 











































































; Sl" I 0 \Jll. E ror, 1 H ' ItiG "ERROR ' 
OE Ef.-· : ti VJ C, 'E ' 
.o\5 
CD CALL SROr ~ 
17 
01 
























MO"I lO R - 8000 CALOS- 80 V2.12 00/00/70 PAGE 
; 
SERVICE ROUTINE FOR INTERRU PT LEVEL 4 
TO OUTPUT A CHARACTER VIA SERIAL 
TRANSHISSION INTERFACE I <TX1 > 
;••····~*· ··~· ·······•• ************************* 
;SECTION FO R SAVING ALL STATUS AFTER INTERRUPT 
D5 IN4: PUSH D 
C5 PUSH B 
7E HOV A,H ;RE AD PREVIOUS INTR. LEVEL 
;SAVE IT ON STACK 
;REPROGRAH PRORITY 
F5 PUSH PSU 



































;SECTIO~ FOR OkGANISING BUFFER POINTER ANP 





IF BUFFER PTER. K 0930 
;SECTION FOR DISABLING TRANSHISSION 
LDA OBFD ;READ TX 2 CONTROL UOkD 
AN I ODE ;CLEAR TX RDY. FLAG 
STA 08FD ;STORE TX2 CONTROL UORD 
STA 8009 ;PROGRAH TX2 
JHP INTRE ;TRANSHISSIO" DISABLED/END ROUTINE 
;SECTlON FOR OUTPUTING DATA FROH BUFF ER TO TX2 





































;O/P DATA TO TRANSHITTER 
;DECREHENT H ~ L 




;DECR I: HENT HL 
SUB L ;IF HL <START ADDR. 
JH LOOPS! ;IF NOT 
JHP INTRE ;END INTR. SERVICE ROUTINE 
8 8 
89 (':·£· ~ 
90 ()'~f./, 
91 o··,, :o 
92 (\;> !,f. 













'" 028{1 0 2BE 
15 028F 






































































HO Ill TOR 
i fi[C'T TC'N FOk 
El f'l: llOV 









;RESTOkE ~ATA TO ACC, 
CALOS-80 V2 . 12 00/00/70 PAGE 
SERVICE ROU11Nf FOR INTERRUPT LEVEL 6 
TO SERV E THE TIHER INTERRUPT, SCAN 
THE FRONT PANEL AND START CONTROL 
CALCULATIO N 
, 
;··~$············ ································· ;SECTION FOR SAVING All STATUS AFTER INTR. 
D5 IN2: PUSH D 
C5 PUSH ll 
7E HOV A,H 
F5 PUSH PSU 
3E HVI A,01 
01 
77 HOV "•A 
32 STA 8020 
20 
80 
; R cr· r,OGR~H T JHER 










































; FETCH NEU AI•DR. 






;STORE NEU ADDR. 
;LOAD NEU COUNT TO COUNTER 
;SECTION FOR 0/P TO D/A 
FB ODR: EI 
2A LHLD 0803 ;FETCH DATA 
03 
OB 
7C "OV A,H 
32 STA B100 ;0/P H.S.B.S. TO DIA 
00 
B1 
7D HOV A,l 
32 STA BOBO ;OIP L.S.B. TO D/A 
80 
80 
;SECTION FOR UAITING A/D CONVERSION TO COMPLETE 
3A CONV: LDA 80-41 
41 
BO 
E6 ANI 80 
eo 
CA JZ CONV 
BB 
02 



















;I/P H.S.B. FROM AID 
;STORE DATA 
;I/P L.S.B. FROH AID 
:STORE fiATA 
7 
S1 ; sf r T JO~ FOR TESTI NG ~HE THER PREVIOUS CALCULATI O~ 
52 ; &:lU CL~"L ETED. 
53 02l' i' 21 . LX! H, Ol<fE ;FETCH STAI:T/FTNISH 
o::l•O FE 
02l!l Oil 
54 o:>r.:• 7E 
55 0 2£•:1 [6 
021r4 or 
56 02 iJ:.. C2 
02l•l.. fO 
02117 02 
57 02 08 3E 
02lr9 AC 
58 02 DA 32 
02 DD 00 
02DC 82 
59 02DD CJ 
02IlE 55 
02IrF 00 
60 02EO 2F ST SF: 
61 02 E1 77 
62 02E2 C3 
02E3 55 
02E4 00 


















, STATUS UORir. 
;TEST 
IF FINISHED 
;IF NOT COHPLE1Elr 
SET ALARH 
;SET START & RESET FINISH BITS 
;STORE S/F STATUS 


































































FUNCTION: THI S PROGRAH PERFOkMS DATA LOG GING 
AND ARRANGE THE CONTROL CALCULATION. 
INPUTS 1 NON E 
OUTPUTS 1 NONE 
DESTROYS: NON E 
DE SCRIPTION: THI S SUBROUTINE CAN BE DIVIDED 
INTO HID PARTS: 
(1) DATA LOGGING 
ACCEPTS PROGRAMMING FROM THE 
LAST TEN CON STANTS <90-99>. 
; (2> HAINTAIN THE CONTROL CALN. 
;··················································· ;SECTION FO R RESETTING THE STATUS UO RDS l INTR. LEVEL 
C5 PROG: PUSH B 




















































































; TEST IF DATA LOGGER ON 
; IF OFF 
;•START DATA LOGGING* 
;SET 1\CC. 




;FETCH NO. Or DATA TO BE LOG.<L2l 
;CLEAR ACC. 




~ r· (•.1: 6 
·n • Cl.::; 7 
~J!j 
( ' <.:'P 
4 2 (U!;; 
4 J <·. r· 
-44 Cll c 
OJlll 
.q~ 03 11" 
4b 03 1F 
-1 7 0320 
0321 
0322 












































































83 03 6A 
84 036B 
85 OJi.C 

















































; ONTO D 
;TEST 0/P DEVICE 
;SET 0/P DEVICE TO TX2 
;CLEAR C CSEl 0/P TO TXt> 
;SET C <1ST lilT) 
;THIS SECTION TYPES THE LOG NUMFER 
22 SlX1: SHLD OA\2 ;SAVE LOG NO. IN BUF. 
12 
OA 
21 LXI H,OA13 
13 
OA 



















;0/P L.S. 2 DI&IT 
;RESTORE LOG NO. 
;TYPE SPACE 













LDA 0928 ;PUT L3 
STA 092B IN Lt 
LXI H,0926 ;PUT ADDR . or 1ST. 
PUSH H 
HVI E,O 
;START TYPING DATA 
3E STLG: HVI A,OF 
OF 
A2 ANA D 
C2 JNZ LOG 
61 
03 
Et POP H 
CD CALL CRLF 
or 
04 




3A LOG: LDA 0927 
27 
09 
92 SUB D 
FE CPI · 6 
06 
CC CZ CRLF 
OF 
04 
El POP H 
<16 HOV B,H 
2B DCX H 
; CONSTANT OH STACK 
;SET CONST . ADDR. LOCATION 
;TO LOUER DIGIT 
;IF LOUER L4 CNO. OF 
; CON STANTl=O 
;IF NOT EOUAL TO 0 TYPE NEXT DATA 
;RESTORE ADDR. OF 1ST. CONST. 
;TYPE CR & LF 
;TERHINATE LOGGING & START DISP. 




;RESTORE ADDR. OF CONST. ADDR. 
;FETCH CONS T. ADDR . 





89 03 71 
0372 
03 73 





























































































































































































































;TEST AND COHPLCIIENT 
REG. INDICATING CONST. 
; ADDR. IS ON U. OR L. DIGIT 
;IF AT UPPER DIGIT 
;DEC. HEHORY ADDR. 
;STORE HEHORY ADIIR. FOR 
;NEXT TIHE. 
;FETCH CONSTANT ADDR. 
;CONV. CONST. ADDR. TO BINARY 
;FETCH EXP. OF CONST. 
;TEST SIGN OF 
THE DATA 
;IF POSITIVE TYPE ' ' 
;IF NEGATIVE TYPE "-" 
;TYPE 
'." 
;0/P UPPER TUO 
DECIHAL DIGIT 




;EXTRACT SIGN OF 
EXPONENTIAL 








;COHV. LOUER DIGIT TO ASC111 
;STORE LOUER DIGIT IN B 
;COHV . UPPER DIGIT 
TO ASC111 
;0/P UPPER DIGIT OF EXP. 


























































;DECREHEN1 DATA COUNTER 
;0/P Hi':XT DATA 
;SECTION FOk SERVICI NG DISPLAY AND EXECUTE USER 
;PROGRAH OR 3 - TERH CON TROLL ER 
CD SDPY: CALL DSET ;SERVICE DISPLAY 
72 
00 

















































;SECTION FOR TERHIHATING DATA LOGGING AND CALCULATION 
;SUI! ROUTINE 
155 03FO F3 
156 03F1 3E 
03F2 OF 
157 03F3 32 
OJF4 FE 
03FS OB 
158 03F6 Cl 
159 03F7 C9 






















CALOS-BO V2 . 12 00/00/70 PAGE 
;---7-- -- ------ --- ---------~--- -- -----------------
DATA OUTPUT SUBROUTINE 





DESCRIPTION: THIS SUBROUTINE SELECT THE 
0/P DEVICE TX1 OR TX2 BY 
TESTING 1ST BIT OF C. IF 
1ST BIT OF C=O 0/P UOULD BE 
THROUGH TXI OTHERUISE IT 


























































CALL SR OP2 
MVI c ,eo 
RE T 
; IF 0/P TO TX2 




;0/P TO TX 2 BUFFER 








:-------------------------------------------------TYF'E CR & LF SU BI"<OIJT IHE 
J NPIJT 5 I c 






































52 041C A6 
53 041D OF 
54 041E OF 
55 041F OF 
56 0420 OF 
57 0421 C6 
0422 30 
58 0423 27 
59 0424 FE 
0425 40 
60 0426 Dfi 
0427 2A 
0428 04 
61 0429 3C 
62 042A CD 
0428 F8 
042C 03 
63 O.oi2D 3E 
042E OF 
6~ 042F A6 
65 0430 C6 
0431 30 
66 0432 27 
67 0433 FE 
0434 40 
68 04J5 DA 
0436 39 
0437 04 
69 0438 3C 
70 0439 CD 
043A FB 
0 .. 311 03 











CAL L OPR U 
•· 
RETURN 
HVI A,OA ;TYPE 
CALL OF'RU LF 
RET 
;-------------------------------------------------SU BRCUTI HE FOR OUTPUTING B.C.D. 
FUNCTIO N: TO CONVE RT . A TUO DIGIT B.C.D. IN 
HEHDRY TO ASC111 AND 0/P. 
INPUTS 1 HL 
OUTPUTS HONE 
DESTROYS: A 
DESC Rif'TION: THE ADDRESS OF THE 2-DIGIT 
I.C.D. SHOULD BE PLACED ON 
HL. 
;-- ----------- ------------------------------------




































;CONV. TO ASC111 
; IF <40 
;EXTRACT LOUER 
; DIGIT 
;CONV. TO ASC 111 
; IF <40 
CALOS-80 V2.1 2 00/00/70 PAGE 
·············································*· 
SERVICE ROUTINE FOR INTERRUPT LEVEL 7 
SYSTEH INITIALISATION: TO RESET ALL 
POINTERS STATUS, AND REPROGRAH ALL 
COUNTERS, INTERFACINGS . 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




11 o .... o 
04 .. 1 
0442 
12 0443 
21 INIT: LXI H,092E ;SET 0 /P BUFFER 
o ...... 
0 .. 45 










22 SHLD 092C POINTER 1 
2C 
09 
21 LXI H,0992 ;SET 0/P BUFFER 
92 
09 
22 SHLD 0990 POINTER 2 
90 
09 
21 LXI H,OBFE ;CL EAR STAflT & SET 
FE 
(IB 




16 ;HEPROGRAH Cu UI! TERS 
17 0~ -~[ 21 LX:i H, OC 07 ;L£l.,li CONH:OL \JORll 
04 4r 07 
04 ~ 0 80 
18 045 1 36 HVJ 11,0£16 TO CO Ul il ER 2 
(\ 4 ~. 2 (16 
19 0 4!:i 3 36 HV J H,76 TO COl lllHf\ 
0454 76 
20 0455 36 MVI H,37 TO COU NTER 0 
04 56 37 
21 0457 21 LXI H,B006 ;LOAD COUNT 
0458 06 
0459 80 
22 045fl 36 HVI ~~, 5<4 TO 
045B 5<4 
23 045C 36 HVI H,03 COUNTER ~~ L 
045D 03 
2<4 045E 21 LXI -H, BOOS ;LOAD COUNT 
045F 05 
0460 80 
25 04l.1 36 HVI M, 54 TO 
0462 54 
26 0463 36 HVI M,03 COUNTER 
0464 03 
27 0465 1 1 LXI D,B004 ; LOfifl 
0466 04 
0467 eo 
28 0468 2A LHLD 0800 COUNT 
0469 00 
046A OB 
27 046B EB XCHG TO 
30 046C 73 MOV M,E COUNTER 0 
31 0~6D 72 HOV H,It . <Tit1EF\ INTR.,) , 
32 046E 21 LXI H,OB02 ; SET TIMER ADir R. 
046F 02 
0470 OB 
33 0471 22 SHLD OBF2 BUFFER 
0472 F2 
0473 OB 
34 ;REPROGRAH COMMUNICATION INTERFACES 
35 0474 21 LXI H, 801 1 ;LOAD MOirE INSTRUCTION 
0475 1 1 
0476 80 
36 0477 36 HVI H,OCE TO TX2 
0478 CE \ 
37 0479 3E HVI A, 14 ;LOA[I COHMANn INSTRUCTION 
047A 1 4 
38 047B 77 HOV H,A ; TO TX2 
39 047C 32 STA OBFC ;STORE TX2 CONTROL UORD 
047D FC 
047E OB 
<40 047F 21 LXI H,8009 ;LOAD MODE INSTRUCTION 
0480 09 
0481 BO 
4 t . 0482 36 HVI H,OFA TO TX1 
0483 FA 
-42 0484 3E HVI A, 1 4 ;LOAD COMMAND INSTRUCTION 
0485 r4 
43 0486 77 HOV H,A . TO TXt , 
"" 
0487 32 STA OBFD ;STORE TX1 CONTROL UORD 
0488 F[l 
0-489 OB 
-45 ;RESET INPUT BUFFERS (IND REGISTERS 




48 04BD 22 SHLD OBFB ; CLEAr< TX2 
048E F8 
048F OB 
-49 0490 22 SHLD OitFA TXt 
0491 FA 
0492 OB 
50 0493 E5 PUSH H ;CLEAR 
51 0494 D1 POP D All 
52 0495 [15 PUSH D REGISTER 
53 0496 Cl POP B ANI• 
54 0497 CS PUSH I! STATUS 
55 049 8 F 1 POP PSU 
56 0<499 FB El 


























































































.TITLE •TELET YPE HONIT OR - 9080• 
;••····· ·~$~~··· ·········· •*•*••··············· 
TTY IIOHITOR 
............ 4··t•:tc 
COHHAND RECON GN IZER 
THIS P~OGRAH IS A CONTINUATION OF THE 
INTERR UPT SERVICE ROUTINE FOR LEVEL 7. IT SERVICES 
THE TTY I/P & 0/P, PRO VIDES PROGRAH 1/P, 0/P, 
EDITING AND DEBUGGING FACILITIES. 
ALL THF. DIFFE RENT COHHAND IS EXECUTED BY 
JUMPIN G TO THE APPROP~IATE ROUTINES. 
UHEN THE ROUTINE FINISHES IT UILL JUHP BACK 
VIA TH E REENTRY RUUTf UHICH RESETS THE SP, HENCE 
CLEARING ALL RUBBISH ON THE STACK. 
• 
;••····················•******•················· C3 JMP TYH 
A7 
04 
;REENTRY TO TTY HONITOR 















;LOAD SP REGISTER 
;CLEAR 
.; ALL REGISTER~ 
;HORHAL ENTRY TO TTY HONITOR 




































































CPI " C" 
JZ COPY 
CPI "D" 
JZ ItUH P 
CPI "E,. 
JZ ENTER 






;EXTRACT SP ADDR. TO HL 
;STORE SP ADDR. 
; TYPE " CR 1. LF' 
;TYPE 
;READ 
;CLEAR PARITY BIT 
;ECHO TYPE 
;IF "C " 
; IF "D' 
;IF ' E" 
; IF "G ... 
48 O~! • F f f Cf'l ' H' 
0 4E ':' ~ l• 
49 04 rl L~ JZ HODY ;IF 'H' 
i)4 i. :' F S 
04 E1 oc 
so 04 r" re CPI ~T~ 
04 0 5 ~ 
~~ 04 l6 CA JZ TRAC ;IF 'T ~ 
04( / C2 
04 Ef: OS 
52 O~ C ? re CPI - ~ ~ 
04 CA s;. 
53 04 Efl CA JZ IIRI ; IF ~ u ' 
04EC: l!S 
04(1! oc 
54 04 (E LD CALL CR ;TYPE ~eR I LF ~ 
04EF F9 
04FO OF 
55 04FI OE HVI c,~T ~ ;TYPE 
04 F2 54 
56 04FJ CD CALL SROP2 
04F 'I 17 
04F5 01 
57 04F6 OE HVI c,~A~ ~rA~ 
04F7 41 
58 04F8 CD CALL SROP2 
04H 17 
O'IFA 01 
59 04FB C3 JMP AGAH 
04FC 86 
04FD 04 



























































0~ 2 C 
0:'; 21! 
;•••··················•*•*****••··················· 
X - COHHAHD 
IHPLEHEHTATION PROGRAM > 
THIS PROGRAH ALLOUS THE SPECIFYING OF THE 
REGISTERS BEFORE EXECUTING A PROGRAH. 
IT IS ATTAINED BY USING A REGISTER BUFFER 
IH STORE. 
EHTERY:- X P<OR: A,B,C,D,E,H,L,SH,SL> .&TEP.M. 
; 
;··················································· CS X: PUSH B 
CD X1a CALL TYSP 
DC 
OF 
CD CALL SRIP2 ;READ 
se 
01 
CD CALL ECHO ;ECHO TYPE 
6A 
OF 
21 LXI H,09F4 ;LOAD DESTINATE ADDR. 
F4 
09 
FE CPI 'P ' 
:50 
CA JZ OPCT ;IF & 'P~ 
6S 
os 
23 IHX H ;IHC. DESTINATE ADDR. 
FE CPI 'A ~ 
41 
CA ~z OPCT 
65 
os 
23 INX H ;DEST. =09F6 
FE CPI 'C ' 
43 




























CPI ... D' 
JZ OPCT 
;DEST. c09F7 
;DEST. c 09F8 
;DEST. :09F9 
35 05 2F ~3 INY. H ; I NC. DESTINATE ADDR. C09FA> 
36 05 2F FE nt 'l' 
0~ 30 -4 C 
37 0~31 CA JZ OPCT jlF • "' H' 
0532 65 
053 3 0~ 
38 OS3 ·1 23 INX H i IHC. DESTJNATE ADDR. C09FB> 
39 05 35 F£ Cf'I ' H' 
0~36 48 
40 053 7 CA J Z OPCT ;IF . 'L' 
053 0 65 
0539 os 
41 053 1\ 23 INX H ; INC. DESTINATE ADDR. C09FC> 
42 05311 FE CPI 'S' 
053C 53 
43 O:i3D C2 JNZ TCR ;IF NOT -= ., S' 
OS~E 5 1 
053F os 
44 0540 CD CALL SRIP2 ;READ 
0541 :iC 
0542 01 
45 0543 CD CALL ECHO 
0544 6A 
0545 OF 
46 0546 FE CPI "'L' 
0547 4C 
47 0548 CA JZ OPCT jlF "' 'H' 
0549 65 
054A 05 
48 054B 23 INX H jlNC. DESTINATE ADI•R. C09FD> 
49 054C FE CPI 'H' 
054D 48 
so 054E CA JZ OPCT ;IF c "'L, 
054F 65 
0550 os 
~1 0551 FE TCRt CPI , , . 
0552 2E 
52 0553 C1 POP 11 
53 0554 CB RZ ;IF • ' .' RETURN 
54 0555 CD CALL TYSP ;TYPE 
0556 DC 
0557 OF 
55 0558 3E HVI A,'R "' ;TYPE 
0559 52 
56 OSSA CD CALL ECHO 
05SB 6A 
ossc CIF 
57 OS :iD 3E HVI A, ' B' 'R.B' 
OSSE 42 
58 05SF CD CALL ECHO 
0560 6A 
0561 OF 
59 0562 C3 JHP X 
0563 FE 
0564 04 
60 0565 7£ OPCTt HOV A1 H , jO/P 61 0566 EB XCHG REG. 
62 0567 6F HOV l,A CONTENT 
63 0568 Cll CALL OPSL 
0569 BB 
056A OF 
64 0568 EB XCHG ; 
65 056C CD CALL TYSP ;TYPE 
OS6D DC 
056£ OF 
66 056F CD IPCT: CALL RASC jl/P 1ST DIGIT 
0570 50 
0571 OF 
1>7 0572 D2 JNC IPSED ; IF • HEX 
0573 7D 
0574 05 
68 0575 FE CPI OD 
0576 OD 
69 0577 CA JZ X1 ; IF • 'CR' 
0578 FF 
0579 04 
70 OS7A C3 JHP TCR 
OS7B 51 
057C 05 
71 OS7D CD I PSED : CALL INAD3 ;LOAD ~ 1/P 2ND DIGIT IN E 
057£ 27 
OS7F OF 
72 0580 DA JC TCR 
0581 51 
0582 os 
73 0583 73 HOV H,E ;LOAD I/P TO HEHORY 











































































G - GO COIH1AND 
<IMPLEME NTATION PROGRAM> 
THIS PROG RAM UOULD CLE AR ALL RE GISTERS AND 
JU MP TO TH E ~ DDRES S SPECI~I E D. THE REGISTERS 
COULD BE SPECIFIED BY TH E X - COHMAND. 
. , 
; •* $ *~*• ****** ***** * ** ****************************** 

























































































;CLEAR 09F4 TO 09FD 





; IF "CR~ 
;IF NOT= ~x~ 
;FETCH STACK CONTENT 
;POSITION STACK 
;LOAD START ADDR. 







; f'OSITION [lE 
;FETCH HL 
; POSIT ION PSU 
;JUMP TO START ADDR. 
.;c • . .I,.-! .; * ...... 4--. 4 • ._ f ~ 1 4 .......... ...... Jf . . ... ........ .... . it .. 
<I 0Ul f'U1 SU !,f\Olfl IllE FOf< lJUll UTT 1 NG TO 1 XI 
42 FUNCTJ OH : TO F-LACE ~ OU TrUT CHARACTER ON 
4 :.; THE OUTPUT I<UHER Of TXI 
.; 4 IN!'UT S c 
4 :i DU HU T!; I NONE 
4l. tliSH, OY~>: IJOTHING 
47 DESCRlPTl ON ; TO ENT ER THIS ROUTINE, 1ST PUT 
41l 0/P CH ARACTER ON REG. c. THEN 
49 ; CALL SROPI 
~ I) ; ~~~·······•• &•••••• •8••••*••••*••············ 
51 OI FD FS SROP1: PUSH PSU 
52 0 \ fC ES PUSH H 
53 0 I Fll 2A UAIT I: LHLD 092C ;HL_BUFFER PTER. 
OIF E 2C 
01fF 09 
54 0200 3E IIVI A,BE ;TEST 
0201 BE 
55 0202 9:1 SUB L ; IF BUFFER PTER.>LIHIT 
56 02(13 FA Jl1 UAIT1 
0204 FD 
0205 01 
57 0206 F3 DI 
58 0207 71 HOV H,C ;llUFFER_C 
59 0208 23 INX H ;INCREHENT Hl 
60 0209 22 SHLD 092C ;STORE IIU FF ER PTER. 
020 11 2C 
0208 09 
61 ;SE CTJ ON FOR ENABLING TRANSHISS lO~ 
62 020C 3A LDA OBFD ;FETCH TX1 CONTROL UORD 
020D FD 
020E OB 
63 020F E6 1\HI 01 
0210 01 
64 0211 C2 JHZ EHAB1 ; IF TX1 ENABLED 
021 2 IF 
0213 0:! 
65 0214 3A LDA OBFD ;FETCH TX1 CONTROL UORD 
0215 FD 
0216 OB 
66 0217 F6 ORI 21 ;SET TX REIIY. FLAG 
0218 21 
67 0219 32 STA OB~D ;STORE TX1 CONTROL UORD 
021A FD 
02111 OB 
68 021C 32 STA 8009 ;PROGRAH TX1 
021D 09 
021E 80 
69 021F FB ENAB1: El 
70 0220 E I POP H ;END OF SUBROUTINE 
71 0221 F 1 POP PSU 
72 02 22 C9 RET 












































SE~VICE ROUTINE FOR INT ER RUPT LEVEL 5 
TO INPUT A CHARACTER VIA SERIAL 
TRANSI1ISSION INTERFACE 1 <RX1 > 
;••**************************••••****•••• •••••*••• 
;SECTION FOR SAVING ALL STATUS AFTER lNTR. 
DS IN3: PUSH D 
C5 PUSH B 
7E HOV A,ll 
F5 PUSH PSU 
3E IIVI . A,02 
02 
77 HOV H,A 























;THIS SECTION READ S THE DATA AND ORGA NIZE ALL 
;FLAGS 
LXI H,8009 ;LOAD ADDR. OF TX1 STATUS REG. 
LXI D,OBFD ;LOAD ADDR . OF RX1 STATUS BUF. 
HOV A,ll ;READ TXI STATUS UORD. 
XCHG 
IIOV H,A ;STORE STATUS IN BUFFER 
;DISA~LE READ & DTP. 
LDA OBFD ;READ TX1 CONTROL UORD 
ANI OF9 ;CLEAR RX RDY & DTR 
STA OBfD ;STORE TX1 CONTROL UO RD 
SlA 8009 ; PROGRI'IH TX::' 
6 
2A 
29 (,:;' ,1 
































0 ? 4;> 
0 2 ~ 8 
0 ;! 4'( 
024A 
58 0248 



























































jl Nf Ul !l ATA 
fB XCHG 
28 DCX H 
1 B DCX D 
7E HOV A,H 
Fl< E I 
E8 XCIIG 
77 IIOV 11,A 
C3 JHP IHT RE 
~5 
00 
;SET I/P PO~T ftDDR. 
jSET I/P BUFFER APDR. 
;1/P DATA 
;STORE DATA IN DUFFER 
;END JNTR. SERVICE ROUTINE 
;·~ · ··~··························~··············· INPUT SUBROUTINE FOR INPUTTING FROI1 TX1 
FUNCTION: TO READ A CHARACTER FROI1 THE 
I/P ltUFFER 
INPUTS : NONE 
OUTPUTS ACC, RESETS I/P BUFFER & STATUS 
CALLS SROP2 
DISTROYS: NOTHING 
DCSCRIPTIO NS : THIS ROUTINE PUTS A 7 BIT 
DATA ON TltE ACCUI1ULATOR UITH 
I ST. BIT <8TH TJIT> EQUAL TO / 0 / . 
THIS ROUTINE UOULD ALSO CHECK 
FLAiliNG fRROR A~D PARtlY ERROR 
/FERROR / = FLAMING ERROR 
/PERROR / = rARITY ERROR 
JF PARITY ERRQR - 1ST BIT 
(t1 . S.B.> . OF DATA UOULD BE SET 
TO / 1' . 
NOTE * ALL ERROR ARE OUTPUTTED 
VIA TX'.! 
' ;••••············································· E!5 SRIP1: PUSH H 
CS PUSH B 

























;FETCH DATA I STATUS 
;ACC._STATUS 
;TEST IF RX RDY IS SET 
;IF READY 
;CLEAR STATUS BUFFER 



























































CA JZ EIPl 
BS 
02 
OE HVI C, " F/ 
46 
CD CALL SROP2 
17 
01 
CD CALL ER2 
All 
01 
;STORE CONTROL UORD 




;ACC. _STAT US 
;TEST IF PARITY ERROR 
; IF NOT 
;SET 1ST BIT 
OF DATA /1/ 
; IF PARITY ERROR 
;TYPE 'PERROR/ VIA TX2 
;IF FRAMING ERROR 
;IF NOT 
;TYP E 
/ FERROR / 



























































































































































T - TRACE ERROR 
C IHPLE HENTAf i ON PROGRAH ) 
tlnHE : TRAC 
THIS ~OUTINE hnVE TUO UAYS OF ENTRY:-
11> )T START A~DR. TERH. ADDR.IAND/OR N X ••• > 
Till S EXECUTE THE INSTRUCTION STARTING FROH 
THE Sl AR T AnDRESS. IT ALSO PRINT OUT PC, INSTRUCT ION 
At!U ALL REG I ST ERS & GTATUS ON COMPLETION OF EACH 
lt! CTRUCTION IN THE FO RH:-
0 000 Il IIII AASU FFCC DDEE HHLL SHSL SPAD 
UH ERE r 0000• PROG RAH COUNTER 
IIJie INSTRUCTION 
AA • ACCUM ULATOR 
SPAD= CONT EN T OF STACK POINTER 
IF ~ IS TYPED:- NO 0/P EXCEPT LAST STEP 
12l >T START ADDR. S lAND/OR X ••• ) 
TillS LJILL EXECUTE ONE INSTRUCTION FROH THE 
START ADDRESS AND PRINT OUT THE PC, INSTRUCTION, 
REGI STE RS ETC. AS IN Ill. IT THEN UAJT FOR A CR 
BEFORE EXECUTING THE NEXT INSTRUCTION. 
NO TE : THE X COMMAND CAN BE USED TO CHANGE THE 
REGISTERS AT EAC H INSTRUCTION CYCLE. 
CALLS: JNAD, RASC, OPSA, X, TYSP, ECHO, XGO 
;·································· ·················· jALLOU T~E INPUTTING OF ADDRESSES 








TC1 CALL ECHO 
T 1: CALL RASC 
JNC CAID 








ENCH: CALL TYSP 
T2a CALL SRIP2 
CALL ECHO 
;CLEAR 09F4 TO 09FD 
;CLEAR ~ N ~ REG. AND 
BYTE COUNTER 
jl/P START ADDR. 
;SAVE START ADDR. 
jl/P ONE CHARACTER 
;IF HEX. 
j IF NOT= ~s .. 
;CLEAR OA02 
AND OAOJ 
ji/P TERMINATE ADDR. 
;STORE · TERH. ADDR. IN BUFFER 
jlF LAST CHARACTER NOT HEX. 
;TYPE 
;READ CR OR X 
;ECHO TYPE 
:s:s 0 '·' " 
(• L (l I 
56 0 6 t0:~ 
0 6·) ~ 
06 0~ 
57 060 ') 
060 C: 
:18 06 ~7 
0600 









C/6 \H .J6 
59 06 ()1\ 3:? 
0608 oc 
060C OA 
60 060D FE TC2: 
060E 58 
61 06 0F C2 
0610 F'7 
0611 05 
~2 0612 CD 
0613 FiO 
061" 0-4 
63 0615 3E ROUN: 
0616 C·3 
6-4 0617 32 
0618 07 
0619 OA 
6~ 061A 21 
061B C9 
061C 07 
66 061D 22 
061E OB 
061F OA 
67 0620 21\ 
0621 00 
0622 OA 
68 0623 22 
0624 OE 
0625 OA 
69 0626 7E 
70 0627 32 
0628 0-4 
0629 OA 
71 062A Ell 
72 062B 21 
062C 00 
062D 00 
73 062E 22 
062F 05 
0630 OA 
7-4 0631 EB 
75 0632 23 
TELETYPE HONITOR - 8080 
CPl OD 
.JZ ROUH 



















;Ir 'CR' START EXECUTING 
;sET "'N' REG. 






jLOAD DISP. BUFFER 
;I'IOVE 1ST BYE OF INST. 
TO BUFFER 
;STORE PC IN DE 
;CLEAR 0A05 & OA06 I.E. 
2ND & 3RD BYTE 
;RESTORE PC TO HL 
;INC. PC 





















06 -4 0 
06-41 



















THE FOLLOUING SECTION SORT OUT THE 1 BYTE, 
2 BYTE ~N!J 3 BYTE INSTRUCTIONS. IT ALSO SORT OUT 
INSTRUCTIONS UHICH REQUIRE THE CHANGING OF THE 
PC. , 





























































; IF D7=1 
;IF INST. z OOXXX XXX 
jlF INST. c 01XXX XXX 
;IF INST. NOT• OOXXX110 
;IF INST. NOT = OOXXX001 
1-4 
23 et--~. CA JZ THRI• ;IF INST. " OOXXOOOI 
(\6~6 DC 
O o ~;" 06 
:1'<4 01.'::<' l. 3 ,I HP ONE 8 ; I F INST. • OOXX IOOI 
C' ~ !J 7 CJ 
0 6 ~·;. 06 
25 O f~,:: Fi:: Tt. : Cf' l 02 
O i ~t 02 
26 Oe-:>JJ C2 JNZ ONH• ;I F INST. NOT ::- OOXXX010 
06!>[ CJ 
065f 06 
27 066() 7A HOV A,D 
28 066 1 E6 ANI 20 
0662 20 
29 0663 CA .IZ ON Ell ;IF INST. • OOOXXOIO 
06 6 4 CJ 
· 0665 06 
JO 066 6 CJ JHP THRB ; IF INST. • 001XX010 
0667 DC 
0668 06 
31 0669 7A SEO : HOV A,D 
32 066A E6 ANI 40 
066B 40 
33 066C CA JZ ON Ell ; IF INST. & 10XXXXXX 
066 D C3 
066E 06 
3<4 066F 7A HOV A,D 
35 0670 E6 ANI 07 
0671 07 
36 0672 FE CPI 02 
0673 02 
37 067<4 CA JZ JCON ;IF INST. •11XXX010 
0675 02 
0676 07 
38 0677 FE CPI 0.\ 
0678 04 
39 0679 CA JZ CCON ;IF INST. • 11XXX100 
06i'A 46 
067 8 07 
40 067C FE CPI 06 
067D 06 
41 067E CA Jl TUOB ; IF INST. • 11 XXXII 0 
067F cc 
0680 06 
42 0681 FE CPI 00 
0682 00 
43 0683 CA JZ RCON ;IF INST. •11XXXOOO 
0684 7C 
06B5 07 
44 06B6 FE CPI 07 
0687 07 
45 0688 CA JZ RSTA ;IF INST. & 11 XXX 111 
0689 AF 
06BA 07 
46 0688 FE CPI os 
068C os 
47 068D C2 JNZ T7 ;IF NOT ,. 11XXX101 
068E 99 
068F 06 
48 0690 7A HOV A,D 
49 0691 E6 ANI OB 
0692 08 
~0 0693 CA JZ ONEB ;IF a 11XX0101 
0694 C3 
0695 06 
~1 0696 C3 JHP CALLI ;IF 11001101 
0697 27 
0698 07 
~2 0699 FE T7: CPI 03 
069A 03 
~3 0698 C2 JNZ TB ;IF INST NOT "' 11XXX01 1 
069C AE 
069D 06 
54 069E 7A HOV A,D 
5'5 069F E6 ANI 38 
06AO 38 
~6 06A1 CA JZ JHPA ;lF INST. 11000 011 
06A2 ro 
06AJ 06 
57 06A4 E6 ANI 30 
06A5 30 
~8 06A6 FE CPI 10 
06117 I 0 
~9 06AB CA JZ TUOB ; IF INST . • 1101X011 
06119 cc 
06AA 06 
60 06A& C3 JH P ONEB ;lF NOT 1 BYTE 
06AC CJ 
06 AD 06 
61 06AE FE TB: CPI 01 
06AF 01 
6 2 0680 C2 JN Z ON Ell ;I F NOT ,. IIXXX001 
0681 C3 
068 2 06 
63 (I ~~ ~. 
6~ () >: ., 
() 6£" !:. 
6:5 Q loi . 
0 6 : ;, 
66 0 '.f•£1 
(l ~;.s-
(1 61 '(1 







































































































JZ Rt:Tf.l ;IF INST. = 11001001 
CPI 28 
J Z PCHLJ ; IF INST .a 11101001 
JHP ONE B 
- 8080 CALOS - 80 V2.12 00/00/70 PAG E 
;•·············································· THE FOLLOUING SECTION TAKES CARE OF THE 
ONC BYTE INSTRUCTION OTHER THAN THOSE UHICH 
INCORPORATED A ' JU MP' . 
TH E PART STARTING UITH SPC JS THE PART 
; FOR fXECUTING THE ONE INSTRUCTION IN THE BUFF ER . 
;•··~· ········· ··· · ··· · · ¥ ······················· 22 O N l ~: SHLO OAOO ;STORE PC IN BUFFER 
00 
OA 
01 LXI B,OAO~ ;LOAD INST. ADDR. IN BC 
01 
OA 
C3 JHP XGO ;JHP TO EXECUTE 
AB 
0:5 
;•··································4··········· THE FOLLOUING SECTION HANDLES THE 
; 2 BYTE INSTRUCTIONS. 
;············································· ·· 7E TUOB: HOV A,H ;FETCH 2ND BYTE OF INST. 
























;···· ······························ ·······~······ THE FOLLOUING SECTION HANDLES THE 
3 BYTE INSTRUCTIONS. 
• 
;•··············································· 5E THRB: HOV E,H ;FETCH 2ND BYTE OF INST. 
2l IN X H ;INC . P.C. 
56 HOV D,H ;FETCH 3RD BYTE OF INST. 
2l INX H ;INC. P.C. 
EB XCHG ;STORE P.C. 















SHLD OA10 BUFFER & DISF'. 
HVI A,02 ;SET 
STA OAOD 3 BYTE 
XCHG 
JHP ONEB 
; ·*··· ******* •• ••••r.• ** ***** ****• **"'******* •• "'**** THE FOLLOU ING SECTION TAKES CARE OF THE 
; JHP INSTRUCTION. 
;•·········~ ·· ~ ·*••••••***********• ••••********* 
:5£ JHPA: HOV E,H ;FETCH 2ND BYTE OF INST. 
23 INX H ;INC P.C. 
56 HOV D,H ;FETCH 3RD BYTE OF INST. 
EB XCHG ;HL _DE 
22 SHLl! OAOO ;T~AN SFER ADDR. TO PC BUFFER 
00 
OA 




~ 7 ot. rA 
l,tr r 
4 d H Fr 
CiJ I• 
(of·( 















5~ 0702 SE 
55 0703 23 
56 0704 :56 
:i7 0705 23 
58 0706 EB 
59 0707 22 
0708 OA 
0709 OA 
60 070A 22 
070B 10 
070C OA 
61 070D 3E 
070E 02 
62 070F 32 
0710 OD 
0711 OA 
63 0712 21 
0713 1C 
0714 07 
64 0715 22 
0716 05 
0717 OA 
65 0718 EB 
66 0719 C3 
071A C3 
0718 06 
67 071C E5 
68 071D 2A 
071E OA 
071F OA 
69 0720 22 
0721 00 
0722 OA 
70 0723 E1 
71 0724 C3 
0725 C9 
0726 07 





HVl r, ,02 ;SET 
Sl A OAOT• J BYTE 
JHP OPRG 
; ~~~~·~~ ·*~· ~~**•~ ·~·······••***~=· ~··••*•••**•*~ ···· 
THE. FOl. LOUIHG SECTION TI\ I(ES CARE OF THE 
CONDITIO NAL JUHP INSTRUCTIONS. , 
;•••·····~········ ·························· ··· ··· JCDN: HGV E,H ;FETCH 2ND BYTE OF INSl. 
YJC: 
IN X H ;INC. P.C. 
HOV D,H ;FETCH 3RD BYTE OF INST. 
INX H ;INC. P.C. 
XCHG ;STORE P.C. 















;LOAD ADDR. OF YJC TO 
CONDN. JUMP. 
;RESTORE P.C. 
;FETCH JUHP TO ADDR. 
;LOAD ADDR. TO PC BUFFER 
- 8080 CALOS-80 V2.12 00/00/70 PAGE 
;·········$····································· THE FOLLOUING SECTION HANDLES THE CALL 
; INSTRUCTION. 
;••········ ~···•!•••••••*••••••••*•*********•••• 5 0727 
6 0728 




















































































;PUSH PREVIOUS SP ONTO STACK 
;RESTORE PC 
;FETCH 2ND BYTE OF INST. 
;INC. PC 
;FETCH 3RD BYTE OF INST. 
;INC. PC 
;LOAD P.C. ONTO SP 
;LOAD JHP TO ADDR. IN 
PC BUFFER AND DISP. 
;SET 
J BYTES 
;SET UP ADDR. OF 
SP REGISTER BUFFER 
;·············································· THE FOLLOUJNG SECTION HANDLES TH E 
; "COHDIT ION AL CALL" INSTkU CT I OHU . 
;•••·· ······~*··· · ~ ··· ··¥•****~*·~ · · · * •***••··~~· 26 07 H 
27 0747 
SE CCON1 HOV E,H ;FETCH 2ND BY TE 
23 IHX H 
A-40 
16 
2& on r· 
2 ~ {1 ;'~ .. 
30 c, .1:• 






l HX H 
XCUG 
SI!LII OtiCiA 
:rfTCH JRO BYTE 
; LOAD ADDR. IN PC BUFFER 2 
{1 ;> ., c or~ 
07·\D OA 
32 o :·4~ 
074 F 
0750 


































































































SHLD OAIO AND DISP. 
;SET 
STI. OAOD 3 BYTES 
LXI H,YCC ;LOAD YCC TO ADDR. OF 
SHLD OAOS CCOND BUFFER 
;RESTORE ORIGINAL PC 
;IF THE 'CONDITION' JS SATISFIED IT SHALL JUHP TO 
;THE FOLLOUING ROUTINE 
E3 YCC: XTHL 
2A LHLD OAOO ;FETCH ORIGINAL PC 
00 
OA 
E3 XTHL ;PUT ORIGINAL PC 
ES PUSH H ONTO PROPER 
; LOCATION OF SP 
2A LHLD OAOA ;FETCH JUHP TO ADDR. 
OA 
OA 







; ONTO PC 
;RESTORE HL 
;·········· ··································$·· THE FOLLOUING SECTION HANDLES THE RET 
; INSTRUCTION. 












; FROH SP BUFFER 
SHLD OAOO ;LOAD ADDR. ONTO PC BUFFER 
LXI H,09FC ;SET SP BUFFER ADDR. 
;···························· ··················· THE FOLLOUING SECTION HANDLES THE 
; ~cONDITIONAL RETURNn INSTRUCTION. 
;•································· ············· E5 RCON: PUSH H ;SAVE PC 






























, FROH SP BUFFER 
;STORE IN PC BUFFER 2 
;LOAD YRC 
ONTO SP BUFFER 
;LOAD NRC ONTO JHP TO 




;Jr Tl 1i: ' CO!IIliTION ' 
; 1'-lb f,Ol.l ll~E. 
I S SATlSF IE~ IT UILL J~P TO 
76 !1 ''/.:. 
77 o·· .. 
E5 Ykr : F~SH H j!.AVE HL 
2A LHLD OAOA ; FETCH RET Allf•R. 
(i ;',t; 00 












8-1 07'1[ E3 
8~ 07 9f 2A 
07AO OA 
07 AI OA 
86 07A2 E3 



















; LOAD RET ADVR. ONTO PC. 
; BUFF£R 
;RESTORE HL 
IS NOT SATISFIED IT UILL JMP TO 
;EXTRACT YRC FI'<OH SP 
;FETCH RET ADDr<. 
;PUT BACK ADDR. ONTO SP 
CALOS-80 V2.12 00/00/70 PAGE 
;··~~*~~~······································· THE FOLLO~IU~ SE CTION HANDLE S THE PCHL 
<JUMP H AND L ! ~DIREC T - HOVE HL 10 PCl 
; INSTRUCllON. 

































































22 SHLD OAOO ;LOAD HL ONTO PC BUFFER 
00 
OA 
C3 JHP OPRG 
F 1 
07 
;•·············································· THE FOLLOUING SECTION HANDLES THE ~RST ' 
<RESTART> INSTRUCTION. 
• 
;••········· ··········· ~············· ··········· EB RSTA: XCHG ;SAVE PC 





































;PUSH SP BUFFER ONTO 
SP , 
;RESTORE PC 
;PUT PC ONTO SP BUFFER 
;FETCH INST. FROM BUFFER 
;EXTRACT JHP TO ADDR. 
;ASSEHBLE JHP TO 
ADDR. 
;LOAD ADDR. ONTO PC BUFFER 
;SET UP SP REGISTER ADDR. 
;·········~····· · · ······· ········ ···· ··········· THE FOLLOUIHG SECTION CONSTITUTE THE 
LAST PART OF THE ROUTINE UHICH (1) PUT ALL 
REGISTERS l STATUS ETC INTO BUFFER. <2> 0/P 
ALL REGISTERS, STATUS ETC. <3> TEST FOR THE 
NECESSAI'<Y TERHINATION. , 
;······················· :~•*********· =~ •*********•~ ;------------------------------------------------(1) PUT All REGISTERS, STATUS ETC INTO 
BUFFER. 
;-------------------------------------------------E5 BACK: PUSH H ;SAVE HL 
C5 PUSH B ;SAVE BC 
F5 PUSH PSU ;SAVE A & STATUS 





















; 09F ~· _ STATUS 




~ .; " ' D~ r• 
- I PO P l< ;FETC II FC 
( . t~ , .. Jt :i :' 1 HOV 11, c j09F6_C 
,f' (!;")·6 23 JIIX H ;DUF. Ahlrf\ . .. 09F7 
( $ 07To7 ?0 HO V H,D ;09F7 _tr 
~.( , •'7 118 2J IIU H ;BUF. Alltor<. .. 09F8 
51 C7tr9 ;>3 HO V H,E ;09F8 _E 
!J / 07 !t A 23 JHX H ;BUF. A[IDI\. '" O~F9 
~3 0 i'liB n HOV H, fr ;09F9_[1 
: , ~ 07!rC 23 JWX H ;llUF. AIIDF\. = 09FA 
~ !I O:' DD c 1 POP F ;HTCH HL 
::0 6 o7uc 71 HOV ti,C j09FA_L 
~7 07DF 23 IN>: H ;&llF. Ant•r.: . c09FB 
~{J 07~0 70 HOV H,B ;09FB_ H 
59 07E1 23 JNX H ;BUF. AirDR. • 09FC 
60 07E2 Cl LS P1 POP B ;FETCH SP 
61 07EJ 71 HOV 11,C ;09FC_LSD OF SP 
62 07E4 23 INX H ;BUF. Afi[IF.;. "' 09FD 
63 071::5 70 HOV 11,B ;09FD_H.S.D. OF SP 
6-4 07E6 23 Ill X H jBUF. ADIIR. •09FE 
65 07E7 E5 LSP R: PUSH H ;INC. SP REGISTER 
' 
SAVE 
66 ;BUF. ADDR. 
67 07EB 21 LXI H,O ;CLEAR HL 
07E9 00 
07EA 00 
68 07EB 39 DAD SP jLOAD SP REGISTER ONTO Hl 
69 07EC EB XCHG ;SAVE SP REGISTER 
70 07ED El POP H ;RESTORE SP RE'3ISTER 
71 07EE 73 HOV H,E ;09FE_ LSD OF SP REG. 
72 07EF 23 INX H ;!IUF. ADirR. =09FF 




75 <2> 0/P ALL REGISTERS, STSTUS, ETC. 
76 
·------------------------------------------------
' 77 07F1 JA OPRG: LDA OAOC 
07F2 oc 
07F3 OA 
79 07F4 H CPI 'N ' 
07F:5 4E 
79 07F6 CA JZ TSTH 
07F7 70 
07F8 oc 





81 07FC C3 JHP ocoo 
07FD 00 
07FE oc 
82 07FF 00 NOP 
83 0900 00 HOP 
84 0901 00 NOP 
85 0802 00 HOP 
86 0803 00 NO? 
87 OB04 00 NOP 
BB ocoo 00 .ORG ocoo 
89 ocoo 2A LHLD OAOE ;DIP 
OCOI OE 
OC02 OA 
90 OC03 CD CALL DPSA PC 
OC04 7B 
ocos OF 
91 OC06 CD CALL TYSP 
OC07 DC 
OC08 OF 
92 OC09 2A LHLD OA04 ;0/P 
OCOA 04 
OCOT! OA 
93 ococ CD CALL OPSL 1ST BYTE OF INSTR. 
OCOD BB 
OCOE OF 
94 OCOF CD CALL TYSP 
OCtO DC 
OCI1 OF 
95 OCI2 3A LDA OAOD ;FETCH BYTE COUNTER 
OC13 OD 
OC1-4 OA 
96 OCI5 H CPI 02 
OCI6 02 
97 OC17 CA JZ 82 
OC18 31 
OC19 oc 
98 OCIA FE CPI 01 
OCIB 01 
99 OC1C DC cc TYSP 
OC1D DC 
OC1E OF 
100 OC1F DC cc TYSP 
OC20 DC 
OC21 OF 
101 OC 22 2A LHLD OA10 ;0/P 2ND IrYTE 
OC23 10 
OC2-1 OA 
102 OC 25 cc cz OPSL 
OC26 BB 
OC27 Of 
1(13 OC :!l' Cil CA LL TYSP 
OC2 9 DC 
ocu . (11 
1 0 4 oc:n• Ct• CAll TYSP 
OC L.: i•C 
OC~ !i c, F 
1 ,1 ~ OC2i.' CJ JHP TBY 
OC2F 37 
OCJO or 
106 OC31 2A ll21 LHI.IJ OAIO ;0/P 2ND l JRD 
OC32 1 0 
OC33 OA 
107 OCJ~ CD CALL OPSA BYTE IF COUNTER>! 
OC35 7B 
OCJ6 OF 
lOB OCJ7 CD TBYa CAL L TYSP 
OC38 DC 
OC39 OF 
109 OCJA 2A . LHLD 09F-4 ; 0/P 
OCJ!l F-4 
OC3C 09 
110 OC3D CD CALL OPSA PSU 
OCJE 7B 
OC3F OF 
Ill oc~o CD CALL TYSP 
OC~I DC 
OC~2 OF; 
112 OC-43 2A LHLD 09F6 ;O/P 
OC-4-4 F6 
OC-4:5 09 
113 OC-46 CD CALL OPSA BC 
OC-47 7B 
ocu OF 
11" OC49 CD CALL TYSP 
OC-4A DC 
OC-48 OF 
115 OC-4C 2A LHLD 09F8 ;0/P 
OC-4D F8 
ocu 09 
116 OC-4F CD CALL OPSA DE 
ocso 7B 
OC51 OF 
117 OC52 CD CALL TYSP 
OC53 DC 
OC:i-4 OF 
118 OC55 2A LHLD 09FA ;0/P 
OCS6 FA 
OC57 09 
119 OC58 CD CALL OPSA HL 
OC59 7B 
OCSA OF 
120 OCSB CD CALL TYSP 
ocsc DC 
OCSD OF 
121 OCSE 2A LHLD 09FC ;0/P 
OCSF FC 
OC60 09 
122 OC61 CD CALL OPSA SP 
OC62 7B 
OC63 OF 
123 OC6-4 CD CALL nsP 
OC65 DC 
OC66 OF 
12-4 OC67 2A LHLD 09FE ;0/P 
OC68 FE 
OC69 09 
125 OC6A CD CALL OPSA SP REG. 
OC6B 7B 
OC6C OF 
126 OC6D CD CALL TYSP 
OC6E DC 
OC6F OF 
127 ;------------------------------------------------128 ( 3) TEST FOR TERHINATION 
129 ;------------------------------------------------
130 OC70 2A TSTH1 LHLD OA02 ;FETCH TERHINATE PC 
OC71 02 
OC72 OA 
131 OC73 AF XRA A ;CLEAR ACC. 
132 OC7-4 32 STA OAOD ;CLEAR llYTE COUNTER 
OC75 OD 
OC76 OA 
133 OC77 BC C11P H 
13-4 OC78 C2 JHZ TPC ;IF TERI1. PC HOT=O 
OC79 9A 
OC7A oc 
135 OC7B BD CliP L 
136 OC7C C2 JNZ TPC ;IF TERH. PC HOT eO 
OC7D 9A 
OC7E oc 
137 OC7F CD 191 CALL SRJf'2 ;READ 
OCBO 5C 
OCBI 01 
1Jil ou .·· 
OC~· 
D 9 OC!l 1 
OC B .• 
OC t:t, 
1~0 oco;: 
OC U : 
141 OC l: 'i' 
OCC /1 
occ~ 
1'.2 OC BL 
rE 










oce; r. :iB 
143 OC OF C2 
OCSF 7F 
oc ~· o oc 
1 ~4 OC 91 CD 
OC9 2 6A 
OC93 OF 
1<45 OC94 Cll 
OC9:i FE 
OC96 0~ 
146 OC97 CJ 
OC9S 1:5 
OC99 06 
t r J or. 
.12 ROUN ; I F " "CR" 
LI· J "T' 
JZ TC ji F "' 'T' 
CPI "X" 
JNZ T9 ; IF NOTc "X' 
CALL ECHO 
CALL X ;HHER X COHHAND 
JHP ROUN 
147 OC9A EB TPC: XCHG 
148 OC9 ll ?A 
OC9C: 00 
OC9II OA 
149 OC'fE n 
150 OC9F BA 
1~1 OCAO C2 
OCAI 15 
OCA2 06 
1:52 OCA3 7D 
I 53 OCft.tl Dll 
1:54 OCA:I C2 
OCA6 1:5 
OCA7 06 
155 OCAB AF 
1:16 OCA9 32 
OCAA OC 
OCAB OA 
1:17 OCAC 32 
OCAD 02 
OCAE OA 
158 OCAF 32 
OCBO 03 
OCIII OA 
1:59 OCB2 CJ 
OCB3 I :5 
OCB4 06 












;FETCH RECENT PC 
;H.S.D. OF RECENT PC TO ACC. 
;IF HSD OF RECENT PC NOT:TERH. PC 
;LSD OF RECENT PC TO ACC. 
;IF TERH. PC NOT= RECENT PC 
;SET 0/P AT LAST INSTR. CYCLE 










































U - URITE COHHAND 
( IHPLEHENTATIDN PROGRAM > 
NAHE: URI 
THIS ROUTINE ENTERED BY TYPING:-
>U START ADDRESS TERHINATE ADDRESS 
THE CONTENT OF THE HEHORIES UOULD BE TYPE OUT 
FROH THE START ADDRESS TO THE TERHINATE ADDRESS 
IN THE FORH:-
HHHH 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 
UHERE: HHHH= ADDRESS OF FIRST DATA 
00 • DATA 









































;I/P START ADDR. 
;SHIFT START ADDR. TO HL 
ji/P FIN.ADDR. & CHECK IF ACCEPTED 
;SAVE FINISH AllDR. IN 
; liC 
;CLEAR D FOR NO. OF DATA 0/P COUNT 




;FElCH MEMORY CONTENT 
;IHC. AD[IR. 
3' ::ccr. 
( l C'~ i 
0 :•· c1 
3:> or;•; 
3 3 Ol. ' ;> 
3 4 IJC J:l :i 








3 B OCIIC 
39 o;:ro[l 
-40 OCD E 
41 OCDF 
42 OCEO 


















































































































I NR [ l 
HOV A,D 
CP 1 B 
JNZ U1 





















CPI I 0 
JNZ HFL I 
CALL CR 
JHP NXLI 
;SAVE ADnR. & SHIFT DATA TO L 
;0/P HEHO kY CONTENT 
; RESTOR E AD I<R . 
;INC. 0/f' CO UNT 
;IF 0/P COUNT NOT EO. 9 
;TYPE ' ' 
;BC-HL 
;•STOP": IF - VE 
;FETCH 0/P COUNT 
;IF NOT NEXT LINE 
jTYPE 'CR & LF' 
jTYPE NEXT liNE 
H - HODIFY COHHAND 
( lHPLEHENTION PROGRAM ) 
NAHE1 MDY 
THI S ROUTINE IS INTERED BY TYPIHG:-
>H ADDRESS 
IT UILL TYPE OUT:-
HHHH DD <NE U DAT Al 
UHERE1 HMHH= HOHERY ADDRESS 
. DD • LATA CONTENT IN THAT ADDRESS 
<HEU DATA) IS TY PE D IN FOLLOUED BY A CR . 
IF CR OR " IS TY PED IN INSTEAD OF <NEU DATA> 
THE PROG kAH UILL KEEP THE ORIGINAL DATA OR KEEP 
THE ORIGINAL DATA & DEC. HEHORY ADDR. RESPECTIVELY. 
IF A HEU DATA IS UROHGLY TYPED, IT CAN BE 













































jl/P START ADDR. & CHECK FOR ACCEP. 
;STORE START ADDR. IN HL 
jO/P ADDR. 
jTYPE ' ' 
;FETCH DATA 
jSAVE ADDR. & DATA TO L 
jO/ P DATA 
; RESTORE ADDR. 
;lYF'E ' ' 
;I/P NEU DATA 
i IF NO NEU DATA 
;I/P NEU DATA 
;IF NOT HEX. 
<.'! i ' 
88 01 : 





01' 1 { I 
0Ir 1E 
91 OlllF 
92 O lt~O 





9S or•2 6 
OI• 27 
OD 7.B 




98 OD 2ff 
























































































CI\L L ECHO 
t.:r-· J OD 
,INZ H2 
HOV H,E 









;IF NOT " CR 
; REP LAC E OLD UITH NEU DATA 
;lNC. AD DR . 
; IIODY NEXT A[tlJR. 
;IF NOT= ~ A~ READ AGAIN 
;TY PE 'CR ~ LF' 
;REPLACE OLD UITH NEU DATA 
;DEC. ADDR. 
;HODY. ADIIR. - 1 
E - ENTER COHHAND 
( IHPLEHENTATION PROGRAH > 
HAHE: ENTER 
THIS ROUTI NE CAN BE ENTE RED BY TYPING:-
>E START ADP RESS 
THE PROGRAM WOULD TYPE OUT: 
START ADDRESS <DATA> <DATA> •••••••• ~ eR' 
THE PROGRAH UOULD THEN TYPE OUT THE STARTING 
ADD RESS OF ANOTH ER ROU . YOU CAN TYP E IN DATA AGAIN 
AS I N A~ovc. TO END THE INPUT, usE Ac. 
NOTE: <DATA> ARE DATAS THAT YOU TYrt IN. 
CALLS: JNAT, OP SA 
; 
;•••••••**************************************** ** 


















































;LOAD ADDR. ONTO HL 
;0/P START ADr•R . 
;TYPE ' , 
;I/P 1ST DIGIT OF DATA 
;IF HEX. 
;IF NOT ~ eR ' READ AGAIN 
;START NEIJ ROU 
;I/P 2ND DIGIT & PUT BOTH ONTO E 
;STORE DATA IN MEHORY 
;INC. HEHO RY ADDR. 
;IF NOT HE X. GO TO ANOTHER ROW 
;I/P NEXT DA TA 




















































































C - COPY 
< IHPLCHE NTA liON PROGRftH > 
lHIS ROUTl~( CAN BE ENTE~ED BY:-
>C STA RT ADDRESS TERHINATE ADD RESS START ADDRESS 
OF SOURCE OF SOU~CE OF DESTT~ATION 
THIS ROUTINE COPIES FROM ONE HEHORY LOCATION 
TO AtlOlHER. 
·························***********••··············· ;I/P ADD RESS ES ETC. 





















































;I/P START ADDR. OF SOURCE 
;START ADDR. OF SOURCE 
;ONTO HL 
;TYPE ' ' 
;I/P TERH. ADDR. OF SOURCE 
;STORE TERM. ADDR. OF SOURCE 
; IN BC 
;~/P START ADDR. OF DEST. I 
CHECK FOR ACCEPTANCE. 
;H.S.D. OF DEST. TO ACC. 
;COHP. DEST. WITH SOURCE 
; I F. H. S • D • EQ. 
;IF H.S.D. OF DEST. <SOURCE 
;IF H.S.D. OF DEST. > SOURCE 
;L.S.D. OF DEST. TO ACC. 
;COHP. DEST. WITH SOURCE 
;IF EO. JI1P TO •STOP• 
;IF DEST. >SOURCE 
;--------------------------------------------------
;COPY FROI1 START ADIIR. OF SOURCE IF START ADDR. OF 
;DEST. < SOURCE. 
;--------------------------------------------------


















































, START ADDR. 
;INC. SOURCE ADDR. 
;HOVE DATA TO DESTINATION 
;INC. DEST. ADDR. 
;FETCH H.S.D. OF SOURCE ADDR. 
;H.S.D. OF SOURCE < TERH. ADDR. 
;H.S.D. OF SOURCE > TERH. AI•DR. 
.;FETCH L.S.D. OF TERH ADDR. 
;L.S.D. OF TERM.>=SOURCE ADDR. 
;TYPE "CR I LF·· 









6 :\ v r•92 79 
61 OU93 95 
6:'i 0!1 94 69 
(.6 OllY5 ~ B 
G7 0096 5F 
60 ODY7 70 
69 0098 9C 
7CJ OD 99 60 
71 CJD9A 42 





77 OD9C ET! 
7~ 0[19{1 09 
79 OD9E EB 
00 OD9F 7E 
81 Oll AO 28 
6 2 ODA1 EB 
83 ODA2 77 
84 0Df.3 28 
85 ODM 78 
86 ODA5 BC 
87 ODA6 DA 
ODA7 9E 
ODA8 OD 
88 ODA9 C2 
ODAA BC 
ODAB OD 
89 OI•AC 7D 
90 ODAD 89 
91 ODAE D2 
ODAF 9E 
ODIIO OD 






















19 ODB4 CD 
ODB5 DC 
ODB6 OF 
20 ODB 7 CD 
ODBB 03 
ODB9 OF 
21 ODBA EB 




24 ODH CD 
ODBF 6A 
ODCO OF 
25 ODCI OE 
ODC2 00 




28 ODC6 OE 
ODC 7 JA 
29 once CD 
ODC9 17 
ODCA 01 
30 OI•CB £5 
31 once D5 
; ---- -------- --------- --. -------------------------
;o:ur·Y FROH TEI h . ADDR. or SOUI<CE 1F START AIJIIR. OF 
ii·!:. ! T. >SOURCE . 
;--------------------------------------------------
;TilE FOLLO W SECT JON SUBTRI\CT TE f< 111NATE A[•I•RES!: OF 
; ~O Uf<CE BY Sltof<TING ADD ~ESS Or ~OURCE. THE ~tS ULT 
. ~T U~F lN PE. ALSO , HOVE TtNHINATE ADDRESS OF SOUf<CE 
; TU Hl AND STA RTING ADDRES S Of DESTINATION 
;T O BC • 
CPlH: HOV A,C jL.S.D. TERH. ADDR. 
SUB L , - START ADDR. 
HOV L,C ;L_TERH. A[IDf( . 
HOV C1 E jC_START OF DEST. ADDR. HOV E,A ;E _TEf<H-STAkT 
HOV A,B ;H.S.D. TERH ADDR. 
SBB H i - START ADDR. 
HOV H,B ;H_TERH. ADDR. 
HOV B,D ;B_START OF DEST. ADDR. 
HOV D,A ;D _TERH-START 
;ADD DIFFERE~CE OF TERHINATE ADDRESS OF SOURCE AND 
jSTI\RTING AD DRESS OF SOURCE TO STARTING ADDRESS 
jOF DESTINATIO N AND PLACE THE SUH IN HL. THE 
;TERHINATE ADDRESS OF SOURCE IS DEING HOVE TO DE. 
CRBK: 
XCHG jHL_DIFF., DE_TERH. ACJDR. 
DAD B ;DIFF. + ~TART ADDR. OF CJEST. 
XCHG ;REORGANISE DEST. l SOUf<CE 
HOV A,H ;FETCH DI\TA 












;RE PL ACE DATA 
· ;DEC. ADDR. OF DEST. 
;IF START < RECENT ADDR. 






;IF RECENT ADDR. >cSTART ADDR. 
;TYPE 'CR' ~LF ' THEN •STOP• 
CALOS - 80 V2.12 00/00/70 PAGE 
;•••·········································••**** 
D - DUHP COHHAND 
( IHPLEHEHTATIOH PROGRAM 
THIS ROUTINE IS ENTERED BY TYPING:-
)D START ADDRESS TERMINATE ADDRESS 
IT UILL DUHP DATA OUT IH THE FORH:-
INHHHHHOODTDTDTDTDTDTDTDTDTDTDTDTDTDTDTDTCS 
UHERE: NH = HUHBER OF HEX. DATA UORDS 
HHHH= ADDRESS OF 1ST DATA UORD 
DT " DATA 





;•·········································~········· DUHP: CALL TYSP ;TYPE ' ' 
CALL IHAD ji/P START ADDR. 
XCHG ;HL _START ADDR. 
CALL INAT ;1/P TERH. ADDR. I CHECK 
; UHETHER ACCEPTED 
CALL ECHO ;TYPE 'CR' & 'LF ' 
HVI C, 0 ;TYPE 18 'NUL ' <ADVANCE 
CALL TECH PAPER TAPE> 
;SECTION FOR LISTING 
DLIST: HVI C, ' 1' ;TYPE 
CALL SROP2 ' 1 ' 
PUSH H ;SAVE HL <START ADDR.> 
PUSH D DE <TE~HJNATE ADDR.> 
3:? ; ll> 1 H.- 1> <TE RM. - <ST AI\ T ADDk.- 1 » 
3 ;) ('t;,t•jl 7C hCV A,H 
3 ~ t!Jl;: 2F C!1A 
3 ~ ot.:·r 67 hOV H,A 
36 Ol•:•v 71J IIC\' A,L 
37 (q,r· : 2F CHA 
3S '• f.l !.; /. 6F ~QV L, A 
39 {I [11 • :s 23 H lX H 
~0 O t!f\~ 23 It\X H 
41 O[l f•!J 19 DAD D 
42 (.l)lf\6 7C tiOV A,H ;IF H.S. [IJGITS 
43 0 [1}. 7 FE CP I 0 NOT 
011)18 00 
44 OD;•9 C2 JHZ SXTN 0 
OTJ!•A FB 
Oioi•IJ OD 
4S Citl•C 7D HOV A,L ;IF L.S. DIGITS 
o46 or•r•n rE CP I 0 HOT 
ODDE 00 
47 OltfiF C2 JHZ TSX 0 
OIJE O EF 
011 E. 1 OD 
o48 0[1 ['.2 OE HVI C, -' 0 " ;TYPE 
Ol1E 3 30 
49 ODi: -4 CD CALL TECH 'O"S 
O!JES Eo4 
ODE6 OF 
:10 OI•Ei' OE HVI c,o ;ADVANCE PAPER 
ODES 00 
51 ODE9 CD CALL TECH TAPE 
or• EA Eo4 
OltE F OF 
52 ODEC C3 JH P TREII ; ~~<STOP* 
OI•ED 911 
OIJ EE Oo4 
53 OI•EF FE TS X: CPI 10 
OD FO 10 
5o4 Ol•F 1 D ~ JWC SXTN ; IF )z: 16 
ODF2 FB 
ODF3 OD 
55 ODF4 o45 HOV B,L ;SET COUNTER 
56 OI•F:'i CD CALL OPSL jO/P HO. OF DATA BYTES 
ODF6 BB 
ODF7 OF 
57 O!IF S C3 JI1P ACKS 
ODF9 01 
ODFA OE 
58 OD FB 06 SXT N: HV I 8,10 ;SET COUNTER 
OD FC 10 
59 ODFD GB HOV L,B ;0/P 10 
60 OD FE CD CALL OPSL <NO. OF ItA TA BYTES> 
ODFF BB 
OEOO OF 
61 OEOI 48 ACKS: HOV C,B jADI• TO CHEC K SUI1 
62 OE02 Dl POP D ;RESTORE TE R11IWATE ADDR. 
63 OE03 E 1 POP H ;RE STOI'<E START ADD R. 
64 OE04 CD CALL OPSA ;0/ P START AD DR . 
OE05 78 
OE06 OF 
65 OE07 79 HOV A,C ;ADD 
66 OEOB 84 ADD H TO 
67 OE09 85 ADD L CHE CK 
68 OEOA 4F HOV C,A ; SUH 
69 OEOD 3E HVI A, " O" ;TYPE 
OEOC 30 
70 OEOD CD CALL ECHO TIJO 
OEOE 6A 
OEOF OF 
71 OEIO CD CALL ECHO "O' S 
OE11 6A 
OE12 OF 
72 OE13 7E DI1 DA1 HO \I A,H ;FETCH [tATA 
73 OE1o4 ES PUSH H jO/P DATA 
74 OEIS 6F HOV L,A IN 
75 OE16 CD CALL OPSL HEX 
OEI 7 BB 
OEIO OF 
76 OE19 El PO P H ; 
77 OEIA 7E HOV A,H ;ADD TO 
78 OEIB 81 ADD c CHECK 
79 OEIC 4F HOV C,A ; SUH 
80 OE ID O::i DCR B ; DEC . COU NTER 
81 OEIE 23 INX H ;INC. ADDR. 
82 OEIF AF XRA A 
83 0£20 BB CI1 P B 
84 OE :! I C2 JHZ DHI.tA ;IF COUNTER NOT = 0 
OE22 13 
OE23 OE 
BS OE24 E5 PUSH H 
8 6 (lE 25 7 9 HOV A,C ;TYO'S COH PLEtiENT 
87 OE 26 2F CNA CHECK 
88 OE 27 J C IH R A SUH 
- -··- -· · -···· 
11 r-n 
H <• L r; 
q , or s-
OE 4 
or B 
r 1 (of2C 
Y2 OE2 D 
tl (lV L ,l'l 
CH I OI• S L 
I'O r· H 
CfiLL CR 
j~ /f' C. ll t.l:K l:iUM 
I N 
, Ill::: X 
;TY PE 'CR ~ LF ' 
0 1"2( l 'i 
(l( 2F <'F 
~J OE 30 t! J HP DLIST 
OE31 C6 . 
OF 3 2 (;J; 



















































































L - LOAD 
( JHPLEHENTATJON PROGRAM 
TO EHTEk THIS HODE TYPE:-
>L CR 
THIS UJLL LOAD FROH PAPER TAPE ACCORDING 
TO START ADD RESS ON THE TAPE. 
>L ADD RESS I CR 
THIS UILL LOAD FROM PAPER TAPE STARTING 
FROH ADT!RESS 1. 
>L ADDRESS 1 ADDRESS 2 CR 
THIS ~ILL LOAD FROM PA~ER TAPE STAHTING 
FRDH ADDRESS 1 AND TERHJN ATE AT ADDRESS 2 . 
CALLS: RASC, SRIP2, ECHO, INAD 
ADDRESS 1 IN HL, ADD RESS 2 IN BC. 
;··-·····················•****••*••················· CD LOAD: CALL TYSI' ;TYPE ' ' 
DC 
OF 
01 LXI 9,0 jCLEAR BC 
00 
00 












































































;IF HEX. DIGIT<FOR ST. ADDR.) 
;IF NOT 'CR', READ AGAIN 
jgTART LOADING FROH TAPE 
;READ START HDDR. 
;START ADDR. TO HL 
jSET ADDR. STATUS 
;TYPE 
;READ ONE DIGIT 
;IF HEX. DIGIT <TERH. ADDR.> 
;IF 
NOT ' CR' 
jGO TO START TAPE 
jREAD TEF<tl. ADDR. 
;TERH. ADDR • 
; TO BC 
jSET ADIJR. STATUS 




4:5 ;S"!AIH LO.~DIIW 
46 OE n c ~ STP1 f>U :::I I B ; SAVE TI::RHINATION ADIIR. 
47 OE/1 f; i) ilGLII : CAL L ECHO ;ECH O TYPE 
OE 77 6A 
01:7:! OF 
49 OE 74 3A L7: LDA OBFC 
OE 7S FC 
0£76 OB 
49 OE7i E6 ANI 01 
OE78 0 I 
so OE79 C2 JNZ L7 
OE 7A 74 
OE7l:l OE 
:5 1 ;ENABLE PfiPER TAPE READER 
52 OE7C 3A LDA OBFC 
OE 7D FC 
OE7E OB 
:53 OE7F F6 ORI 2 
OEBO 02 
:54 OEBt 32 STA OBFC 
OE82 FC 
OE83 OB 
s:s OE84 32 STA 8011 
OEBS 11 
OEB6 90 
:56 OE87 CD LB: CAL L SRIP2 ;UAIT FOR 
OEBB se 
OE89 01 
:57 OEBA FE CPI , :, CHARACTER 
OEBB 3A 
59 OEBC C2 JHZ LB 'I' 
OEBD 87 
OE8E OE 
59 OEBF CD CALL ECHO 
OE90 6A 
OE91 OF 
60 OE92 CD CALL INAD2 ;1/P NO. OF DATA BYTE 
OE93 IC 
0£94 OF 
61 OE9:5 43 HOV B,E ;LOAD COUNTER 
62 OE96 48 HDV C,E ;LOAD CHECK SUH 
63 OE97 FE CPI 0 
OE9B 00 
64 OE99 C2 JNZ LDD ; IF NOT 0 GO TO LOAD DATA 
0£911 A2 
OE9B OE 
6:S ;DISABLE READER AND STOP 
66 OE9C CD L6t CALL DRD ;DISABLE TAPE READER 
OE9D C3 
OE9E OF 
67 OE9F C3 JHP TREN ;•STOP• 
OEAO 9D 
OEAI 04 
6B ;LOAD ADDR. AND DATA 
69 OEA2 D5 LDDa PUSH D 
70 OE/13 7A HOV A,D 
71 OEA4 FE CPI OFO 
OE/15 FO 
'12 OE/16 CA JZ USOY ;IF START ADDR. BEEN LOADED ONLY 
0£117 85 
OE/18 OE 
73 OE/19 FE CPI OFF 
OEAA FF 




76 OEAE CD CALL IACS ; I/P INITIAL ADDR. & ADD TO 
OEAF Fl 
OEBO OF 
77 ;CHECK SUH 
7B OEB1 EB XCHO ;STORE INITIAL ADDR. 
79 OEB2 C3 JHP PZOS 
OE83 BB 
OEB4 OE 
BO OEB5 CD IISOYt CALL IACS ;I/P & IGNORE INITIAL ADDR. 
OEB6 F 1 
OEB7 OF 
Bl OEB8 01 PZOSa POP D ;RESTORE ADDR. STATUS 
B2 OEB9 C3 JHP zos 
OEBA DC 
OEBB OE 
83 OEBC CD USATa CALL IACS ;I/P & IGNORE INITIAL ADDR. 
. OEBD Fl 
OE!IE OF 
B4 OEBF Dl POP D ;RESTORE ADDR. STATUS 
85 OECO 711 HOV A,D ;SAVE ADDR. STATUS 
B6 OEC1 Dl POP D ;FETCH 
87 OEC2 DS PUSH D ; TEI<HINATE ADDR. 
BB OEC3 E5 PUSH H ;SAVE START ADDR. 
89 OEC4 FS PUSH I'SU 
A-~? 
9 \J C ~ t ; ;r r 
91 (" , I ·• ;;>F 
92 0~·; ;;:-
9J c ''· ?[l 
9~ 0 C 2 F 
9:5 Ot: •·,, o F 
96 (,·'· f ~ I '1 
97 GHC Fl 
98 0 (.G[: 57 
99 O[i.:E AF 
100 vE:.!' BC 
101 o::r•o c2 
O[IJ I DB 
OED2 OE 
102 CF. it 3 70 
103 (if[l4 8 9 
104 Oi'fi!S D2 
Oi: I•6 DB 
0Elt7 OE 
10!5 OED8 F6 
OED9 80 
106 OEDA 47 
107 OEDB El HZOS : 
108 OEDC CD ZOS: 
OEttl) 1 c 
OEDE OF 
109 OEUF CD I PD : 
OEEO 1C 
OEE 1 OF 
110 OH2 73 
111 OEE3 79 
112 OEE4 83 
113 OEES 4F 
114 OCE6 05 
115 OEE7 23 
116 OEEB 78 
117 OEE9 H 
OEEA 80 
118 OEEB CA 
OEEC 9C 
OEED OE 
119 OEE E FE 
OEEF 00 
120 OEFO C2 
OEF 1 DF 
OEF2 OE 
121 OEF3 CD 
OEF4 1 C 
OHS OF 
122 OEF6 79 
123 OEF7 93 
124 OEF8 C4 
OEF9 AB 
OEFA 01 
125 OEFB CD 
OEFC CJ 
OEFD OF 
126 OEFE 3E 
OEFF OD 
127 OFOO CJ 
OF01 71 
OF02 OE 
TELETYPE HONITOR - 8080 








HO V D,n 
Xf(A A 
C11P H 
JNZ HZO S 































; RESTORE ADDR. STATUS 
; IF DE-Hl+i> 16 
;IF DE-HL+1 NOT < B 
; SET TERM. FLAG 
;RESTORE START ADDR. 
;I /P 2 ' O' S 




; CHECK SUH 
;DECREMENT COUN TER 
;INC. HENORY ADDR . 
;IF TERH. FLAG SET 
;IF COUNTER NOT 0 
;READ CHECK SUH 
;TYPE'ERROR ' IF E NOT~2 ' S COMP. C 
;DISABLE PAPER TAPE READER 
jO/P 'CR' 































(1) UTILITY SUBROUTINE 
NAHE 1 INAD 
FUHCTIONa FOR INPUTIHO A ~ HEX.DIGIT ADDR, 
ONTO REGISTER DE. 
INPUTS HONE 
OUTPUTS 4 HEX. DIGITS IN REGISTER DE OR 
THE LAST DIGIT STORED IN ACCUMULATOR 
& CY FLAG SET. 
CALLS 1 RASC, SDRE 
DESTROYSa ALL STATUS,A, D, E 
DESCRIPTIOHa THIS ROUTINE INPUTS AND CONVERTS 
FROH ASC111 TO HEX. A 4 HEX. DIGIT 
NUHBER ONTO DE. 
IF ANYTHING OTHER THAT HEX.IS I / P 
THE NUMBER IJOULD TERMINATE AND THE 
LAST CHARACTER IN PU TTED IS RE-
SERVED IN A AND CY FLAG SET. 
THERE ARE OTHER ENTRY POINTS TO 
THIS ROUTIHE:-
INAD1a FOR AVOIDING THE INITIAL 
LOOP. 
INAD21 FOR I / P 2 HEX. DIGITS ONLY 
<INTO£), 
INAD3 a AS IN INAD2 BUT AVOIDING 
; TilE INITIAL LOOP. 




::!9 OFOt DA J C I ~ A D ;IF NOT HEX . 
OF07 OJ 
Of OB Cif 
·Jo ;)F09 07 INAD 1: RLC ;LOflD 
J 1 OFOA 07 RLC ONTO 
32 Of OB 07 RLC FIRST 
33 OFO.: 07 RLC FOUR BIT 
34 OFOD 57 HOV D,A ; OF D 
3:5 OFOE CD CAL L RASC jl / P 2 ND DIGIT 
OF OF 50 
OFIO OF 
36 OF 11 02 JNC INI ;IF HEX. 
OF1 2 1 A 
OF13 OF 
n OF 14 5A 110V E,D jCOPY D TO E 
39 OF15 16 11VI D,O AND CLEAR D 
OF1 6 00 
39 OF17 C3 J11P SHOE 
OF18 37 
OF19 OF 
<10 OF IA 82 IH 1: ORA D jLOAD HEX. ONTO 2ND 
41 OF18 57 110V D,A ; FOUR BIT OF D 
42 OFIC CD 1HAD2 : CALL 1\:A SC ji/P 3RD DIGIT 
OF ID 50 
OF1E OF 
u OF IF D2 JNC IH AD3 jlF HE X. 
OF20 2:' 
OF21 OF 
4<4 OF22 SA 110V E, Il jCOPY D TO E 
45 OF23 16 11VI D,O AND CLEAR D 
OFH 00 
<16 OF25 37 STC ;SET CY 
u OF26 C9 RET 
49 OF27 07 IHA D3: RLC jLOAD 
49 OF 28 07 RLC ONTO 
50 OF 29 07 RLC FI RST 
51 OF 2A 07 RLC 4 BIT 
52 OF 28 :SF HOV E,A ; OF E 
53 OF2C CD CALL RASC ; 1 / P 4TH I•IGIT 
OF 2D 50 
OF2E OF 
54 OF2F DA JC SHOE ;IF NOT HEX 
OFJO 37 
OFJ1 OF 
55 OF32 83 ORA E ;LOAD ONTO 2ND 4 BIT 
56 OFJJ 5F 110V E,A ; OF E 
57 OFH 37 STC ;CLEAR 
59 OF35 3F CHC CY 
59 OFJ6 C9 RET 
60 OF37 F5 SHDE1 PUSH PSIJ j 
61 OF3B CD CALL SDER ;SHIFT 
OF39 47 
OF3A OF 
62 OF38 CD CALL SDER DE 
OFJC 47 
OF 3D OF 
63 OFJE CD CALL SDER RIGHT 
OF3F u 
OF-10 OF 
64 OF-11 CD CALL SDER -4 BIT 
OFU 47 
OFU OF 
65 OFH F1 POP PSIJ 
66 OF-15 37 STC ;SET CY 
67 OF <16 C9 RET 
6B ;•················· ·· ··· ······· ················· 69 ( 2) UTILITY SUBROUTINE 
70 NAHE I SDER 
71 FUNCTION 1 TO SHIFT DE RIGHT 
72 INPUTS I D, E 
n OUTPUTS : D, E, STATUS, A 
74 CALLS I NONE 
75 DESTROYS: ACC. & STATUS 
76 DESCRIPTIONS I THIS SU BRO UTINE UILL SHIFT DE 
77 RIGHT 1 BIT LEAVING THE H.S.B. 
79 ; EQUAL TO 0. 
79 ;••····························· ···················· 80 OF<!? 37 SDER1 STC ;CLEAR 
81 OF-19 3F CHC ; CY 
82 OF49 7A HOV A,D ; SHIFT 
83 OF4A IF RAR D 
8<1 OF48 57 HOV D,A ; RIGHT 
85 OF4C 78 110V A,E ;SHIFT 
86 OF4D IF RAR E 
97 OF4E SF HOV E,A RIGHT 

















































































; * ~ * ~· ·,: .!: * ;. ;. ·~ ~ ~ ... ~ ~ ''"'"'· ; ~ .;.::: • '"* 'f. ' ... '!:·~ :(:'" .. ** :!< '~* :(<.i< '"'' :;<,. *** '" '~ *:;. 
. , 
C3J UTIL IJY SUO ROU T!"E 
U .il E !;,.C C 
FU tl CTIO N: I/ P FROM 'fTY AN I1 COIIVEf\T THE 
fiuNJt ER FF. u.! ASC II TO HEXD C:C IMAL. 
ltlPUTS :W11 E 
OUIF'UTS t1 , CY 
Ct.LLS t:CI:O, SRIP2 
DESTROYS: STATUS 
DESCRIPTiON: THIS ROUTINE SHALL 1 /P ~ ECHO 
A CHA RI1CTF.:R FROM THE TTY TO 
TilE ACC. 
IF THE CHARACTER WA S A HEX. 
CHARACT ER IT WOULD BE CONVERTED 
TO HEX. 
OTHE RWISE, IT SHALL REMA IN IN 
THE FORH OF ASC11 WITH THE CY 
FLAG SET . . 
;•*************************~******•****************** 







































; ECHO TYPE 
;IF < 30H RET 
;IF < 47H 
;SET CY 
;IF < 40H <I.E. < 10> 
;ADD 9 





(4) UTILITY SUBROUTINE 
NAHE 1 ECHO 
FUNCTION: TO ECHO TYPE A CHARACTER. 
INPUTS A <CHARACTER H~ ASCII) 
OUTPUTS s A 
CALLS 1 SROP2 
DESTROYS: ACC. STATUS WORD. 
DESCRIPTIONSs THIS ROUTINE WILL TYPE OUT THE 
CHARACTER ON ACC. 
IF IT IS A CR IF WILL ALSO 
TYPE LF AS WELL • 
;••······················•*************************** CS ECHOs PUSH B ;SAVE BC 
4F HOV C,A 















































































































; ~~ ~~ ~ t~•e ~••••••• ~~~ ~ ~ ~ •• •••*•• • ** ~ • :• ~*••~~• *** 
CS> UfiL ITY SUFROUT IIIE 
lu~ ;1 E OPS t\ 
FUNCT ION: TO 0/P HL TO TTY AS 4 HEX. DIGJTS 
IHPU TS 1 HL 
ClJTPUTS HL 
CA LLS CASC 
DESTR OY 1 A ~ STATUS 
DESCRIPTI ON : THIS ROUTINE OUTPUTS HL TO TTY 
IN THE FORH OF FOU R HEX. 
DIGITS . 
TH ERE IS ANOTHER POI NT OF 
ENTRY TO THI S ROUTINE:-
OP SL UHICH 0 /P L ONLY. • 
;• •··········· ··· ················ ·····~· ···· ····· 7C OP SA : NOV A,H ;E XTRAC T 


































4 BIT OF H 












































4 BIT OF L 
jO/P 4TH DIGIT 
;·········· · ···*· ····· ····················· ···~ ··· C6> UTILITY SUBROUTINE 
NAHE 1 INAT 
FUNCTION! INPUT A 4 HEX. DIGITS NO. ONTO 
DE AND TEST UHETHER THE UHOLE 
COHHAHD IS ACCEPTED. 
INPUTS 1 NONE 
OUTPUTS DE 
CALLS 1 INAD, TYSP, ECHO, SRIP2. 
DESTROYSa A I STATUS. 
DESCRIPTION1 THIS ROUTINE I/P A 4 DIGIT 
HEX. HO. ON TO DE AND T~ ST 
UHETHER THE U~OLE COHHAND 
IS ACCEPTED. 
THE 4 DIGIT HEX. NO. COULD 
j BE TYPE IN ANY NO. OF DI GITS . 
































;RETURN IF CR 
;READ 

















711 OF&I F~ 
79 OFB~ FE 
orBJ OA 
80 OFB4 DA 
OF£<5 89 
0~ B6 OF 
81 C:'" IJ 7 C6 
OFBB 07 
82 OF!I'i' C6 
OFDA 30 
83 OFBB C:S 
84 OFBC 4F 
85 OFJID CD 
OF BE 17 
OF BF 01 
86 OFCO Cl 
87 OFCI Fl 













; ::.r t .. ..;. •ttlf" ~- ·~ .t: t' :tc* ·ff+ 'l tt • -t.**' ... : .. • ·tr • :tc·••*'* tct~ • ac :tt•*•:.il• **•*• :te:t:• 
(7) UT ILI TY SUBROUTI NE 
II ANE CI'ISC 




CALLS 1 SRilP2 
DESTROY~: HOTHI~G 
DESCRIPTIO NS : THIS ROUTI NE CONVERTS THE 
CONTENT OF THE ACC. FORH HEX. 
TO ASCII AND 0/ P THE 
CHARACTER, THE ACCUMULATOR 
IS UHCHANGE. , 













; IF < I 0 
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;······································· ····· ····· · (8l UTILITY SUBROUTINE 
NAHE 1 DRD 
FUNCTION: DISABLE PAPER TAPER READER 2 
INPUTS 1 NONE 
OUTPUTS s NONE 
CALLS 1 NONE 
DESTROYS: ACC. & STATUS 
DESCRIPTION: THIS PROGRAM CLEARS THE BIT 
24 
. , 
DTR, OF THE COHHAND INSTRUCTION 
OF TX2 AND ITS BUFFER • 































































ANI OFD ;CLEAR DTR 
STA OBFC ;LOAD CONTR. BUFFER 
STA 8011 ;LOAD COHHAND REGISTER 
RET 
;••············· ·· ··················· ·············· 
.; (9) UTILITY SUBROUTINE 
NAHE 1 CLX 
FUNCTIOHa TO CLEAR HEHORIES 09F4 TO 09FD 
INPUTS 1 NONE 
OUTPUTS 1 NONE 
CALLS 1 HONE 
DESTROYS• STATUS, A, H, L. 
DESCRIPTION! THIS PROGRAH CLEAR HEHORIES 
09F4 TO 09FD UHICH ARE THE 
BUFFER FOR THE PROCESSOR 
; REGISTERS. 
;••·················~····~···**** · ·· ··············· CLX1 LXI H,09F4 ;LOAD 1ST HEHORY ADDR. 








; CL EAR ACC. 
;CLEAR HEHORY 
;INC. "EMORY ADDR. 











:50 OF :•D 
Or'[t[ 




















































































; •~· ~:t: ~*~ ~··· ~~~~~ ~~~~= t•*• •**** ;~· ·~ =~*~··~·*••*· ~·*• 
(10l ~ ( I I l UTILITY SUBROUT INE 
JIM1 E <I Ol TYSP 
FUUC TI QJI : <10 l T'SP - TYPE SPACE 
! t!PU T S llOHE 
OUTPU TS : IIO~lE • 
CALLS Si"<OP 2 
DES TRO YS: NOT HING. 
DESCRIPT IO~S : AS IN FUNCTION , 
; •········· ·~·· ··*···~ ~·········· ·················· C5 TY SP: PUS H B 
























:················· ····· ············ ··············· <12l UTILITY ROUTINE 
NAME 1 TECII 
FUNCTION: TYPE 18 ' CHA RA CTER' 
INPUTS C <CHARACTER IN ASCII) 
OUTPUTS : IIOHE 
CALLS ECHO 
DESTROYS: STATUS, A, B, C. 
nESCRIPTI ON ; AS IN FUNCTION. 
********** '*************************************** 
TECH: HVI B,O ;CLEAR 8 FOR COUNTER 
TE I: CALL SROP2 jO/P CHARACTER 
INR B ;INC. COUNTrR 
HOV A,B ;FETCH COUNTER 
CPI 12 jCOHPARE UITH 18 
JC TE1 ;COUNTER < 18 
RET 
;•················ ·································· 
. (13) UTILITY SUBROUTINE 
HAHE IACS 
FUNCTION: I/P 2 BYTE ONTO DE AND ADD TO 
CHECK SUH INC. 
INPUTS 1 C 
OUTPUTS 1 D, E, C. 
CALLS 1 IHAD 
DESTROYS: ACC. & STATUS 
DESCRIPTIONs THIS ROUTINE INPUTS ~ HEX. 
DIGIT IN ASCII! FORPI AND 
CONVERT IT TO 2 BYTE. THEN 
THEY ARE STORED IN DE 
; AND ADD TO CHECK SU" IN C. 





















;•·············································· <14) UTILITY SUBROUTINE 
HAKE 1 CR 
FUNCTIONs TYPE 'CR & LF' 
CALLS 1 ECHO 
; DESTROYSs ACC. l STATUS 
























OFA5 82 OC31 
0097 C1 OD71 
0727 CASC OFBI 
0180 CLR OFD2 
OFCF CONV 02BB 
OD92 CR OFF9 
ODBC CTA OODJ 
E 1 I)D3 1i 
E t: HO OF 6A 
ER2 OIAB 
GO O!i87 
1 110 009F 
111<4 0 1C3 
II:AD OF03 
INAT OF9C 


































LSE T 00 72 
t.2 0041 
EII'l 0285 
ErtC H 05F7 
FER I 0277 

















































































ECI OF 79 







































FL O.n I : G P UH IT ,; i~ ! T Ht: MATIC CALOS-80 V2.1 2 03/1 9/71 PA GE 
I 
2 
J 1 o:;o 
















17 I 006 





21 1 ooc 
22 I OOD 
23 1 OOE 
24 I OJF 






























41 1 02E 
























58 I 047 
59 1049 
60 I 049 
!04A 
IOU 
. TI TLE "FLOnTI N~ POIUT ARlT HE MATI C" 
. HEX 
CO . r,;; ;: I 000 
C3 JHP !COO 
00 
1 c 
AP DI TI ON & SUDTRACTION 
<FLO ATING POINT ARI THE~~TIC PROGRAH> 
NAI1E 




B, C, D, E, H, L. 
11, C, D, E, H, L. 
ROPD, RBCF, CEXP, REXP, SUB, RED L. 
, 























































































































































;IF OPERI'I TO R a 0 
;IF OPERAND NOT 2 0 




;IF EXP. ARE EQUAL 
;IF L< H 
;IF H<L 
;ROTATE 
;TEST UHETHER ROUND OFF REO. 
; AND SAVE STATUS 
;CLEAR CARRY OVER DIGIT 
; AND RESTORE OPERATOR 






;INC. EXP. OF OPERATOR 
{, I I O·lC : r SH3: HVl A,7F ;TEST EX P., UHElll ER IT 
1041) IF 
f. ") 104E ,'le, fHJr. L I S EQUAL 
63 I 0 4F FC CP I 7F TO 127 
1050 lf 
,., ., 1051 c~ JilZ Sh4 ;EXP. !lOT '" 127 
1052 5C 
1053 10 
65 1054 3E lW I A,OAO ;DIP 0 / F 
lOSS (;0 
66 1056 32 STA 8200 ALARM 
1057 00 
1058 92 
67 105? C3 JHP RET1 
105A 7[1 
1058 10 
68 IOSC FE SH4: CPI 0 ;TEST UHETHER EXP. 0 
105D 00 
69 105E C2 JNZ SH5 ;EXP. NOT '" 0 105F 69 
1060 10 
70 1061 3E HVI A,OA1 ;0/F li/F 
1062 AI 
71 1063 32 STA 8200 ALARH 
1064 00 
1065 82 
72 1066 C3 JHP RET1 
1067 7D 
1068 10 
73 1069 70 SH!5: HOV A,L ;UHETHER SIGN 
74 106A AC XRA H ARE EQUAL 
75 106B E6 ANI 80 OR DIFFERENT 
106C 80 
76 106D C2 JNZ SUBB ;SUB IF DIFFEREIIT 
106E 81 
106F 10 
77 1070 CD CALL ADDSR 
1071 82 
1072 12 
78 1073 D2 JNC RET1 ; IF NO OVERFLOU 
1074 7D 
1075 10 
79 1076 CD CALL RO PD ;ROTATE f<IGHT, ROUND 
1077 eo 
1078 12 
80 1079 7A HOV A,D OFF a INC. EXP. 
81 107A F6 ORI 10 THEN REPLACE 
107B 10 
82 107C 57 HOV D,A ; CARRY 
83 107D CD RET 1: CALL REXP ;RECONDITION EXP. 
107E 52 
107F 13 
84 1080 C9 RET 
85 1081 CD SUBB1 CALL SUDSR 
1082 9B 
1083 12 
86 1084 02 JNC IFZ ;IF NO CARRY I.E. +VE. 
1085 98 
1086 10 
87 1087 70 HOV A,L ;COHPLEHENT SIGN 
88 1088 EE XRI 80 OF 
1089 80 
89 108A 6F HOV L,A ; RESULT 
90 1088 3E HVI A,65 ;CONVERT 
108C 65 
91 108D 83 ADD E RESULT 
92 lOBE 2F CHA 
93 1 OBF 27 DAA 
94 1090 5F HOV E,A FROH 
95 1091 3F CHC 10'S 
96 1092 3E HVI A,65 COHPLEHENT 
1093 65 
97 1094 BA ADC D BACK 
98 1095 2F CHA TO 
99 1096 27 DAA 
100 1097 57 HOV n,A ; DECIHAL 
101 1098 3E IFZI HVI A,O ;TEST 
1099 00 
102 109A BB CHP E UHETHER 
103 109B C2 JNZ FSTZ RESULT 
109C A2 
109D 10 
104 109E BA CHP D IS 
105 109F CA JZ RET1 ZERO 
10AO 7D 
10A1 10 
106 10A2 3E FSTZ 1 IIVI A,OFO ;IF 1ST DIGIT 
10A3 FO 
""" 107 10A4 A2 ANA D IS ZERO 
108 IOA5 C2 JNZ RET1 
1 OA6 70 
10A7 10 
A-
10? 1 (, ,' '; ~ D Cf>LL RDE L ;sn:rr 
I (i ;, ~· F t , 
1 \1 > t"' 12 
l l 0 1 (j ... :_l CD CALL RI! EL RESULT 
1 •) ; •. -. H 
1 (Jt', :: ~ 2 
111 1 (,f...E CLI CI\ Ll RDE L LEFT 
1\IM' F4 
I O!'iO 12 
\12 l (li.'l ~: n CALL RDEL ONE DIGIT 
I CD 2 F4 
\ 0[;3 12 
113 I 0 £•4 ::> D DCR L ;DEC. EXP. 
11 4 IO E<S JE HVI A,7F ;IF U/F 
1 or•6 7F 
115 1 or;; A5 ANA L OR NOT 
116 IO B3 C2 JN Z FSTZ 
10 &9 A2 
10!<A 10 
117 10 FB 3E HVI A,OA1 ;OIP U/F 
IOBC AI 
118 I ODD 3 2 STA 8200 ALARH 
lOB E 00 
10B F 82 
I I 9 lOCO C9 RET 
FLOATING PO !liT ARITHEMATIC CALOS-80 V2.12 03119/71 PAGE 2 
1 i**** ******••·~····· ··· ···· ····· ··· ·*~********* 2 
3 HULTIPLICATION 
4 
5 (FLOATING POINT ARITHEI'IATIC PRO GRAtO 
6 
7 llAHE I 11UPY 
8 INPUTS B, c, 1'1, E' H, L. 9 OUT PUT S B, c, D, E' H, L. 
10 CALLS CEXP, MI, RFOR, REXP, ADD. 
I 1 ; 
12 ;••·································•••******** 13 lOCI 3E HUPY1 HVI A,O ;CLEAR ACC. 
IOC2 00 
14 10C3 118 CHP B ;UHETHER 
15 10C4 C2 JNZ HUt OPERATOR 
tOC5 CE 
IOC6 10 
16 10C7 &9 CI1P c IS 
t7 10C8 C2 JNZ HUt ZERO 
10C9 CE 
IOCA 10 
18 tOCB 50 110V D,B ;SHIFT OPERATOR TO 
I 9 IOCC 59 110V E,C RESULT 
20 IOCD C9 RET 
2t 10CE BA I1UI 1 CI1P D ;UHETHER 
22 IOCF C2 JNZ HU2 OPERAND 
tODO D7 
IOD1 10 
23 IOD2 BB CHP E IS 
24 10D3 C2 JHZ HU2 ZERO 
IOD4 D7 
1005 10 
25 IOD6 C9 RET 
26 1007 CD 11U2a CALL CE XP ; CONDITION EXP. 
IOD8 38 
10D9 13 
27 10DA E5 PUSH H ;SAVE BOTH EXPONENT 
28 10DB 7C 110V A,H ;11ASt< 
29 IODC E6 ANI 7F 
I ODD 7F 
JO lODE 67 HOV H,A OUT 
31 IODF 7D 110V A,l 
J2 IOEO E6 ANI 7F SIGN BIT 
tOE\ 7F 
33 tOE2 84 ADD H ;ADD EXP. 
34 tOEJ FE CPI oco ;IF EXP. >• 128 
IOE4 CO 
35 IOE5 DA JC HU3 
10£6 EF 
tOE7 10 
36 t0£8 3E HVI A,OA2 ;0/P 0/F 
10£9 A2 
37 tOEA 32 STA 8200 ALA RH 
IOEB 00 
IOEC 82 
38 10ED E I POP H 
39 10EE C9 RET 
40 10EF FE HU3a CPI 40 ;IF EXP, <• 0 
tOFO 40 
4t lOFt Il2 JHC 11U4 
tOF2 FB 
IOFJ I 0 
42 10F4 3E HVI A,OA3 ;0/ P U/F' 
IOF5 AJ 
43 10F6 32 STA 8200 ALA RH 
IOF7 00 
tOFB 82 A-62 
44 1 (;f' ; 
4 ~ 1 O' r, 
46 1 ·:·i· ,: 
1 C•l' .: 
47 1 or !.i 
t or :. 
48 1 OFr 
49 1 1t' •j 
so 1 10 i 
51 1 1 u :~ 
11 (13 
52 1 104 
53 11 05 
54 11 06 
11 07 
55 11 08 
56 1 109 
57 11 0/\ 
58 11 OB 
59 11 CC 
60 11 OD 
61 11 0£ 
62 11 OF 
63 1110 
64 11 I 1 
6 :5 111 2 
111 3 





69 1 I 19 
70 I 11 A 
71 111 B 
72 11 I C 
73 Ill D 
74 Ill E 






















































11 1 1152 
i:'l 
C9 




























































































HO V A,H 
OR! 7F 
I'OV H,A 























































; COHP L. SIGN OF EXP. 
;CLEAf< 1ST DIT 
;STORE EXP. OF RES ULT IN L 
; RESTOR E SIGNS 
;EXTrlAC T 
SIGNS 
;WH ETHE R SIGNS ARE EQUAL 
;SET SIGN ' l ' (+VE> IF EQUAL 
;RESTORE EXP. OF RESULT 
;STORE 
; SIGN OF RESULT 
;EXP, ONTO STACK 
;HUTIPLIER 
; TO HL 
; HUTI PLICAND 







;HULTIPLIER TO STACK 
;1ST DIGIT OF MULTIPLIER IN H 
;CLEAR L 
;HUPY 1ST DIGIT OF HULTIPLIER 
; UITH HUPLICAND 
;0/F TO STACK MUPLIER TO HL 
;tST PRODUCT TO STACK 
;CLEAR 
DE 
;EXTRACT 2ND DIGIT 
OF HUL Tl PLI ER 
;STORE HULTIPLIER IN STACK 
;PUT 2ND DIGIT IN H 
;CLEAR L 
;HUPJ 2ND DIGIT UITH 
; HUPLICAND 
;0/F TO STACK, HUPLIER TO HL 







;HULTIPLIER TO STACK 
;JRD DIGIT IN H 
;CLEAR L FOR 0/F 
;HUPY 3RD DIGIT OF HUPLIER 
; UITH HUPLICAND 
;O/F TO STACK, HUPLIER TO HL 
;JRD PRODUCT TO STACK 
;CLEAR 
DE 
;EXTRACT -4TH DIGIT 
OF' HULT IPLIER 
;STORE HULTIPLIER IN STACK 
;PUT 4TH DIGIT IN H 
1 1 : ~ . . -~ 2E IIV I L, l) ; CLEAR L FOR 0 /F 
I I- • 0 0 
1 1 .. - . ,. : . '~· CD CALL IH ;HUPY 4TH DI GIT OF HUL TI PLIER 
j t ~:. OF 
. ;• 13 
11 •; ; UITH HULTIPLICAND 
1 ; -~ ; ADD 4TH PRO DUCT UlTH 3RD 
11 ~ I I ~U CD !:ALL RFOR ; SHIFT PREVIOUS RESULT RI GilT 
11 ~·~ 2D 
lt:;,; 13 
11.' 1 1::; l• El POP H ;FETCH 2ND RESULT FROH 
11 8 1 1 .:; ~ Cl f'()P B STAC I: ONTO BC 
1 I 'I 11 :)[1 E3 XTHL ; AND 0/F ONTO L 
120 I 1 ::iE CD CALL ADDSR ;ADD BC&DE TOGETHER 
11 5F 82 
11lo 0 12 
1 21 116 1 D2 JNC IIU:S 
11 62 6:1 
I 163 11 
122 11 64 2C INR L ;INC. PROIIUCT IF CY 
123 j AD[I SUit UITH 2ND PRODUCT 
12~ 11 65 CD HU 5 : CALL RFOR 
11 66 2D 
1167 13 
125 1 168 E 1 POP H 
126 1169 Cl POP B 
127 116A E3 XTHL 
128 116 ll CD CALL ADDSR 
116C 82 
1160 I 2 
129 116E D2 JllC HU6 
116F 72 
1170 11 
130 1171 2C INR L 
131 ;ADD SUH I.JITH 1ST PRODUCT 
132 1172 CD ltU6: CALL f<FOR 
1173 2D 
117'1 13 
133 1175 El POP H 
134 1176 Cl POP B 
135 1177 E3 XTHL 
136 1178 CD CALL ADDSR 
1179 82 
117A 12 
137 11 :>I< 02 JNC ltU7 
117C 7F 
117D 11 
138 117E 2C INR L 
139 117F Cl HU7: POP B ;RESTORE HUPLIER ON BC 
1'10 1180 70 HOV A,L ;IIHETHER 0/F DIGIT 
"'' 
1181 FE CPI 0 IS ZERO 
1182 00 
142 1183 C2 JNZ HUB ;No 
1184 94 
1185 11 
143 1186 El PO I' H ;RESTORE EXP. 
144 1187 2D DCR L jDECREHENT EXP. OF RESULT 
1'15 1188 7D HOV A,L ;IIHETHER 
146 1189 E6 ANI 7F EXP. IS ZERO 
118A 7F 
1'17 1188 C2 JNZ TRH 
118C AA 
1180 11 
148 118E 3E HVI A,OAJ ;0/P 
118F A3 
149 1190 32 STA 8200 U/F' ALARH 
1191 00 
1192 82 
1:10 1193 C9 RET 
1:11 1194 CD HUB a CALL RFOR ;SHIFT RESULT RIGHT 
1195 2D 
1196 13 
152 1197 IF RAR ; ONE DIGIT 
153 1198 FE CPI :so ; UHETHER A>•50 
1199 50 
154 119A D2 JNC HU9 ;YES 
119B AO 
119C 11 
1:15 119D C3 JHP TBH ;JUHP TO END 
119E A9 
119F 11 
I :16 IIAO 7B HU91 110V A,E ;ADD 
157 11 AI 3C INR A QUE 
159 11 A2 27 DAA TO 
159 11 A3 5F HOV E,A RESULT 
160 11 A4 7A HOV A,D DUE 
161 11 A5 CE ACI 0 TO 
11 A6 00 
162 11 A7 27 OAA ROUND 
163 11 AB :17 110V D,A ; OFF 
164 11 A9 El TDit: POP H ;RESTORE EXP. 
165 11 AA CD TRH1 CALL REXP ;RECONDITION EXP. OF RESULT 
I lAB 52 
11 AC 13 
lA 9 RET 













I 4 11 AE 
i 5 11 AF 
16 11 8 0 
1181 
1182 









21 11 BC 




24 11 Cl 
2:".; 11C2 
26 11 C3 





31 11 C9 
I ICA 
32 11 CB 
33 11 cc 
34 11 CD 
35 liCE 
36 
37 11 CF 
11 DO 
11 Dl 
38 11 [12 
39 11 DJ 
1104 
-40 11 os 
-41 11 D6 
-42 1107 
11 DB 
-43 11 09 
H 
-45 11 DA 
11 DB 
11 DC 
-46 11 DD 
11 DE 
-47 11 OF 
11 EO 
-48 11 El 
11E2 
11 EJ 





51 11 E9 
52 11 EA 
53 11EB 
11 EC 













<F LDftTJ NG POINT ARITHEHATIC PROGRAM> 
NAH£ 




B, C, D, E, H, L, 
B, C, D, E, H, l. 




AF DVD: XRA A ;DIVISION SUBROUTINE 
BB CHP B ;UHETHER OPERATOR 
C2 JIU DVt IS 
BD 
11 
B9 CHP C EOUAL 
C2 JNZ DV1 ZERO 
BD 
11 












































































































;COPY EXP. ONTO STACK 
;EXTRACT 
SIGN 
;COHPARE BOTH SIGNS 
;SET SI GN ' 1 ' <+VE> IF EGUAL 
;STORE SIGN OF RESULT 
;STORE SIGN IN STACK AND 
; RESTORE EXP. 
;CONDN. EXP. 
;EXTRACT EXP. OF 
DIVIDOR 
; EXTRACT EXP. OF 
DIVIDANT 
;SUBTRACT EXP. OF DIVIDANT 
BY DIVIDOR 









~0 11 FS" .. lJ V4: IIO 'J L , A ; SlORE EXP . OF RE SUL I IN L 
~ 1 11r11 3 J.'f14L ; EXP. TO STACK & SICN TO HL 
6/. ; l F 9 {1 I~OV :, , L ; EX T 1<1\C T 
£.3 11Ft: AN I 00 SIGN OF RE SULT 
1H'lJ 'lj 
(. 4 liF E !:. l PilP H ; RESTORE EXP. OF RESULT 
.... 
•>J ! 1 F:" !t5 ORA L ;A TTACH 
66 1 :!00 cl: MO V L, A ' ; SIGN OF RE SU LT 
{. 7 t :< O 1 E5 PUSH H ; STORE EXP. IN STACK 
6B 1202 :-:6 I:VI H,O ; CLEIIR 
120J 00 
69 1204 2£ 11VI L,O H & L 
1205 00 
70 1206 C[l RESU : CALL SUBSR ;DIVIDANT SUBTRA.CT ED BY DIVIDER 
1207 98 
1200 1 2 
71 1209 D~ JC DV:S ;If RESULT -VE 
120A I 0 
120!) 12 
;>2 120C 2C INR L ;INCREHENT QUOTIENT 
73 120D C3 JNP RESU ;REPEAT SUBTRACTION 
120E Ob 
120F 12 
74 1210 eo DV5: CALL ADDSR ;RESTORE THE DIVIDANT TO +VE 
1211 82 
1212 12 
75 1213 j ;:': HVI A,O ; I.IHETIIER 
121 ~ 00 
76 1215 BC CHP H QUOTIENT 
77 1216 C2 JllZ DEND IS 
1217 2A 
12 t 8 12 
78 '2 t 9 llD CHP L ZERO 
79 t 2 t A (;2 JtlZ DEND 
t 2' 8 2A 
121C 12 
80 121 D E3 XTHL ;DECREHEN T 
81 121 E 2D OCR L EXP. OF 
82 121 F E3 XTHL ; RESULT 
83 1220 CD CALL R8CF ;SHIFT DIVIDER RIGHT ONE DIGIT 
1221 02 
1222 13 
84 1223 78 HOV A,B ; CLEAR 
85 122~ E6 ANI OF CARRY OVER 
1225 OF 
86 1226 47 HOV 8,A ; DIGIT FROH ROTATION 
87 1227 C3 JHP RESU ;DIVIDING ANOTHER DIGIT 
1228 06 
1229 12 
88 122A 78 DEND: HOV A,8 ; IF FIRST DIGIT OF DIVIDER 
89 1228 E6 ANI OFO IS ZERO 
122C FO 
90 122D . CA JZ DV6 ;YES 
122E 3A 
122F 12 
91 1230 CD CALL RBCF ;SHIFT BC RIGHT ONE DIGIT 
1231 02 
1232 13 
92 1233 78 HOV A,B ;CLEAR 
93 ' 1234 E6 ANI OF CARRY OVER 
1235 OF 
94 1236 47 IIOV B,A DIGIT FROH ROTATION 
95 1237 C3 JIIP DV7 
1238 4A 
1239 12 
96 123A CD DV6: CALL RDEL ;SHIFT 
1238 F4 
123C 12 
97 123D CD CALL RDEL DE 
123E F4 
123F 12 
98 1240 CD CALL RDEL LEFT 
1241 F4 
1242 12 
99 1243 CD CALL RDEL ONE DIGIT 
1244 F4 
1245 12 
100 1246 78 HOV A,E ;CLEAR CARRY OVER 
101 1247 E6 ANI OFO DIGIT FROII 
1248 FO 
102 1249 :SF HOV E,A ; ROTATION 
103 t24A 7C DV7r HOV A,H ; IF 1ST. DIGIT OF QUOTIENT 
104 1248 E6 ANI OFO IS STILL ZERO 
124C FO 
105 12~D C2 JNZ DV8 ;HO 
124E 63 
124F 12 
106 12:50 CD CALL RHLL ;SHIFT 
1251 FB 
12:52 12 




1 OB I ~5.l 
1 - · .• } 
CD 
FB 
1 ~~i.' I 2 
10? :~~? CD 
1 :·~" FB 
1 :! :3 1 2 
1 1 0 ! :l5C 7D 
1.1 1 ! 2:-ifl E6 
1:> 5E FO 
11 2 12:..r l: F 
113 1260 C3 
1261 06 
126 2 12 
CnLL RHU. 











;CLEAR CARRY OUER 
DIO IT FROH 
; ROTATION 
;DIVIDING A~OTHER DIGIT 





;PUT QUOT IENT ONT O DE 
;RESTORE EXP. 115 126 4 El 
116 1 265 2C 
11 7 1266 7D 
11B 1267 E6 
126A 7F 
119 12/:9 C2 JNZ 
12 6A 72 
1269 12 
120 1 26C 3E HVI 
1260 A5 
121 126E 32 STA 
1261' 00 
1270 B2 








; INCREMENT EXP. 
;IF U/F 
;NO 
jO/ P U/F 
ALA RH 





124 127 3 E6 7F. 0/F 
1274 7f' 
1 25 1275 C2 JHZ DV10 ;No 
1276 7E 
1277 12 
126 127B JE HVI A,OA4 ;DIP 0/F 
1279 A-4 
127 127A 32 STA 8200 ALARII 
1270 00 
127C 82 
1 2B 1270 C9 RET 
129 127E CD OV10: CALL REXP ;RECONDITION EXP. OF RESULT 
1 27F 52 
12BO 13 
130 12B I C9 RET ;FINISH 












1 2 12B2 





16 1 2BB 
12B9 
128A 
17 1 28B 
1B 12BC 
19 12BD 
20 1 2BE 


























(1) UTILITY SUBROUTINE <FOR SUIIH) 
NAHE 1 ADDSR 
FUNCTION: B.C.D. ADDITION OF DC AND 
DE UITH RESULT IN DE 
INPUTS 1 B, C, D, E. 
OUTPUTS 1 D, E, STATUS. 
DE!'TROYS1 ACC • 
CALLS : NONE 
;················································· 78 ADDSR1 HOV A,E 
81 ADD C 

















































;STORE RESULT IN E 
;FETCH 3RO. & 4TH. DIGIT 
;RETAIN CY IF SET 
;STORE RESULT IN D 
;·············· ····•*•**••~···*·· ············ ··· (2) UTILITY SUBROUTINE <FOR SUHH) 
NA11E 1 SUBSR 
FUNCTION1 B.C.D. SUBTRACTION OF BC AND 
DE <DE-BC) UITH RESULT IN DE 
INPUTS 1 B, C, D, E. 
OUTPUTS 1 O, E & STATUS 
DESTROYS: ACC. 
; CALLS 1 NONE 
;················· ·~···························· 
4 
• J 1298 ~l ~l!BS R: HVI fl,65 ;tO ' S 
1 2 'i(; l,'j 
•. 1 1?. 90 •• t AIJ[I c CDMPLEifENT 
': ':? i2H 2 F CHA c 
:3 ! :!9F C3 AD (I E ;E SUBT RACTED BY c 
~ .; I :!AC FS PUSH r~u ;SAVE CY 
4!5 1 2A 1 27 DAA 
46 12A2 5F HOV E,A ;STORE RE SULT IN E 
47 12A3 DA JC S81 ;RESTOr\ £ 
12AII (\(\ 
12A5 1 2 
~a 12A6 F 1 POP PSI.J PREVIOUS 
4? 12A7 (;3 JHP SB2 CY 
12A8 AC 
12A9 12 
50 12AA fl SP. 11 POP PSU FLAG 
51 12AB 37 STC FOR 
52 12f\C 3F 5&2: CIIC ; 2ND BYTE 
!5 3 12AD JE HVI A,65 ; I O' S 
12AE 65 
54 12AF ea ADC B COHPLEMENT 
55 1280 2F CHA ; B + CY 
56 I 281 82 ADD [I ;D-B 
57 1282 f5 PUSH PSU ;SAVE CY 
58 1283 27 DAA 
5'>' 12811 57 KOIJ D,A ;STORE RESULT IN D 
6(1 12D5 DA JC 583 ;RESTORE 
1286 BC 
1287 12 
61 128 8 F 1 POP PSU CY 
62 1289 C3 JKP SB4 FLAG 
12BA BE 
1288 12 
63 12BC F 1 SBJ: POP PSU FOR 
64 12110 37 STC FUTHI:R 
65 128 E JF 5841 CHC USE 
66 12IlF C'f RET 
67 ;•••·············~··~···········~············· 68 ( 3) UTILITY SUBROUTINE <FOR SUHH> 
69 
70 NAKE I ROPD 
71 FUNCTION: TO ROUND OFF A NUH~ER STORED 
72 IN DE IF CY HAS BEEN SET 
73 INPUTS D, E' STATUS UORD 
74 OUTPUTS D, E • 
75 DESTROYS: ACC. & STATUS UDRD 
76 ; CALLS I RDER 
77 ;················ ··~····~····················· 78 12CO 78 ROPD1 HOIJ A,E ;ROTATE 
79 12C1 IF RAR 
80 12C2 CD CALL RDER ;· 
12C3 ED 
12C4 12 
81 12C5 CD CALL RDER RIGHT 
12C6 ED 
12C7 12 
B2 12CB CD CALL RDER 
12C9 ED 
12CA 12 
BJ 12CB CD CALL RDER 4 TIHES 
12CC ED 
12CD 12 
84 12CE 7A KOIJ A,D ;FETCH CARRY OVER & FIRST DIGIT 
85 12CF F5 PUSH PSU ;SAVE CARRY OVER DIGIT 
86 12DO E6 ANI OF ;CLEAR CARRY OVER DIGIT 
1201 OF 
B7 1202 57 KOV D,A AND RESTORE OPERAND 
BB 1203 F1 POP PSU 
89 1204 1 F RAR 
90 12D5 FE CPI 50 
1206 50 
91 12D7 DA JC NCY2 ;IF ROUND OFF NOT REQUIRE 
12DB E4 
1209 12 
92 12DA 71 KOV A,E ;ROUND 
93 12DB C6 ADI 01 
12DC 01 
94 12DD 27 DAA OFF 
95 12DE 5F HOV E,A 
96 12DF 7A HOV A,D AFTER 
97 12EO CE ACI 0 
12E1 00 
9B 12E2 27 DAA 
99 12E3 ~7 HOV n;A . SHIFT 
' 100 12E4 2C NCY21 INR l ; INC. EXP. OF OPERAND 
I 01 12E5 C9 RET 
A-68 
10 2 
1 (; .1 
1 •) 4 
1.05 





















12i' 12E6 70 
128 12E 7 1 F 
129 12EO 4? 
130 12E9 79 
131 12Efl 1 F 
132 12ED 4F 
133 12EC C9 
134 12ED 7A 
135 12EE IF 
136 12E F 57 
13? 12FO 78 
138 12Ft IF 
139 12F2 SF 
140 12F3 C9 
141 12F4 78 
142 12F5 17 
143 12F6 SF 
144 12F7 7A 
145 12F8 17 
146 12F9 :57 
147 12FA C9 
148 12FB 7D 
149 12FC 17 
150 12FD t.F 
151 12FE 7C 
1S2 12FF 17 
153 1300 67 
154 1301 C9 
1:55 1302 CD 
1303 E6 
1304 12 
156 1305 CD 
1306 E6 
1307 12 
157 1308 CD 
1309 E6 
130A 12 
158 1308 CD 
130C E6 
1300 12 











" 12 130F 2E 
1310 00 
13 1311 3E 
I 312 00 
1 4 I 313 BC 
15 1314 C2 
1315 18 
1316 13 
16 I 317 C9 
17 1318 CD 
1319 82 
I 31 A 12 
;~····k~ ~ ~~~ 4~*****· ~~ ·t • ~ ~ :~·~~· r~· ··~ * · ~ ~ * **~* 
.. 
, 
! 4l UTILI TY SUB ROUT I NES !kOTATION> 
(Al P. 9CR 
( B l f<rti::R 
(Cl I\ DEL 
<D> RIILL 
<El RI!Cf 
FUNCTION: <A> RO TATE BC 
<B> P.OTATE DE 
<C> ROTATE [lE 
(D) ROT1HE HL 
<E> ROTATE BC 
IN PU TS 1 <A> DC 
OUTPUTS 
( B l & <Cl DE 
( Dl HL 
<E> BC 
<A> BC 
<B> & <C> DE 
< D > HL 
<E > BC 
DISTROYS: ACC . & STATUS 
CALLS <A> - <D> 1-!0NE 
<El RBCR 
RIGHT 1 BIT 
RIGHT 1 BIT 
LEFT 1 BIT 
LEFT 1 UT 
RIGHT 4 BIT 




































CALOS-80 V2.12 03/19/71 PAGE 
;·················································· <5> UTILITY SUBROUTINE <FOR HUPY> 
NAHE HI 
FUNCTION: MULTIPLY BC BY H UITH OVER FLOU 




B, C, D, E, H 
D, E, L 
UORD 
CALLS 
H, ACC. & STATUS 
ADD , 
;•················· ····· ······· ···················· HI1 HVI L,O 




HTI1 CALL ADDSR 
;IF H NOT • 0 
18 131 8 
131C 
19 1 J 11) 
20 13 I E 

























































































HV I A, 0 ;ADD CY 
ADC L TO 
L HOV L,A 
£•CR H 
JH P HT 
;DEC. HULT IPLIER 
; ..... **"' *** '"*'~<* *** *'"*** '''****** '~< '"* ** *** '"****** **** 
16> UTILIT Y SUBROUTINE IFOR HUPY> 
NAHE 1 RI 
FUNCTIOH1 TO SH IFT OVERFLOW STORED IN 
ACC. INTO DE 
INPUTS 1 AC C., D, E, L 
· OUTPUTS 1 D, E, L 
PESTROYS: ACC., STATUS UORD, L 























17) UTILITY SUaROUTIHE <FOR HUPY> 
HAHE RFOR 
FUNCTION: SHIFT 4 TIHES OVERFLOU TO DE 
; CALLS 1 RI 
;•·········~································~····· 7D RFOR1 HOV A,L 
CD CALL RI 
23 
13 
CD CALL RI 
23 
13 
CD CALL RJ 
23 
13 



























;••····· ·· · ···············*· ···················~· 18) UTILITY SUBROUTIHE 
NAHE 1 CEXP 
FUNCTION! TO CHANGE THE EXPONENT FROH A 
SIGHED aiHARY HUHBER TO A 
7 BIT PURE BINARY 
INPUTS 1 H, L 
OUTPUTS H, L 
DESTROYS! ACC. l STATU~ WORD 
; CALLS : HONE 


















; IF· SIGN OF EXP. ,. "I" 
;COHPLEHENT EXP. BUT 
NOT SIGN 









9S I 3:52 7[a 
96 1353 E6 
1354 40 
97 13:55 C2 
135 6 :ID 
13:57 13 
98 1358 7D 
99 1359 EE 
135A JF 
; 11 to tcta: "tiJt: :k .... l.. L .l ,;. t ~4 "* ·tt~ .. . to:t: .fo:* ·l· t .~:.t • ·~ ···~-.*:.ta••• .fl_._. .tt ..... 
(9 ) ~TI LITY SUB RO UT INE 
NA il !:: 




TO REST OR E THE EXPOHE~T OF THE 
RESULT TO A SIGNED &l~ ~qy HO . 
L 
L 
DESrROYS : ACC . & STAT~ S WO RD 
CAL LS NONE 
' ;~~~***••·*~~* ~ "t ' *~~~·* ·••*· =~**l~·*·-·····~··~·~--·~ 





;IF H.S.B. OF EXP. • ~~ ~ 
;2 ' S COMPLEMENT 
100 135 8 3C IHR A 
L,A 
; EXCEPT SIGNS 
101 1 35C 6F HOV ;RESTORE L 
102 1 3~D C9 NAC3: RET 










' ;NEW SECTION: "&IHARY ARITHEHATIC PROGRAMS" 
' ;•······················*········· ·········· 
THESE ROUTIN ES PERFO RM INTEGER BINARY 
ARITHEHATICS. 
' ;••················••************************ ; =s= ==c === == == = === = ======= == ======= 
HAHE1 BSU 
INPUT: HL<SUBTRACTAHT>, DE(SUBTRACTOR>. 
OUTPUT: HL, CY. 
DESTRO YS :~CC . & STATUS. 










IF CARRY IS SET, THE RESULT IS -VE. 
18 I 35E 
19 135F 


















38 1 36A 
39 1368 
40 1 36C 

















53 1 37E 









;== ===•2•••=z========s2========s::z :s: : :z=== =======~~== 
7D &SU: HOV A,L 
93 SUB E 
6F HOV L,A 
7C HOV A,H 
9A SBB D 






































HAHE 1 &HU 
INPUT: HL!HULTIPLICANT>, DE<HULTIPLIERl. 
OUTPUT 1 HL, CY. 
CALLS: OVFH. 
DESTROYS:ACC. & STATUS. 




















































;CLEAR CY FLAG 
r 
I 
61 1388 AF XRA (l 
62 138 9 B2 ORA D 
63 130A c~ CNZ OVFH 
1308 99 
138C 13 
64 130D B3 ORA E 
65 13BE c~ CNZ OVFK 
130F 99 
1390 13 
66 1391 25 HZ: I•CR H 
67 1392 C2 JNZ 5 811 
1393 6F 
1394 13 
68 1395 El POP H 
69 1396 Dl POP D 
70 1397 Cl POP B 
71 1399 C9 I< ET 
72 ; SU Br< OUT WE FO R UV ERFLOU ALA RH. 
73 1399 3E OVFH: KVI A,OA9 
139A A9 
74 1398 32 STA 8200 
139C 00 
1390 82 
75 139E C9 RET 
76 ; == = = ============ == ======~===== = =~==2===== =· 
77 NAKE1 BDV 
78 INPUT: HL< DIV!liANTl, DE< DIVIDER>. 
79 OUTPUT: HL 
eo CALLS: OVFH. 
81 DESTRO YS :ACC. & STATU S. 
82 DESCRIPTIOH:HL I DE • HL . 
83 ; •c :c ::::c:cc:2:~= = = = =•=•==•=z==a ~• •=: zz::ca 
84 1 39F C5 8DV1 PUSH 8 
85 13AO 01 LXI B,O 
13A1 00 
13A2 00 
86 13A3 AF XRA A 
87 13A~ BA CHP D 
88 13A5 C2 JNZ BD VI 
13A6 81 
13A7 13 
89 13A8 BB CKP E 
90 13A9 C2 JNZ BDV1 
13AA 81 
13A8 13 
91 13AC CD CALL OVFK 
13AD 99 
13AE 13 
92 13AF Cl POP B 
93 1380 C9 RET 
94 1381 E5 8DVI1 PUSH H ;SAVE DIVIDEND 
95 1382 26 KVI H,O ;CLEAR COUNTER 
1383 00 
96 1384 7A HCV A,D 
97 1385 24 8DV2: INR H ;INC. COUNTER 
98 1386 E6 ANI 80 
1387 80 
99 1388 C2 JNZ BDVJ ;IF H.S.B.•1 
1389 c:s 
138A 13 
100 1388 AF XRA A ;SHIFT 
101 138C 71 HOII A,E 
102 138D 17 RAL 
103 13BE 5F liOV E,A 
104 138F 7A 11011 A,J'l DE 
10:5 13CO 17 r<AL 
106 13C1 57 HOII D,A LEFT 
107 13C2 C3 JHP 8DV2 
13C3 B:S 
13C4 13 
108 13C5 E3 BDV3s XTHL ;RESTORE DIVIDEND 
109 13C6 CD CALL BSi.J ;HL - DE=HL 
13C7 5E 
1JC8 13 
110 13C9 DA JC BDII-4 ; I F - VE 
13CA DO 
13C8 13 
111 13CC oc INR c ;SET L.S .B . OF QUOTIENT 
112 13CD C3 JHP BDV5 
13CE D1 
13CF 13 
113 13011 19 BDV4t DAD D 
114 1301 E3 80VSt XTHL ; SAVE DIVIDEND 
115 13D2 25 DCR H 
116 13D3 CA JZ IIDV6 ;IF CDUNTER aO 
1304 E6 
13D5 13 
117 1306 AF XRA A ;SHIFT 
118 13D7 79 KOV A,C 
119 13(•8 17 RAL 
120 1309 4F HOV C,A BC 
121 D J:I A 78 HOV A,B 
122 1308 17 RAL 
1 ., -i..J l:iDC .j ~i dll'J B,A LEFT 
1 • .. ! '""! r, [i / .", f! ·-: ·,,t A, D ; SltiFT 
1 :; :. ~ 3!"1::: I; F.:'.H 
1 ~t 1 J !)f .. , f4 r,11 ',. D,A 
127 nF O ii rw'J A,E DE 
I ') n 
4 • l :~ 1 1 F ~~ ~:~ 
\ 129 I :;;r,: 2 ~·· ' r 1·101.1 E,A . ~I GI-lT , 
; 13 (., I ~'E 3 C'3 J I1P Bir V3 ;NEXT BIT 
13£ 4 r. ::; 
DES . .., lu 
131 13E6 E 1 B D'i 6 : f'OP H ; RES TORE REMAINDER 
1 ~ 2 l:'E7 or= XRI'l A ;ROUND 
13 3 13E8 7D i"10V A,L 
13 4 13E9 1 7 RI'\L 
13 ::i i3EA 6F MOV L,A OFF 
136 13CB ? C HOV A,H 
137 13EC 1 7 F:AL 
13 e 13E IJ 67 HOV H,A THE 
139 13 EE re :) CHP D 
140 13£F DA JC NCYO 
13F O FB 
13F1 13 
141 13F2 C2 .JN ~ CYO . LAST 
13F3 F(l 
13F 4 13 
142 13F5 7D MGV A,L 
143 13F6 BB CMP E 
144 13F7 DA JC NCYO BIT 
13F8 FD 
13F9 13 
145 13FA 03 CYO : INX B 
146 13 FB 60 tiCYO: HOV H,8 
147 13FC 69 HOV L,C 
148 13FD Cl POP 8 
149 13FE C9 RET 
t:SO .E ND 
ADt 1288 AD2 128D AD3 1297 AD4 1299 
ADDSR 1282 BDV 139F 8DV1 1381 BDV2 13B5 
BDVJ 13C:S BDV4 13DO BDVS 1301 BDV6 13E6 
BHU 1365 BSU 135E CEXP 1338 CYO 13FA 
DEND 122A DV1 11BD DV10 127E DV2 11 C3 
DVJ 11 E8 DV4 1.1F9 DV:S 1210 DV6 123A 
DV7 124A DVB 1263 DV9 1272 DVD 11AE 
FSTZ 10A2 IFZ 1098 t1I 130F HT 1311 
HT1 1318 HU1 10CE HU2 10D7 HU3 10EF 
HU4 1CFB HU:5 1165 HU6 1172 HU7 117F 
HUB 1194 HU9 11AO HUPY 10C1 HZ 1391 
NACt 1346 HAC2 1351 NACJ 1350 NCY1 1048 
NCY2 12E4 HCYO 13F8 HOK 137E OVFH 1399 
R8CF 1302 RBCR 12E6 RDEL 12F4 RDER 12ED 
RESU .1206 RET1 107D REXP 1352 RFOR 1320 
RHLL 12F8 RI 1323 ROPD 12CO SB1 12AA 
S82 12AC 583 128C SB4 128E SBH 136F 
SH1 102E SHJ 104C SH4 105C SH:S 1069 
SKit 1018 SUBB 1081 SUBSR 1298 SU.HH 1003 




Sampling Rate and Data Logger Programming. 
(A) Sampling Interval Programming . 
The sampling rate can be programmed to a sequence of different 
intervals. The location of the first sampling itnerval is in constant 
address 'OO'. The setting up of the sampling interval is by loading 
the constant table as follows: 
L....-.-J.-------L--L----~1 IL..--...L___....L----1 
I 1 1 I I 
:x 10 sec :x 1 sec. :x 0·1 sec;O·Ol sec: 




N.B. The shortest sampling interval is 0·05 sec. 
(B) Data Logger Programming. 







~,__,___-...L..:I..~.I. ~' ~~~ I 
number of samples 






:number of 1 
lsamples ' 
:before logging : 
'starts. 1 
~-+-1 ___Jit.....____..,L________JII L....-~------~ 
:o/p devi~e no.of: Address of tnumber of 
:0=TX1 : data : 1st data. !samples 
1 l=TX2 • to be 1 1be tween 





:Address of Address of 




:Address of !Address of 













This Data Logger can be logged up to nine data per sample. 
Its output through communication interface TXl or TX2 is normally 
in the form of two start bits, followed by eight bit ASClll and then one 
stop bit. The band rate is 110. These can be changed by reprogramming 
the programmable timer and the corresponding communication interface. 
The print out of the data is in the following pattern. 
Sample no. 1st Data 2nd Data 3rd Data 4th Data 5th Data 6th Data 
7th Data 8th Data 9th Data 
The data is presented in the form of a mantissa and an exponent 
(e.g. -.0001 E-00). 
A-75 
APPENDIX 8 
Listing of Pseudo-random Binary Sequence Program and 
Maximum Cycle Length Test Program. 
A-76 
r' I .TITL~ • CK!CK ·Fe~ . ·toR: i1.Ax. CYCLE LH. • 
2 . HEX 
3 1900 00 .QRG 1 90f ~ ''·~ 
4 ECHO ==0F7 i 
5 1900 lE MVI E.,0 ;CLEAR FEEC:G/', CK C')UNTEF 
1901 00 
6 1902 16 M\1 I L .. 080 J.LOAD FEEDBACK ~1A5 J< 
19 0 3 80 
7 190.4 1C ALTP.: INR E 
8 1905 7('\ MOV A .. D 
9 1906 07 RLC 
10 190 7 57 MOV D .. A 
1 1 1908 06 :iV 1 D_, 0 
1909 00 
12 190A 48 MOV c .. n 
13 1905 26 ~I H .. 0FF 
19~C FF 
14 1900 37. STC .. • • j; ~ 
15 190~ 03 FOB: llf.S' ,.-.:.'t--...;8_ . ~ •.. ",1t~;.,z: •. 'f~;:.. 
16 190F 7C MO V "';" -·· !' fv H . r.. " . - .• :: ·~; ~ 
1 7 1910 IF :u\R- . 
18 1 9 1 1 67 MOV H., A . •: \...._.., . 
19 1912 LA JC LONE 
1913 ID 
· .. v 
1914 19 
20 1915 A2 ANA D I • , . ~ :.Q .· -
21 1916 CA JZ . FOB- \ ·:~ ·~it __ -·< 
1917 0E 
1918 
J ~ 19 
22 1919 37 STC . . : 
23 191A C3 JMP ETST 
19 1B 22 
" 191C 19 
24 191D A2 LONE s ANA D 
25 191E C2 J NZ F-I)B 
191F 0E 
192 0 1 9 
2 6 1921 37 STC 
2 7 1922 7C ETST: MO'J A,H 
28 1923 FE CPI 
" 
0F F . 
\,. ... 
1924 FF 
29 19 2 5 C2 JNZ . FCB 
1926 0E 
1927 19 
30 1928 78 r-10 V A., B 
3 1 1929 FE CPI IZ l 
192A 0 1 
32 192E C2 .JN l ALT R 
192 C 0 4 
192C 19 
33 192£ 79 t-10V A,C 
34 192F FE CPI 0FF 
1930 FF· 
35 19 31 C2 JNZ ALTR 
1932 0 4 
1933 1 9 
36 1934 7 8 :-10V A .. E 
37 1935 r6 OR I 30 
1936 30 
38 1937 CD CALL ECHO 
1938 7 1 
1939 0F 
39 193A C3 JMP 0499 
193B 9 9 
193C 04 
4 0 • EN D 
ALT f-. 
.J ill4 0 .. _ _;5JiQ-~ . E T 51" t9 22 • • -?'" rf:" os 19-,E 
:-. d-77 -- p • .. ._. . . . 





14 0 1 
J40C: 







10 14 2A 
1405 
140C 























































.TITLE 'PSEUDO-R~~COM BIN. SEQ. GEN.' 
.HEX 
• 0 RG 1400 

































32 '·0 PR:. 
. 0~.~ 
ea. "' - .. 
C9~ : .• · 
lf.' :.P~: 
4"f.~. ,:-"; . 
nA-. ;~ • _: . :: 
..... '1 " ~~ ........ -~:''- c: 















.•. -~ ~: 
t!'o s."'? ~-~~ . c 1 - " 
r ·-~. • -.. -· ~-t . , . I? · .• -. ;'- _ -
9i """ "" ·:. ··. ' • r CA ::;.}~.,: ., J .Z 
2C •.? • -.-. .,!., ... 
-·i-."'( .. a;_;· :' ~:.; ; ,-- ~4 ~ ·•• ~· .... · ' 
, •. :;~. ~; ~~·,_:,., .. _"':r.,~~-:.r. ... ·, ~ -~ 
~ ... · , .*-. ...  - c- (.J\~ ;1 le:.,. 
,.. . ' 'r rtJit' , '\. ~·. ' .. 
" ~~ . ~ t• .. ,.~ \. 
7 8 ~'- MOV A~ El 
CS RZ 
37 NCEN: STC 
C9 RET 












C.- I s> 
--- r v 
...... 
; 'J / P Tl) r:-.OCESS 
N~EN I) PR 
p r.J3S 14 1£ . . -




Listing of Cross-correlation and Auto-correlation Program. 
A-79 










































14 I A 
1418 

















33 I 420 
142E 


























.TITLE "CROSS ~ AUTO-CORR ELATI ON PROGRA~" 
.HEX 
;THIS PROG RAH READS FROM THE DATA LOGGER OUT PU T IN PA PER 
;TAPE FO RH UITH I IP<HE ATER1 FIR ST AND OIP<LE VEL> SEC OND. 
;TIIEN IT CALCUL ATES THE CROSS- CO P. RELATIOH FUi~CTTON AND 
;TH~ AUTO-COR RELATI ON FUNCTION AND OUTPUT TH EH IH 









00 .ORG 1400 
JA LDA OBFC ;ENABLE READER 
FC 
OB 
F6 ORI 02 
02 
32 STA 08FC 
FC 
OB 
32 STA 8011 
11 
80 
JE HVI A,14 ;SET INITIAL CONDH. FOR 
14 
32 STA OA1A FILTERS 
lA 
OA 
32 STA OAID 
ID 
OA 
21 LXI H,0028 ;SET X FOR LEVEL 
28 
00 
22 SHLD OAIB 
18 
OA 
21 LXI H,OOFO ;SET X FOR HEATER 
FO 
00 
22 SHLD OAIE 
lE 
OA 
I 1 LXI D, I COO 
00 
I C 
21 LXI H,1EOO 
00 
1E 
CD COR1: CALL SRIP2 
5C 
01 
FE CPI 0 ;IF • 0 
00 
CA JZ STOP 
75 
14 
FE CPI OD ;IF CR 
OD 
C2 JNZ COR1 
25 
14 
CD CALL ECHO 
6A 
OF 



































'14 l ~ . ·. :: iJ t1)L L I iU, D2 ; RE AD HEATER I/P 
:c 
I • ' r,; 
~5 ' ; •. t.lt lill1J C,E 
H f ..! .' t' [1 1 PJ? D 
47 I : 1l" C'1 DGT 2 : !>~L L SR!P2 
l ·i :, se 
1 1 ~d) 01 
4 6 l ·.:i l f' E Cl' I " 
,. ;IF " . " 1 ., ... 
· t .J .... ~ ~ 
-49 i !1 !a3 C2 JHZ DOT2 
, :; 4 ~E 
1 1, ~5 1 4 
:10 1 ·1 ~6 CD CALL Sf! IP2 
I ·l :'i7 se 
1~ sa Ol 
51 1459 CD CALL SRIP2 
1 t, ::;r, se 
14 5B 0 1 
52 14 ::iC [15 PU SH D 
53 14 5[1 CD CALL INAII2 ;READ LEVEL 0/P 
14 5F. IC 
14 5F OF 
54 1460 7B HOV A,E 
5 5 14 6 1 Dl f'OP D 
56 1-46 2 2F CHA ;CONDN. 0/P 
57 14 63 CD CALL HH 
1-464 F4 
1465 15 
58 1466 12 STAX D ;STORE 0/P 
:i9 1467 79 HOV A,C 
60 1468 OF RRC ;CONDN. 1/P 
61 1-469 OF RRC 
62 146A E6 ANI 3F 
1469 3F 
63 146C CD CALL HPH 
1460 1 E 
146E 16 
64 146F 77 HOV II,A ;STORE 1/P 
65 1470 13 IHX D 
66 1471 23 IHX H 
67 1472 C3 JHP COR I 
1473 25 
1474 14 
68 1475 CD STOP: CALL DRD ;DISABLE REAIIER 
1476 C3 I 
1477 OF 
69 1478 22 SHLD OA16 
1479 16 
147A OA 
70 1478 E8 XCHG 
71 147C 22 SHLD OA14 
147D 14 
147E OA 
72 147F CD CALL DOTS 
1480 E6 
14.81 15 
73 1482 CD CALL DOTS 
1483 E6 
1484 15 
74 1485 3E KVI A," I' 
1486 21 
7:5 1487 C.D CALL ECHO 
1488 6A 
1489 OF 
76 14BA CD CALL DOTS 
1488 E6 
14BC 15 
77 148D 3E KVI II,OD 
148E OD 
78 148F CD CALL ECHO 
1490 6A 
1491 OF 
79 1492 06 11VI B,O 
1493 00 
80 1494 11 COH: LXI D, I COO 
1495 00 
1496 1 c 
81 1497 21 LXI H,1EOO 
1498 00 
1499 1 E 
82 14911 78 KOV A,B 
83 1498 83 ADD E 
84 149C 5F KOV E,A ;E=B+E 
85 149D AF XRA A 
86 149E 4F HOV C,A 
87 149F 32 STA OA18 
14AO 18 
14A1 OA 
BB 14A2 32 STA OA19 
14AJ 19 
14A4 OA 
89 14A5 C5 CRCL1 PUSH 8 ;CROSS- CORRELATION CALN. 
90 14A6 7E KOV A,K 
91 14117 E6 ANI 7F ;DELETE SIGH &IT 
14AO 7F 
92 141\9 47 HOV B,A 
9~ 14 r1A 1 A LDAX [I 
94 14 AB E6 AtH 7F ; DELETE SIGH P.IT 
141'tC 7F 
95 14AD 4F HOV C,A 
96 14AE oc IUR c 
97 HAF AF XI'< A A 
9B 1400 00 HL1 DCR c ; <DE >• <I'lL> 
99 1481 CA Jl SH 
1482 BB 
1483 14 
100 14 B4 00 ADTI B 
I 01 14£<5 C3 J MP ML 
1486 80 
1487 14 
102 14BB 06 SH: HVI B,O 
1489 00 
103 I <IBA 4F HO I) C,A 
104 14BB 1 A LDA X D 
105 14 BC AE XRA M 
106 14 BD E6 ANI ElO ;EXTRACT SIGN BIT 
14BE BO 
107 14BF CA JZ SH1 ;IF BOTH SIGN THE SA ME 
14CO cc 
14Ct Ill 
lOB 14C2 79 HOV A,C THEN 2'S COHPLEHENT PRODUCT 
109 14C3 2F CHA 
I 10 14C4 C6 AD! 01 
14C5 01 
111 14C6 4F HOV C,A 
112 14 C7 3E HVI A,O 
14CB 00 
" 113 14C9 CE ACI OFF 
14CA FF 
114 t4CB 47 HOV B,A 
115 t4CC E5 SHI: PUSH H 
t 16 14CD 2A LHLD OAIB 
14CE 18 
HCF OA 
117 14DO 09 DAD B 
118 14Dt 22 SHLD OA18 
1102 18 
14D3 OA 
119 14D4 El POP H 
120 14D5 13 INX D 
121 14D6 23 IHX H 
122 14D7 C1 POP B 
123 1408 oc It~R c 
124 141)9 JA LDA OAI4 
14DA 14 
14DB OA 
125 14DC 06 SUI 15 ;TERMINATE AT 21 POINTS BEFORE E 
ND 
14DD 15 
126 14DE BD CHP L 
127 14DF 02 JHC CRCL 
14EO A5 
14E I 14 
128 14E2 2A LHLD OA18 
14E3 18 
14E4 OA 
129 14E5 CD CALL OPSA. ;0/P RESULT 
14E6 78 
14E7 OF 
130 14E8 79 HOV A,C ;NO.OF DATA/ 8 
131 14E9 OF RRC 
132 14EA OF RRC 
133 14EB OF RRC 
134 14EC E6 ANI IF 
14ED IF 
135 14EE :SF HOV E,A 
136 14EF 16 HVI c,o 
14FO 00 
137 14F I 3E HVl A,ao ;IF 
14F2 80 
138 14F3 A4 ANA H 0/P 
139 14F4 CA jz DIV NOT -VE 
14F5 OB 
14F6 , IS 
140 14F7 7C HOV A,H ;2'9 COMPLEMENT HL 
141 14F8 2F CHA 
142 14F9 67 HOV H,A 
143 14FA · 7D HOV A,L 
144 14FB 2F CHA 
145 14FC 6F HOV L,A 
146 14FD 23 IHX H 
147 14FE CD CALL BDV 
14FF 9F 
1500 I J 
140 1501 7C HOV A,H 
149 1502 2F CHA 
i JO 1503 (,/ HOV H,A 
1 :; I 1 ~ 0t. ;:!.l HOJ A, L 
I S:! 1505 > ~ 
- r Cri'\ 
1 ~ 3 1506 6 r 11 rs :) L,A 
1 '5 4 1 50~ 23 IHX H 
1-r J .J 1508 c,; J N!' SG 
1509 c:.:: 
150A 1 ~ 
156 150 E en DIV: CALL BDV 
150C S'F 
1500 I~ 
157 150E 1 E SG : t1V I E, 18 ;ADD 24 TO LIFT THE GRAPH UP 
1:iOF 18 
158 1510 16 HVI D,O 
15 11 00 
159 1512 19 DAD D 
16 0 1513 7C HOV A,H 
161 1514 (6 ANI 80 
151 s 00 
162 1516 C2 JNZ AST 
151 7 24 
1518 15 
163 1519 23 INX H 
164 I SIA 2;J PLOT: OCR L 
165 1518 CA JZ AST 
151C 24 
1510 l:i 
166 151 E CD CALL TYSP 
151F DC 
1520 OF 
167 1521 C3 JMP PLOT 
1522 1 A 
1523 15 
168 1524 3E AST: ' MVI A, .... . ., 
1525 2A 
169 1526 CD CALL ECHO 
1527 6A 
1528 OF 
170 1529 3E HVI A,OD ;TYPE CR 
152A OD 
171 1528 CD CALL ECHO 
152C 6A 
1520 OF 
172 152E 04 INR B 
173 152F 78 HOV A,B 
174 1530 FE CPI 14 
1531 14 




177 1535 CD CALL DOTS 
1536 E6 
1537 15 
178 1538 3E HV! A, ~l" 
1539 21 
179 153A CD CALL ECHO 
1538 6A 
153C OF 
180 153D CD CALL DOTS 
153E E6 
153F 15 
181 1540 3£ HVI A,OD 
1541 OD 
182 1542 CD CALL ECHO 
1543 6A 
1544 OF 
183 1545 06 HVI B,O . 
1546 00 
184 1547 21 AUCOa LXI H, I EOO 
1548 00 
1549 1 E 
185 154A AF XRA A 
186 1548 32 STA 0AI8 ;CLEAR SP & c 
154C 18 
154D OA 
187 154£ 32 STA OA19 
154F 19 
1550 OA 
188 1551 4F HOV C,A 
189 1552 58 HOV E,B 
190 1553 54 HOV D,H 
191 1554 CS CALs PUSH B 
192 1555 7£ HOV A,H ;CONDN. I/P 
193 1556 E6 ANI 7F ;DELET SIGN BIT 
1557 7F 
194 1558 47 HOV 8,A ;B•I/P 
1'15 1559 lA LDAX D 
196 155A E6 ANI 7 F ;DELET S lON BIT 
1558 7F 
197 155C 4F HOV C,A ;C•SHIFTED I/P 
199 1550 oc INR c. 
199 155E AF XRA A 
20 0 15 ~F OD HP : !J Cf< c ; P*C=A 
2•)1 1!560 CA JZ SHH 
1561 67 
1562 1 s 
:!02 1 ~ 63 eo t'l[Jfl B . 
203 156-4 C3 JMP l-iP 
1565 ~ F 
1566 IS 
204 1567 06 SH H: 11VI II,O ; SUHH ATION 
1568 00 
20 5 1569 4F HilV C,A 
20 6 156A I A LD AX D 
207 1568 AE XRA H 
208 156C F.6 ANI 80 ; EXTRACT SIGN 
1560 80 
209 156E CA JZ SHHI ; IF I!OTH SIGN THE SAHE 
156F 79 
1!'i70 1 s 
2 10 I 571 79 HOV A,C THEN 2 "' 5 COHPLEIIENT PRODUCT 
211 1572 2F CHA 
212 1573 C6 ALII 01 
1574 01 
213 1575 4F HOV C,A 
214 1576 3E HVI A,O 
1577 00 
215 15;'9 CE ACI OFF 
1579 FF 
216 157A 47 MOV 8,A 
217 1578 ES SHHI: PUSH H 
218 1~ 7 C 2A LHLD OA18 
157D 18 
157E OA 
219 157F 09 DAD 8 
22 0 1:580 22 SHLD OA19 
1:191 18 
1582 OA 
221 1583 El POP H 
222 1594 23 INX H 
223 1585 13 INX D 
22-4 1586 Cl POP B 
225 1597 oc INR c 
226 1588 3A LDA OA16 
1589 16 
158A OA 
227 1588 D6 SUI 15 ; TERHI NA TE AT 15 POINTS BEFORE E 
ND 
158C 15 
228 158D BD CHP L 
229 158E D2 JNC CAL 
158F 54 
1590 15 
230 1591 2A LHLD OA19 ;SP/C=HL 
1:592 18 
1593 OA 
231 1:594 CD CALL OPSA ;0 /P RESULT 
1595 7B 
1596 Of 
232 1597 79 PlO V A,C ;NO. Of DATA/ -4 
233 1598 OF RRC 
234 1599 Of RRC 
235 159A E6 ANI 3F 
1:598 3f 
236 1:59C SF HIJV E,A 
237 159D 1"6 HVI D,O 
159E 00 
238 159f 3E HVI A,80 
1:5AO 80 
239 15A1 A4 ANA H 
240 1SA2 CA JZ DIVE 
1:5A3 89 
15A4 1:5 
241 15A:5 7C HOV A,H 
242 15A6 2f CHA 
243 15A7 67 HOV H,A ;2 ' 5 COHPLEHENT HL 
244 15A8 7D HOV A,L 
2<15 15.A9 2f CHA 
246 ISAA 6F HOV L,A 
2<17 15AB 23 INX H 
248 15AC CD CALL 8DV 
I SAD 9f 
15AE 13 
249 15Af 7C HOV A,H 
2:50 1590 2f CHA 
251 1:591 67 HOV H,A 
252 1592 7D HOV A,L 
253 1583 2f CHA 
2:54 1594 6F HOV L,A 
2:55 158:5 23 INX H 
256 1596 C3 JHP SGA 
1587 BC 
1:588 I 5 




LJ.j 1 r ' 1. 1 E 
. ' . 
. , ... OA 
259 ! ~.!: 1 t) 
i I,- 00 
260 1 '· - (\ 19 
261 1 ! t 7C 
26 2 1 ;::, r E.S 
1 .• C,I RO 
263 1 ~C4 C2 
1 ~· \::! 02 
1 ~.(;{, 1:5 
264 1 ::iC7 23 
265 1 7jC ;) 2D 
266 1 5C ? CA 
1 !.CA D2 
1 ~t;s 15 
267 I ~CC CD 
1::.iCD DC 
I ::iCE OF 
260 1 5CF C3 
l ;jO O ea 
15111 1:5 
269 1S02 3E 
1 ~r·J 2A 
270 I~D4 CD 
1 J[iJ .SA 
15[J.S OF 
271 ~ 5(1;' JE 
1~Dil OD 
272 15119 CD 
15DA 6A 
15DB OF 
273 15DC 04 
274 1ZDD 78 
275 15[1E FE 
l !'.iC F 14 
276 15EO C2 
15E I 47 
15E 2 1:5 
277 1~ E 3 C3 
15E4 9D 
15E5 04 
r - ~ ., 







































CROSS & AUT O- CORRELATION PROGRAM CALOS- 80 V2 .1 2 03/19/71 PAGE 2 
1 ;SU BROUTINE FOR TY PING 14 DOTS 
2 15E6 C5 DOTS: PUSH B 
3 15(7 06 11VI B,OE 
15EB OE 
4 1~E9 3E DTI: HVI A , , 
' . I SEA 2E 
s ISEB CD CALL ECHO 
I SEC 6A 
15ED OF 
6 ISH os DCR B 
7 15EF C2 JNZ DTI 
15FO E9 
I SFI IS 
8 1:5F2 Cl POP I 
9 I SF:! C9 RET 
10 ;THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE HIGH rASS FILTER 
11 ;FUNCTION FOR THE LEVEL. 
12 15F4 D5 HPL1 PUSH D 
13 ISFS ES PUSH H 
14 ISF6 FS PUSH PS \.I 
15 ISF7 JA LDA OAIA 
15F8 lA 
15F9 OA 
16 ISFA SF 110V E,A 
17 ISFB 16 KVI D,O 
ISFC 00 
18 1:5FD 2A LHLD OAIB 
15FE 18 
ISFF OA 
19 1600 CD C~LL BDV ;X<K>IT •X 
1601 9F 
1602 13 
20 1603 F1 POP PSU 
21 1604 95 SUB L ;U<K+I > - X = Y(K+I) 
22 I 60S FS PUSH PSU 
23 1606 2A LHLD OA1B ;UPDATE X<K> 
1607 18 
1608 OA 
24 1609 SF KOV E,A I.E. X<K+I) • XCK> + Y<K+I > 
25 ·160A D2 JNC Hl1 
1608 OF 
160C 16 
26 1600 16 KVI D,OFF 
160E FF 
27 160F 19 Hl11 DAD D 




2 '7 1 :. 1 3 F ~ 1:·rJ: · P:J U 
30 1 /, i l C '1 
' ' 
Jr· Hl2 
, , .... I ._• 1 ~· 
1 :. I 6 1 b 
31 1 ·'11 ;' 2f c::~ 
32 1 ~ .. ! :J 3C ! "'' A ,,,, \ 33 1 ::. 1'7' F t' o;, I GO 
J.1,1A ov 
34 1 6 1 B E 1 HL 2: POP H 
35 16 1C [;1 POP D 
3 6 1 6 1 [• C9 RET 
37 ;THIS SUBJ;OUT I r~E PEF.: FORMS THE HI GH PASS FILTER FUHCTION 
3 8 ;FOR THE HE tHER . 
3 9 1 t. 1 E Il5 HPtl : F~I ~ H D 
40 1 t 1 F E~ PLI SH H 
41 16::!0 F5 PU SH F'S\J 
42 1 62 1 3A U tA OAtD 
1622 1 D 
16 23 OA 
. -43 1624 5F MOV E,A 
44 1 6~5 16 MV I D,O 
1l. ?6 0 0 
45 1627 2A Ll l lll OA1E 
1628 1 E 
162 9 OA 
46 162A CD CALL snv ;X<K> I T "' X 
162 8 9F 
162C 1 3 
47 162D F1 POP PS\J 
48 162 E 95 SU B L ;U<K +1 > - X = Y<K+1> 
49 162 F F5 PUSH PSU 
:10 1630 2A LHLD OA1E ;UPDATE X<K> 
1631 1 E 
1632 OA 
:11 1633 :SF MO V E,A I.E. X<K+1> = X<K> + Y<K+1 > 
52 163 4 02 JNC HH1 
1635 39 
1636 16 
53 1637 16 HVI D,OFF 
1638 FF 
54 1639 1 9 HH 1 : DAD D 
55 163A 22 SHLD OA1E 
1638 1E 
163C OA 
56 163D F1 POP PSU 
57 163E F2 JP IIH2 
163F 45 
1640 16 
58 1641 2F CMA 
59 1642 JC INR A 
60 1643 F6 ORI 80 
164.4 80 
61 1645 Et HH2: POP H 
62 1646 D1 POP {I 
63 1647 C9 RET 
64 .END 
AST 1524 AUCO 1547 BDV 139F CAL 1554 
COH t 494 COR1 1425 CRCL 14A5 DIV 1508 
DIVE 1589 DOT1 1435 DOT2 144E DOTS 15E6 
DRD OFC3 DT1 15E9 ECHO OF6A GRH 15C8 
HH1 1639 HH2 1645 Hl1 160F HL2 1618 
HPH 161E HPL 15F4 IHAD2 OF1C ML 14BO 
HP 155F OPSA OF7B PLOT 151A so 150E 
. 
SGA 158C SH 14B8 SHt HCC SHH 1567 
SHH1 1578 SRIP2 Ot5C STOP 1475 STR 15D2 





Listing of Three-term Controller Program. 
A-87 











9 1 C03 
I CO~ 









14 t COE 
ICOF 
t 5 1 Cl 0 
1 Cl t 
1C12 
t 6 1 C13 
ICH 
17 lCt:S 
t 8 I Cl 6 
t 9 t Ct7 
20 t eta 
21 1Ct9 




2~ 1 Cl E 
25 t Cl F 
26 t C20 
27 I C21 
20 1 C22 






33 1 C28 
IC29 
IC2A 






















44 t C~l 
~5 I C~2 
ICH 
I CH 
46 1 C~5 
47 t C46 
IC47 
tc~8 
~9 t C49 
~9 t C~A 
IC~B 
tC4C 
50 t C4D 
IC4E 
t C4F 
51 1 cso 
s2 1 est 
1C52 
1C53 






CO .ORG ICOO 
JA LDA 0808 ;FETCH I/P STATUS 
0(:) 
08 
E6 ANI 01 
01 
CA JZ EXPF ;IF B.C.D. 
24 
1 c 
06 HVI B,O ;START BINARY TO FCD CONVERSION 
00 
21 SUSB: LXI H,0806 
06 
08 
7E HOV A,H ;FETCH I / P 
FE CPI OA 
OA 













































;PLACE H.S. 2 DIGIT 
Y<T+t>•<t-K>•Y<T~+K•U<T+t) 



















































































TO BC I H 




IN 't t' 
;FETCH 
K 
: 1 , .. . . • I JA LOA 806 ; FETCH 
j c ~ ) 06 
1 .~ '. 08 
" " 
1 • ~· I' 4F HOV C,A 
s~ . ~ ' :l A LuA 807 U <T+l > 
1 '"• I ~. '.>7 
I""' • ) 08 
~ ... t r: :. & 47 HOV B,A 
:5 7 t r. :,c 26 HV I H,OCO FROH ' 3 ' 
IC SD CO 
::, a 1LSE CD CALL HU f'Y ; K•U<T+l > 
lC ~ F Cl 
1 c.so 10 
5 ~ I Co t 3A LDA 821 ;FETCH 
1C1,2 21 
1C63 08 
60 1C6 4 4F HOV C,A 
61 1 C6 5 3A LDA 822 ( 1- K) ~~<Y < T> 
I C66 22 
1C67 08 
62 IC 69 47 HOV B,A 
63 I C69 3A LDA 823 FROH ' 1 I ' 
1C6A 23 
1C6B OB 
64 I C6C 67 HOV H,A 
65 IC6D CD CALL SUHM ;Y <T+l> = <l - K> • Y< T>+k*U<T+I) 
1C6E 03 
1C6F 10 
66 1C7 0 7D HOV A,L ;STO RE RE!>ULT 
67 1 C71 32 STA 823 
1C72 23 
1C73 08 
68 1C74 EB XCHG 
69 1C75 22 SHLD 821 IN '11 ' 
1C76 21 
1C77 08 
70 1C78 01 BCD I : LXI 8,815 ; SHIFT PREVIOUS 
1C79 15 
1C7A 08 
71 1C78 11 LXI D,818 ER RORS 
IC7C 18 
IC7D 08 
72 IC7E 21 LXI H,81B E<T-1> 
1C7F I B 
ICBO 08 
73 I CBI 3E HVI A,03 
1C82 03 
74 IC83 F5 HVA: PUSH PSU 
75 ICB4 I A LirA X D E<T-2) · 
76 IC85 77 HOV H,A 
77 IC86 OA LDAX B 
78 1C87 12 STAX D 
79 IC8G 03 INX B 
80 1C09 13 INX D 
81 1C8A 23 INX H 
82 ICBB Fl POP PSU 
83 1C8C 3D DCR A 
84 ICBD C2 JNZ HVA 
1CBE 83 
1CBF 1 c 
85 ; CALCULATE E < T> 
86 1C90 2A LHLD 821 ;FETCH HEASUREHENT 
1 C91 21 
1C92 08 
87 1C93 44 HOV B,H ;SAVE I/P IN BC 
88 1C94 7D HOV A,L 
89 1C95 E6 ANI OFO 
1C96 FO 
90 1C97 4F HOV C,A 
91 IC98 2A LHLD 809 ;FETCH SET POINT 
IC99 09 
IC9A OB 
92 IC9B 54 HOV D,H ;SAVE 
93 IC9C 7D HOV A,L SET POINT 
94 IC9D E6 ANI OFO IN 
IC9E FO 
95 1C9F :SF HOV E,A ; DE 
96 1CAO 26 HVI H,40 ; SET HEASUREHENT -VE 
I CAI 40 
97 ICA2 2E HVI L,OCO ;SET SET POINT +VE 
ICA3 eo 
98 ICA4 CD CALL SUHH 
1CA5 03 
ICA6 10 
99 · tCA7 EB XCHG 
tOO I CAB 22 SHLD OBI5 ;STORE E<T> 
ICA9 15 
ICAA OB 
101 I CAB 78 HOV A,E 
102 ICAC 32 STA 0817 
I CAD 17 
ICAE 08 
A-
103 1CA F 2A LH LD 0800 ; FETCH TS S~HPLING INTV. 
1CB O 00 
1 CB 1 08 
104 1 cr•2 44 liOV B,H 
10 :5 1Cf<J 40 HO V C,L 
106 IC S4 26 tl VI H, OC2 ONTO BC 
IC D:i C2 
107 1C ll 6 CD CALL COPR ; SHIFT OPE RA TOR . 
ICB7 20 
1C DB I E 
108 IC B9 [5 PUS H H ; FETCH 
109 IC BA 21 LXI H,80F INTEGRAL 
ICBB OF 
ICBC 08 
110 IC BD CD CALL FOPD CONST. KI 
I CBE 13 
JCBF I E 
Ill ICCO CD CALL HUPY ;T S ,~f\ I 
I CCI Cl 
ICC2 I 0 
112 ICC3 E5 PUSH H ;FETCH 
113 ICC4 21 LXI H,815 E<T> 
ICC5 15 
ICC6 oa 
114 ICC7 CD CALL FOPR 
ICCB OA 
ICC9 I E 
115 ICCA CD CALL HUPY ;TS•K I <~~ E ~ T l~DF 
1CCB Cl 
ICCC 10 
116 ICCD D5 PU SH D ; SAVE 
117 ICCE E5 PUSH H ; DF 
11 B ICCF ~ A lHLD OBIB ;FETCH 
ICDO 1 B 
1 CDI OB 
119 1CD2 EB XCHQ 
120 ICDJ 3A LDA OB IA E<T-1 > 
ICD4 lA 
ICD5 OB 
121 ICD6 EE XRJ BO ll SET 
I CD7 BO 
122 ICDB 6F HOV L, A ; -VE 
123 ICD9 E:S PUSH H ;FET CH 
124 ICDA 21 LXI H,B I 5 E<T> 
ICDB Is 
ICDC 09 
125 ICDD CD CALL r-OPR 
ICDE OA 
ICDF 1 E 
126 ICEO CD CflLL SUHH •E<T> - E<T-1 > 
' . ICE I 03 
ICE2 10 
127 1CE3 E5 PUSH H ;FETCH 
129 1CE4 21 LXI H,BOC KP 
1CE5 oc 
1CE6 09 
129 1CE7 CD CALL FO PR 
ICES OA 
ICE9 lE 
130 ICEA CD CALL HUPY ;<E<Tl - E<T-Ill•KP 
ICEB Cl 
1CEC 10 
131 ICED 70 HOV A,L 
132 ICEE El POP H ;RESTORE 
133 ICEF Cl POP B DF 
134 1CFO 65 llilV H, L 
135 ICFI 6F HOV L,A 
136 1CF2 CD CALL SUHH ;<E<T>-E<T-1ll•KP+DF•P 
ICF3 03 
ICF4 I 0 
137 ICF5 D5 PUSH D ;SAVE 
139 ICF6 E5 PUSH H . p 
' 139 ICF7 2A LHLD OBIB ;FETCH E<T-Il 
1CF8 18 
ICF9 09 
140 ICFA EB XCHG 
141 ICFB 2A lHLD 091A 
1CFC I A 
ICFD OB 
142 1CFE 65 HOV H,L 
143 1CFF 42 HOV B,D 
144 IDOO 48 HOV C,E 
145 IDOl CD CALL SUHH ;2E<T -1 l 
ID02 03 
1D03 10 
146 ID04 7D HOV A,L 
147 1005 EE XRl BO 
1D06 80 
14B 1D07 6F HOV L,A ;SET 2E<T - Il - VE 
149 1D09 E5 PU SH H 




. ' ! . !C rt• CALL FO?n ;FETCH E<Tl I -·I 
I: (, 0 01-1 
i :•OE l E 1 •... 
--~ 1 .. (' f CD CIILL SUHH ;E<Tl - 2E<T-1 > 
I ~1 1 IJ 03 
•t)l l 10 
151 1 'l l 2 E5 PUSH H 
! :.·4 ID 1 3 21 LXI H, 8 1B ;FETCH 
I !• 1 4 ID 
trr I!! 03 
155 I ~116 CD CALL FO F'R E<T-2> 
1 Dl7 OA 
1 D 18 I E 
156 ID I 9 CD CALL SUM~ ;E<T>-2E< T-1l+E<T-2> 
1 D 1 A 03 
1 D 1 B I 0 
157 lDIC E5 PUSH H 
15 !1 I 01 D 21 LXI H,812 ;FETCH 
101 E 12 
I 01 F OB 
159 I D2 0 CD CALL FOPR KO 
1021 OA 
1022 lE 
160 1023 CD CALL HUPY ;<E<T>-2E<T-1l+E<T-2>l*KD 
11124 Cl 
1025 1(} 
161 111 ::!6 7D HOV A,L 
162 1n27 2A LHLD 0800 ;HTCH TS 
1028 00 
1£129 OB 
163 1D2A 44 HOV B,H 
164 102!1 4D HOV C,L 
165 102C 6F HOV L,A 
166 1020 26 MVI H,OC 2 
102E C2 
167 1D 2F CD CALL COPR ;SHIFT OPERATOR 
1030 20 
1031 I E 
168 1032 CD CALL DVD ;<E<Tl-2E<T-1l+E(T-2>>•KD/TS 
1033 AE 
1034 11 
169 1035 7D HOV A,L 
170 1036 El POP H ;RESTORE 
171 1037 Cl POP 8 p 
172 1038 6:S HOV H,L 
173 1DJ9 6F HOV L,A 
174 ID3A CD CALL SUHM ;<<E<T>-2E<T - Il+E<T-2>l• KD/IS>+P =DC 
1038 OJ 
103C I 0 
175 IDJO JA LOA OBO:S ;FETCH 0/P STATUS 
IDJE o:s 
ID3F OB 
176 1040 E6 ANI 01 
1041 01 
177 1042 C2 JNZ BIND ;IF BINARY 
1043 :se 
I D-44 ID 
178 1045 70 HOV A,l 
179 1046 21\ LHLD 0803 ;FETCH C 
1047 03 
1048 OB 
1BO 1D49 44 HOV B,H 
1 B1 1D4A 40 tiOV C,L 
1 B2 1 [148 6F H8V L,A 
183 104C 26 HVI H,oco 
1D4D CO 
184 1D4E CD CALL SUHH ;C+DC=C 
1D4F 03 
1D50 10 
1B5 1 D:Sl 7D HOV A,l ;0/P C 
1B6 1052 CD CALL ALEX 
1053 D1 
1054 ID 
1B7 1055 21 EXALs LXI H,081)J 
1056 OJ 
1057 08 
188 1058 73 HOV H,E ;0/P L.S.D. 
189 1059 23 INX H 
190 105A 72 HOV H,D ;0/P H.S.D 
191 1£158 C9 RET 
192 105C 70 !liNOs HOV A,L ;START B.C.D. TO BINARY CONV" N. 
193 1050 CO CALL ALEX ;REARRANGE DC TO REOUIRED ORDER 
lOSE 01 
ID:SF ID 
194 1060 71\ HOV A,D 
195 I 061 E6 ANI OFO 
1062 FO 
196 1063 OF RRC ;CONV. H.s. r1. 
197 1064 47 HOV B,A 
19B 11165 OF RRC 
199 1066 OF RRC 
T 
20(1 1 r•6 7 so ADD 11 ;H.S.D.• OtH .S.D.•2=H.S .D . • IO 
201 1 to be 47 HOV B,A 
202 106? lA HOV A,D 
203 1 Tt6 A E6 ANI OF 
1D 6D OF 
204 1D6C 80 f\ DD B 
20~ 1t•bD 07 f<LC ;CONV, H.S.D. t. 2ND DIG. 
206 1 DOE OE HVI c,o 
1l!6F 00 
207 1070 57 HOV D,A 
200 10?1 87 ADD A 
209 I D72 DC cc CARY 
1073 IC 
lll74 lE 
210 ID 7::i F5 PUSH PSII ;DOUBLE 
211 1076 79 HOV A,C M.S.D. 
212 1077 87 ADD A 
213 1078 4F HOV C,A 
214 107S' F1 F'OP PSU 
215 1D7A 87 ADD A 
216 1tt7fl DC cc CARY 
ID7C I c 
1070 1 E 
217 IDi'E 82 ADD D 
218 1D7F DC cc CARY 
1080 1 c 
1081 I E 
219 1082 57 HOV D,A 
220 1083 78 HOV A,E ;CONV. LAST DIGIT 
221 I (184 OF RRC 
222 IIJ85 OF RRC 
223 1086 OF RRC 
224 IDB7 OF RRC 
225 I [o 88 E6 ANI OF 
ID89 OF 
226 1D8A 82 1\DD D 
227 1088 DC cc CARY 
1D8C IC 
1080 lE 
228 108E 5F HOV E,A ;CONV. N COMPLETED 
229 108F 79 HOV A,C ;POSITION RESULT IN BC 
230 1090 07 RLC 
231 1091 07 RLC 
232 1[192 07 RLC 
233 1093 07 RLC 
234 1094 47 HOV B,A 
235 1095 7B HOV A,E 
236 1096 OF RRC 
237 1097 OF RRC 
238 1 [198 OF RRC 
239 1099 OF RRC 
240 ID9A SF HOV E,A 
241 1098 E6 I\ NI OF 
ID9C OF 
242 1090 80 ORA B 
243 109E 47 HOV B,A 
244 1D9F 7B HOV A,E 
245 10AO E6 ANI OFO 
1DAI FO 
J-TERH CONTROLLER ALGORITHH CALOS-80 V2.12 OJ/19/71 PAGE 2 
1 10A2 4F HOV C,A 
2 IOA3 70 HOV A,L ;CHECK IF DC -VE 
3 IDA4 E6 ANI 80 
IOA5 80 
4 IDA6 2A LHLD 803 ;FETCH C & REVERSE c 
1DA7 03 
IOA8 08 
5 IDA9 7C HOV A,H 
6 IOAA 65 HOV H,L 
7 I DAB 6F HOV L,A 
8 10AC CA JZ HI DEL 
IOAO BA 
IOAE 10 
9 lOAF 09 DAD B 
10 1DBO OA JC EXHI 
lOBI FF 
1DB2 ID 
11 1083 7C HOV A,H 
12 1084 65 HOV H,L 
13 1085 6F HOV L,A 
14 1086 22 SHLD 803 
1087 03 
10&8 08 
15 1089 C9 RET 
16 IOBA 70 HIDELs HOV A,L ;c-oc .. c 
17 IOBB 91 SUB c 
18 IOBC 6F HOV L,A 
19 1080 7C HOV A,H 
20 IDflE 98 SIIB B 
21 ID&F 67 HOV H,A 
22 1uCO 7C HOV A,H 
23 I DC I 65 HOV H,L 
24 IDC2 6F HOV L,A 
A 
"" 
;· ·~ 1 I•CJ "':: SH!... lJ ;:o3 - . 
1 DC•l (.1 
1 i•C5 l fi 
:! J, 1l:\C 6 
· .. ·'' R :~c 
~/ 1DC7 r\ 1- ll i' ,, : XRfl n ;CLEAR 0/P 
:·~ 1 !•CB ::.2 STA 8 03 
il:C9 1) 3 
1CCA V~ 
29 11'CB 3t: HlJI A,(lA8 ;U/F ALARH 
1DCC i< G 
30 1 ocn 3~ STA 8200 
1DCE 00 
1DCF 02 
31 1 [10 0 C9 RET 
~::! ; SUBRO UTI NE FOR SHIFTING A NUMBER ON DE & EXP. IN 
33 ;P. CC . UNTIL EXP.=O 
34 1 {ID1 4 ~' ALL::X: HOV B,A ;SAVE ACC. 
35 1{1D2 E6 ANI 7F . 
1DD3 7F 
36 11lD4 CB RZ 
37 1£10:1 FE CPI <10 
1006 40 
38 1DD7 CS RZ 
39 1DOB Dl\ JC fll1 
1DD9 EA 
1DDA 1 D 
40 1 DDB AF XRA A 
41 1D!lC l•2 ORA D 
42 1 ODD [iJ ORA E 
43 !ODE CA JZ I'lL I ; IF DE=O 
1DDF EA 
IDEO ID 
44 1 DEl 78 HOV A,B 
45 !DE2 E6 ANI 80 
IDE3 80 
46 I fiE4 C2 JNZ EXMI ; IF DC 0/F 
IDE:I FF 
IDE6 Ill 
47 I DE7 C3 JHP UFA jiF DC U/F 
IDEO C7 
IDE9 1 D 
48 IDEA CD AL 11 CALL RDER 
IDEB ED 
IDEC 12 
49 tOED CD CALL RDER 
IDEE ED 
IDEF 12 
:10 1 DFO CD CALL RDER 
1DF1 ED 
1DF2 12 
:11 IDFJ CD CALL RDER 
1DF4 ED 
1!lF5 12 
52 1DF6 7A HOV A,D 
53 1DF7 E6 ANI OF 
IDFB OF 
54 1DF9 :17 HOV D,A 
5:1 IDFA 78 HOV A,B ;RESTORE ACC. 
:16 IDFB JD DCR A 
. 57 1 DFC C3 JHP ALEX 
IDFD Dt 
IDFE ID 
58 tllFF 3E EXH I: HVI A,OA7 ;0/F ALARH 
IEOO A'l 
59 IEOI 32 STA 8200 
1E02 00 
1E03 82 
60 1E04 JE HV I A,OFF 
lEO :I FF 
61 1E06 32 STA 0803 
1E07 03 
1E08 OB 
62 1 E09· C9 RET 
63 ; SUBf\OUT INE FOR POSITIONING OPERATOR <BCJIH) 
64 IEOA 4E FOPR1 HOV C,H ;FETCH L.S.D. 
6:5 1EOB 23 INX H 
66 1EOC 46 HOV l:l,H ;FETCH H.S.D. 
67 1EOD 23 INX H 
68 IEOE 7E HOV A, H ;FETCH EXP. 
69 IEOF Et POP H 
70 IEIO El XTHL ;RESTORE PREVIOUS HL&PC 
71 1 Ell 67 HOV H,A 
72 1E12 C9 I< ET 
73 ; SUB ROUT lllE FOR POSITIONING OPERAND < DE&L) 
74 1£13 :lE FOPD: 110V E,H ;rETCH L.S.D. 
7:5 1E14 23 INX H 
76 I EIS !56 HOV D,H ;FETCH H.S.D . 
77 1E16 23 INX H 
78 IE17 7E HOV A,H ;FETCH EXP . 
79 1 E 1 a Et POP H ;RESTORE PR(V IOUS 
80 I E 19 E3 XTHL HL & PC 
01 tElA 6F HOV L,A 
82 IEIB C9 RET 
A-93 
83 ; su ;. :: .,.r.JJ: •u.~ ,.. A •·· · · v ~ on \ ' Qt.JER 
' 
84 1E1 C F ':i Cit:~·J • i':.JSlt F' f) I) 
85 1 El D cc INR r. 
86 1 E 1 E F I ;·'uP r.:. st.J 
87 !ElF C"t RET 
88 ; S U:; :~. J U i HiE FO!-: 51HF TING OPERATOR LEFT UIHILL 
89 ; M. s . ~I .. IS 110 1~-Z~RO . 
90 1E20 711 CO?r<: NOV A, B 
91 1 E21 E!o AN! OFO 
1E22 FO 
92 1E23 CO RNZ ;IF 1-t.S.It. IS NON-Z ERO 
93 1E24 CIJ CALL SBCL 
1E25 44 
IE 26 1 E' 
94 1E27 CD CALL SI! CL 
1E28 44 
1E29 1 E 
95 1E2A CD Cr~L L ~l!!C L 
1E2£4 44 
1E2C 1 E 
96 1E2D CD CALL S!ICL 
1E2E 44 
1E2F 1 E 
97 1E30 7C HOV A,H 
98 1E31 E6 ANI 7F 
1E32 7F 
99 1E33 FE CPI 41 
1E34 41 
100 1E35 DA JC HVE ;IF EXP.=O OR -VE 
1E36 3C 
1E37 1 E 
101 1F.38 2~ DCR H 
102 1E39 C3 JHP COPR 
1E3A 20 
1E3B 1 E 
103 1E3C 24 NVE: INR H 
10-4 1E3D 7C HOV A,H 
105 1E3E E6 ANI OBF ;SET EXP.=-\.1E 
1E3F DF 
106 iE40 67 HOV H,A 
107 1E41 C3 JI1P COPR 
1E42 20 
1E43 1 E 
108 ;SUBROUTINE FOR SHIFTING BC LEFT. 
109 1E44 AF SBCL: XRA A ;CLEAR CY FLAG 
110 1E45 79 HOV A,C 
111 1E46 1 7 RAL 
112 1E47 4F HOV C,A 
113 1E48 78 HOV A,B 
114 1E49 17 RAL 
11 ~ 1E4A 47 HOV B,A 
116 1E4B C'9 RET 
11 7 .END 
Al1 IDEA ALEX 1DD1 BCDI 1C78 BINO 1D5C 
CARY 1E1C COPR 1E20 DVD 11AE EXAL 1055 
EXHI 1 DFF EXPF 1C24 FOPD 1 E 13 FOPR IEOA 
HI DEL 1DBA HUPY 10C1 HVA 1CB3 NVE 1E3C 
RDER 12ED SBCL 1 E44 I STHA 1C1D SUHH 1003 
SUSB 1COA UFA 1DC7 
A-94 
APPENDIX 11 
Listing of the Non-linear Adaptive Controller Program. 
- A-95 -
... ~ ~ J : ~ i ~ 0 :2 T-; I _G:I TP.Ol t ER CALOS- 80 V~.12 03/14 /7 1 PAGE 
. TI TLC: ' Hftr.lfiCD 2- TERH CONTRO LLER ' 
2 .!lEX 
:.c.u= 1 3~,£ 
..; [<:1 1l= 1 36:> 
s £TL=027 
6 ETII= U29 
7 ET r,L=8 2,) 
a Eii1!1,82B 
~ t KL=82D 
10 YI:H-.821.: 
; 1 CL=830 
' 2 CH , 831 




17 1800 00 .O RG 1800 
1 B )800 AF XRA A 
19 1801 2 1 LXI H,ETL 
1802 27 
1803 OB 
20 1 80~ 77 HOV H,A ; CLEAR E (T) 
21 1805 23 INX H 
22 180 6 77 HOV H,A 
23 1807 23 IHX H 
24 1808 .23 INX H 
25 180'1 77 HOV H,A ;CLEAR E<r-1> 
26 180A 23 INX H 
27 1808 77 KOV H,A 
28 180C 23 INX H 
29 100D 23 INX H 
30 180E 36 KVI 11, 20 ;SET Y<Kl EST. 
180F 20 
31 1810 23 IHX H 
32 1011 77 KOV H,A 
33 1812 23 INX H 
3~ 1813 23 INX H 
35 181 ~ 77 KOV H,A ;CLEAR 0/P (c) 
36 181!5 23 IHX H 
37 1816 77 KOV H,A 
38 1817 23 IN X H 
39 1818 23 INX H 
40 1819 36 IIVI H,48 ;SET KI=BI 
181A ~8 
~1 1818 23 INX H 
42 181C 77 HOV H,A 
43 181 D 23 IHX H 
4~ 181E 23 IHX H 
4!5 181 F 36 KVI M,OCO ;SET DP=BP 
1820 CO 
46 1B21 23 It\ X H 
47 1822 36 IIVI 11' 02 
1823 02 
48 1824 3E MVI A,37 ;PROGI'<AH COUNTER 
182!5 37 
49 1826 32 STA 8007 
1827 07 
1B2B 80 
!50 1829 3E HVI A,!50 ; SET TillER TO 112 SEC. 
1B2A !50 
!51 1828 32 STA , 8004 
182C 04 
182D 80 
:12 182E 32 STA BOO 
182F 00 
1830 OB 
:13 1831 3E IIVI A,O 
1832 00 
:14 1833 32 STA BOO ... 
1B34 04 
183:1 80 
:-;:-; 1B36 32 STA 801 
1837 01 
1838 OB 
:16 1839 C3 JHP INTR 
183A 00 
18J[! 14 
:17 1400 00 .ORG 1400 
:18 1400 JA INTR: LDA 806 ;READ LEVEL 
1401 06 
1402 08 
59 1 403 2F CHA ;CONVERT TO BINARY 
60 1404 07 RLC ;SCALE UP 1/P 
61 1405 C7 RLC 
62 1406 07 RLC 
63 1407 :iF HOV E,A ;LOU PASS FILTER 
64 1408 3A LDA YKL ;K•.:i I.E. KY,Y/2 
1409 2D 
14011 08 
6!5 1408 OF RRC 
66 1 4 ': i_6 r.N 1 7 F 
1 4 • /F 
67 1 4 r ~: 3 li T• I• E 
6ll l "t•..'l :12 !: ft\ ) KL 
1 1 r o :' [J 
1 4 I 1 OJ 
6 ? 141 ~ .!A LDA ETL ;STIFT ERROR E<T-1 > 
141 3 27 
1 4 1 4 09 
70 1415 32 STA ETHL 
14 I 6 2A 
141 7 00 
71 141 0 3A LDA YKL ;CALCULATE E<T> 
14 1 Q ?D 
1 41 A 08 
72 1 41 !.l fl6 SU I 20 
14iC 20 
73 141 [J F2 JP PVE ; CONVEr<T TO SIGNED BINARY' 
141 [ 23 
141 F 14 
74 1420 2F CHA ;SIGH - VE 
75 14 2 1 C6 ADI 81 ; TUO" S COMPL. 
1422 81 
76 1423 32 PVE : STA ETL ;STORE E<T> 
14 24 27 
1425 08 
77 1-\26 21 LXI H,ETHL 
14 27 2A 
14 28 08 
78 1429 86 ADD H j/E!T>/+/E<T-1 )/ 
79 142A E6 ANI 7F 
14 2B 7F 
BO 14 2C FE CPI 31 
14 20 31 
81 142E ItA JC UIR jiF HOT> 3 ~~u <U=SCALIHG> 
142F SF 
1-430 1 4 
82 1 -431 3A LDA ET L 
1432 27 
1433 OB 
83 1434 E6 AHI 80 
143:5 80 
84 1-436 C2 JNZ NVE ;IF -VE 
1-437 46 
1438 14 
e:s 1439 3E HVI A,OFC 
IUA FC 
86 1438 32 STA CH 
143C 31 
1430 08 
87 143E 3E HVI A,O 
143F 00 
ea 1440 32 STA CL 
1441 30 
1442 OB 
89 1443 C3 JHP SCT 
1444 40 
144:5 14 
90 1446 AF HVE: XRA A 
91 1447 32 STA CL 
1448 30 
,1449 08 
92 IHA 32 STA CH 
1448 3i 
144C 08 
93 1HD 21 SCT: LXI H,KIL 
1HE 33 
1HF OB 
94 1450 36 HVI H,48 ji<I a BI 
14:51 48 
9:5 1452 23 · IHX H 
96 1453 36 HVI H,O 
14:54 00 
97 14:5:5 23 IHX H 
9B 14:56 23 INX H 
99 1457 36 HVI H,OCO ji<P=BP 
1458 CO 
100 1459 23 INX H 
101 14:SA 36 HVI H,02 
14:58 02 
102 145C C3 JHP TTC 
1450 AO 
14:SE 14 
103 14:SF E6 Uikl ANI 7F 
1460 7F 
104 1461 FE CPI OB 
1462 OB 
105 1H3 D2 JHC TTC ;IF /E(Tl/ NOT< .5•1.1 
1H4 AO 
1465 14 




107 1469 FE CPJ 2a 
146A 78 
10B 146D Ll2 JNC CKI ; IF KI:>=AI 
146C 73 
1460 1 4 
109 146E 3E 11Vl 'A,28 ;KI ::: AI 
146F 2B 
110 1470 CJ JHP CKII 
1471 7 7 
1472 14 
111 1473 CA CKll JZ CKI1 
1474 77 
1-475 14 
112 1476 :; o OCR A ;KI - 1 
113 1477 :>2 CKI 1 1 STA KIL 
1479 33 
1479 OB 
114 147A 3A LDA KPH ;FETCH H.S.O. OF KP 
1478 37 
147C OB 
115 1470 FE CPI 0 
I47E 00 
116 147F C2 JNZ CKP 
14BO 95 
1481 I 4 
117 14B2 3A LDA KPL ;FETCH L.S.D. OF KP 
1483 36 
14B4 OB 
IlB 1485 H CPI oco 
14B6 CO 
119 1407 02 JNC CKP1 
1488 92 
1489 I 4 
120 14BA 3E HVI A,OCO 
1488 CO 
121 14BC 32 STA KPL ;I<P>=AP 
1490 36 
14BE 08 
122 14BF C3 JHP TTC 
1490 AO 
1<191 14 
123 1<192 CA CI<P 1: JZ TTC 
1493 AO 
1494 I 4 
124 1495 :n CKP: LXI H,KPL ;DECREMENT KP 
1496 36 
1497 OB 
125 1499 :5E HOV E,H 
126 1499 23 INX H 
127 149A :56 HI! V D,H 
12B 1498 I 8 ' ncx D 
129 149C I 8 DCX 0 
130 1490 72 HOV H,D 
I 31 149E 28 DCX H 
132 149F 73 HO'J H,E 
133 14AO 3A TTC: LDA I<IL ;FETCH L.S.D. OF KI 
14AI 33 
14A2 08 
134 14A3 OF RRC 
13:5 14A4 OF RRC 
136 14A5 OF RRC 
137 14A6 OF RRC 
13B 14A7 E6 ANI OF ;KI/16 
14A8 OF 
139 14A9 6F HuV L,A 
140 14AA 26 HVI H,O 
14AB 00 
141 14AC 3A LDA ETL ;FETCH E<Tl 
14AO 27 
14AE 08 
142 I 4AF [6 ANI 7F 
1480 7F 
143 I 48 I :5F HOV E,A 
fH 1482 16 HVI I.J,O 
1483 00 
145 148-4 CD CALL BHU ;KIE>=E<T>•KI 
1485 65 
1486 13 
1 46 1-487 44 HOV B,H 
147 1488 4D HOV C,L 
148 1489 21 LXI H,ETL 
14BA 27 
14Ic8 08 
149 148C 3A LDA ETHL 
141'0 2A 
14BE 08 
1:50 1<48F AE XRA H 
151 1<4CO F2 JP EHE ;IF SIGN EQ. 
14CI (16 
14C2 1-4 
1:52 14C3 3A LOA ETHL 
14C4 .2 A 
1<4C5 OB 
153 it,C6 r6 MH 7F 
HC7 7F 
154 14C B (1 3 Ait D E ; E( I>+E <T - 1) 
1 r..· ~ 
... ... 14C9 . -... .. HOV E,A ;Sft i.' E f;ES ULT 
156 14CA 31\ LOA ETL 
14C B 27 
14CC OB 
1!:i7 14CD E6 ANI 00 
14CE 80 
159 14CF 7P MOV A,E ; i\F.:T ORE RESULT 
159 14[10 C2 J~Z RN ; I F E<T> -VE 
1 4 D 1 F6 
1402 1 4 
160 1403 C3 JHP KP N 
1404 F7 
J.4 D!:i 14 
161 1406 3A EHE: LDA ETHL 
1407 2A 
1408 oe 
162 1409 E6 ANI DO 
140A 80 
163 1408 CA JZ THO jE!T- 1 >=+VE 
14DC EC 
1400 14 
164 140E 3A LDA ETHL 
14DF 2A 
14EO OB 
165 HEI E6 ANI 7F 
14E2 7F 
166 14E3 93 SUB E ; E !1 - 1 > -E < T> 
167 14E4 F2 JP KPH ; IF RES ULT +VE 
14E5 F7 
14E6 14 
168 14£7 2F CI1A 
169 14E8 3C IHR A 
170 14E9 C3 JHP RN ;IF RESULT -VE 
14EA F6 
14EB 14 
171 14EC 7S THO: HOV A,E 
172 14ED 21 LXI H, ETHL 
14EE 2A 
14EF 08 
173 14 FO 96 SUB 
" 
;E< T>-E <T - 1 > 
174 14F1 F2 JP KPH ;IF RESULT +VE 
14F2 F7 
14F3 14 
175 14F4 2F CHA 
176 14F5 3C IHR A 
177 14F6 37 RH: STC 
178 14F7 FS KPH: PUSH PSU 
179 14F13 21 LXI H,KPL 
14F9 36 
14FA OB 
180 14FB SE HQV E,H 
I 81 11FC 23 INX H 
182 14FO 56 HOIJ 0,11 
183 11FE 6F HOV L,A 
184 14FF 26 HVI H,O 
ISOO 00 
IBS 1501 CD CALL BHU ;KPE=KP * <E <T >- E <T - 1)) 
1502 6S 
1503 13 
186 1504 so HOV D,B 
187 1505 59 HOV E,C 
1 BB 1506 Fl POP PSU 
189 1:507 DA JC KPEN ;IF KPE -VE 
1508 1 a 
1:509 1 s 
190 ISOA 3A LDA Ell 
1S08 27 
1SOC OB 
191 1500 E6 ANI eo 
I SOE eo 
192 ISOF CA JZ PEI ;IF E<T> +VE 
1510 31 
1 Sll Is 
193 1512 CD CALL BSU ;I<PE -K IE 
1513 SE 
1514 13 
194 1 s 1 s Cl JHP PC 
1:516 21 
1:517 IS 
19S 1 SIB 3A KPEH: LOA Ell 
1 s 19 27 
IS IA OB 
196 1518 E6 ANI 80 
I SIC eo 
197 1::; 1 D C2 JNZ PEI ;IF E<T> -VE 
I 51 E 31 
1 SI F IS 
198 1520 Ell XCHO 
199 I :52 1 CO CALL l:lSU :tUE-KPE 
15 22 SE• 
IS2l 13 
200 1524 D2 PC: JHC PDC ;IF +VE 
15 :1 5 4B 
15?6 15 
201 152 7 7C HOV A,H ;2 ' S COM PL. 
202 1:i 2 tl 2F CHA 
203 1'529 67 HOV H,A 
204 15 2A 7D 11 0V A,L 
20:5 152D 2F r.HA 
206 152C 6F HOV L,A 
207 152fl 23 INX H 
208 1521.': C3 Jl1P NDC 
152F 35 
1:\30 15 
209 1531 19 PEI: DAD D 
210 1532 CA JZ PDC ;IF DC +VE 
1533 48 
1534 15 
211 1535 3A HDC: LDA CL 
1536 30 
1537 OB 
212 153B SF HOV E,A 
213 1539 3A LDA CH 
1531\ 31 
1538 OB 
214 15JC 57 HOV D,A 
215 l53D E8 XCHG 
216 153E CD CALL BSU ;C=C-DC 
153F 5E 
1540 13 
217 1541 D2 JNC se 
1542 58 
1543 15 
218 1544 26 HVI H,O ;CcO IF C•-VE 
1545 00 
219 1546 2E HVI L,O 
1547 00 
220 1548 C3 Jr.P se 
1549 58 
1:54A 1:5 
221 1548 3A PDC: LlJA CL 
154C 30 
154D OB 
222 154E 5F MOV E,A 
223 154F 3A LDA CH 
1550 31 
1551 08 
224 15~2 57 tiOV D,A 
22:5 1553 19 DAD D ;C'"'C+DC 
226 1554 D2 JNC se 
155:5 58 
1556 1:5 
227 1:5:57 26 IIVI H,OFC ;C,.HAX. IF C=OVF. 
1:558 FC 
228 1559 2E HVI L,O 
155A 00 
229 1558 EB SC: XCHG 
230 155C 21 LXI H,CL ;STORE C 
1:5:50 30 
155E OB 
231 155F 73 HOV H,E 
232 1560 23 INX H 
233 1561 72 HOV H,D 
234 1562 7A HOV A,D ;0/ P C/2•.,.8 
235 1563 32 STA 803 
1:564 03 
1:56:5 08 
236 1:566 C9 RET ;UAIT FOR INTERRUPT 
237 .END 
8HU 1365 BSU 135E CH 0831 CKI 1473 
CKI1 1477 CKP 1495 CKP1 1492 CL 0830 
EHE 1406 ETH 0028 Ell 0827 ETHH 0928 
ETHL 082A INTR 1400 KIH 0834 KIL 0833 
I< PEN 1518 KPH 0837 KPL 0836 KPH 14F7 
NDC 1535 NVE 1446 PC 1:524 PDC 1548 
PEI 1:531 PVE 1423 RN 1<4F6 se 1558 
SCT 144D THO 14F.C TTC 1<4AO UIR 1<45F 
YKH 082E YKL 0820 
• 
A-lOO 
